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PE"3:FACE

Most of the content for this thesis has come from

Ellults material that has been translated into English or

articles that he has written himself in English.

Throughout, I have used the standard translations as are

noted in the Bibliography. The main exception to this
/'

general practice comes when Autopsi~~e la Revolution

provides the source, for at the time of writing, there was

no translation of that book, nor of a number of Ellul's

articles. In these instances, I have quoted directly from

the French. Since many· of the references do come from

Ellul's varioUs writings, for the sal{e of convenience, I

have used certain abbreviations for those cited most often.

They are as follows:

AR

Critique

J of J

M of C

PI

The Presence

"La Technique"

To Will

/
Autopsie de la Revolution

A Critique of the N~w Commonplaces

The Judgment of Jonah

The Meaning of the City

The Political Illusion

The Presence of the Ki~gdom

"La Techniques et les Premiers Chapitres,
de la Genese"

The Technologica!_~~~iety

To Will and To Do

iii



Finally, I Hould Iilee to thank the I!'eJTIbers of my

supervisory committee for their help and encouragement

during the various stages of writing. In particular, I

am grateful to Dr. G. P. Grant for introducing me to the

pro'blerr.s wi th w'hich 'Sllul is concerned, and_ for guiding

my work to make this thesis possible.
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INTRODUCTION

1 • Background. -

Jacques Ellul, a member of the Faculty of Law and

Economic Sciences at the University of Bordeaux, may well

be the most powerful spokesmen alive who advocates

orthodox Protestantism for the modern world. Born in 1912,

he was converted at the age of twenty-one from Marxism to a

Calvinist form of Christianity. Far from detaching himself

from the political realm, he has continually remained

active - engaging in the French Resistance, campaigning

against French participation in the Algerian War, and

serving as deputy mayor of Bordeaux. His continued invol-

vement in practical affairs is a sign of his insistence on

the social and political significance of Christian belief.

Within his religious tradition, Ellul can be compared only

with Karl Barth. In fact, he can be called 'pop-Barth',

for recently a growing number of New Left, North American

radicals, with no specific religious affiliations, have

latched on to his social analyses. That title however,

would not mean that his basic theology is any more pala-

table for popular acceptance than Barth's. The comparison

is made because each is concerned primarily with the

arbitrary judgment and mercy contained in the direct

1
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revelatjon of the Word of God in Christ. In ~y vievT, even

though Ellul's theology is not systematic, he is at least as

important as Barth, for he does analyze the social and

political aspects of his world, and is willing; to confront
. 1

theologically, that reality.

Que la constatation des faits soit n~cessaire
~ ~pour Ie chretien, cela me paralt une certitude

car c'est la seule chose
2
qui pUisse nous faire

sortir de 1 'abstraction.

He therefore considers it important to describe, as

accurately as possible, the si tuation in 'I'lhich he finds him-

self. This is no minor task for him and he has written a

number of massive descriptions of various aspects of modern

society. His most comprehensive book on social issues,

The Technological Society, has provoked controversy in the

fields of sociology and social philosophy because of its

stark and sweeping analysis of the forces dominating modern

society. The basic thesis of the book is that in modern

society (dating approximately from the end of the eighteenth

century), technique has become an automatic, self-legislat

ing, self-perpetrating force that imposes itself on all

spheres of contemporary life, disallowing any alternative.

He maintains that this is the case not only in advanced

l For an indication of the difference between Barth
and Ellul, see p. 11, footnote 10.

2 /
Jacques Ellul, "Le Realisme Poli tique", Foi et

Vie, November 1947, p. 723.
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industrial areas, but also in more traditional societies

where the modernization process is making the technolo-

gical society universal. By technique, he means,

the totality of methods rationally arrived at
and having absolute efficienCy (for a given
~a~e-of-a-evelopment) in every field of human
activity.]

In short, the 'one best way' takes precedence over any

other consideration. 'The consensus concerning this work

was an admiration for some of his insights, but finallY"a

rejection of his alleged pessimism about the ability of

man to find his way out of this situation. The debate

however, has sUffered from the fact that even those who

have taken Ellul seriously as a social critic, have not

given his other works, both theological and social, the

attention they deserve. His social writings are not

isolated, but they form an integral part of hi"s religious

orientation -- a perspective put forward most explicitly in

To Will an~_~~ and The Meaning of the City. 'These books

attempt to clarify for modern man, the significance of the

revelation given in the Bible. For Ellul, that revelation

is prior for a correct understanding, and his bibliography

shows no sequence from social to biblical themes. He is not

primarily a sociologist who is later trying to fit his

insights into a framework which somehow he can then label as'

]
Jacques Ellul, The Technological Society (New York:

1965), p. xxv. Hereafter this book will be referred to as
T.S.
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Christian. Rather, he appears to have a comprehensive

vision that is gradually unfolding in his various works,

and only the theological writings can clarify what he

means by technology, statism, propaganda etc.

For Ellul, Christian faith, if it is not lived out

in the world (in our case, the technological society), is
I

meaningless. Within this perspective, his account of con-

temporary society as governed 'by his fai th, implies and

indeed includes, a response to that situation. According

to Ellul that Christian response should be different from

all accepted forms of social and political action. Yet at

the same time, it will be totally revolutionary, for it

will 'be based on a realistic analysis and an overcoming of

the technological society, rather than on an unexamined

retreat. As early as 1948 (The Presence of the Kingdom),

Ellul formulated a theology of Christianity as a revolu

tionary faith that "alone permits them [Christians] to

escape from the stifling pressures of our present form of

civilization".4 One of his most recent books, Autopsie de,
", ,

la Revolution, analyzes and criticize$ the concept and

practice of revolution, particularly as it appears as a

modern phenomenon. It would appear therefore, that contrary

to 'popular opinion', a dominant theme running throughout

Ellul's writings has been the notion of a revolutionary

4
Jacques Ellul, The Presence of the Kingdom (New

York: 1967--originally pUblished in--French in 19l}S), p. 60.
Hereafter this will be referred to as The Presence.



response to the technological society.

Ey thesis will concentrate on what he has said,

both socially and theologically, about revolution. The

purpose of choosing this one subject is to provide a

starting point, or a way of entering into Ellul's thought

as a whole. Hence by concentrating on the single topic of

revolution, one can begin to see the unity in his theologi-

cal and social writings, and to appreciate that he does

have a vision of the whole. The particular theme of

revolution is useful on two different levels. In the first

place, the idea of revolution is very much in vogue in

current political and social discussions; therefore, in

light of his earlier critiques of society, Ellul's comments

about this field are pertinent. As an example of the manner

in which he can relate his Christian faith to a particular

issue, they are important in their own right. Secondly,

when one looks at the recurrent notion of revolution in his

writings, it becomes apparent that by 'revolution', he

ultimately means the content of the proper Christian res

ponse to the world. Understood in this way, the theme

goes beyond being merely one among many to which Ellul

points as symptomatic of our world: it is at the heart of

the matter.
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II Pr~li~nary -- Ellul's Dialectic

It is important that the reader understand the

schema within 1'lhich Ellul views the vast body of material

that the Christian intellectual should encompass. Despite

the fact that he diVides his bibliography into 'historical',

'sociological', and 'theological' works, in the final

analysis, he does not consider them as completely distinct

entities. He sees them as two types of studies (the

socio-historical studies being grouped together) locked in

a constant tension in which both he and the reader are

inextricably bound. Commenting on his own work, Ellul has

said;

I always thing 'at grips' as it were, with my
surroundings--sometimes in protest against what
is happening, but alwaYs taking account of it.
I make no claim to being a philosopher or a
dogmatician. I can never look at anything sub
specie aeternitatis. Whatever I think, do,--
wrrte as a Cnristian, I think, do, write it in
relation to a specific setting. 5

This is his conception of his role as a Christian intellec

tual. The only thinking that he considers important is that

which sheds light on our own specific situation. Even his

historical studies serve basically either to strike a

contrast to the present, or to trace the roots of what has.

come to dominate. Similarly, some of his scathing critic-

isms stem, not from a View of history as a whole, but from

what he thlnks needs attention n01>I. For example, in A

. 5Jacques Ellul, It Mirror of These Ten Years", I
Christian Century, 87 ( February 18, 1970), p. 200. I Hereafter
this will be referred to as "Mirror".
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Critiaue of the New Commonnlaces, he underlines the need to

criticize different aspects of society in different ways at

different times. The link between his specific setting and.

his work as a Christian goes a long way to explain both the

insistence on his type of social analysis and also the

vehemence of his conclusions.

a} As central to his total view of what it means to be

Christian, Ellul says that one must highlight the contra-

diction bebv-een the forces of our society and the force of

the will of God for man which is revealed in the Bible.

For clarity of expression, he refers to the former as

'reality', and to the latter as 'truth'. In his writings

as a whole, Ellul has set up a principle of confrontation

between the two. As a result, it is his practice to write

a theological book corresponding to each study of society:

for example, The Meaning of the City corresponds to The
L, 'I;,tr) --

Technological Society, and ViolenceAcorrespond. to Autopsie

de la Revolution.

The only thing that will be of any use is not
synthesis or adaptation, but confrontation; that
is, bringing face to face, two factors that are
contradictory and 61rreconcilable and at the same
time inseparable.

Ellul sees the confrontation as forming a dialectic in

which one cannot legitimately disregard either pole. This

formulation though, in no way constitutes a Manichaean

dualism. In fact, it does not even mean finally that the

6"Mirror", p. 201.
l-)-!'-('{-'\ :C 1 t,"\':Ct"n 1 ..

:(' ( }-1 (; D.l ~-~-: c:: r~~, { 2~-. ;::: ,"~-, f' t, J-.; {~.

'~"('i()l.. jc::..J 'i1"'~ ,··l;c;.~1
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two poles of the dialectic have comparable power at all.

God's truth is prior, sovereign, triumphant. )loTeover,

according to Ellul, the central revelation of Jesus Christ

tells man that the forces of reality have been defeated,

for He showed what it would mean not to give allegiance to

them. On the other hand, knowledge of the victory of

Christ and the sovereignty of God does not totally extri-

cate man from his real position. He is not exempted from

the struggle, for the forces of reality are still exercising

control over man. This conclusion is also part of the

biblical revelation from which the Christian cannot

legitimately escape. The dialectic describes the situation

of man enmeshed in the order of reality, confronting the

revelation of God's will for man. No human synthesis can

resolve the contradiction that man faces between.truth and

reality. Because of the Incarnation however, (the only
\

time when truth and reality have been united) Ellul says

the Christian cannot avoid any aspect of the contradiction

ami the confrontation.

For it is only out of the decision he makes
when he experiences this contradiction--never
out of ~iherence to an integrated system-
that the Christian will arrive at a practical
solution. 'I

The reason that Ellul sees the relationship between

truth and reality in terms of dialectic, as well as of

-----------------
7

"Mirror", p. 201.
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confrontation, lies in the inseparability of the two poles. 8

There are not two separate spheres that happen to be in

conflict. ]\Jar, according to Ellul, should one merely

choose between truth and reality with an accompanying re-

j ecti on of the other. The reality of the \AlarId can be seen

lucidly only in the light of the biblical revelation;

otherwise, the various facts achieve no true significance.

And this revelation nrovides us with both a
means of understanding the problem and a
synthesis of its aspects as found in the raw
data of history and sociology•••• so it is with
the reality of human problems in general and
with our particular aspect of life. Revelation-
1'lhich I-las not given l1'i th this in ~ind, but \'Ihich
incidentally serves in this way--enlightens,
brings together and explains Nhat our reason
and experience discover. Without revelation
all our reasoning is doubtlessly useful but
does not view reality in true perspective. 9

Furthermore, there is no aspect of life, whether economic

or political or scientific or technical, that is autonomous

from the judgment and grace of God. All is subject to the

Lordship of God. It is fairly clear then, why Ellul says

that reality should be considered only in its relation to

the biblical revelation. On the other hand, if man were

totally in communion with the will of God, as in the Elienie

state, then there would be no reality at all. For that

matter, there would be no biblical revelation either, for

8 This is clearly a different meaning of the term
'dialectic' from the way it is used by Hegel or Marx.

9Jacques Ellul, The Meaning of the City (Grand
Rapids: 1970), p. 153. Hereaflfer-rhis will be referred to
as 1'1 of C.
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it is intended only for the salvation of man in revolt from

God. It is therefore directed to man who, as a result of

the fall, is caught in reality. Since this is the case,

one cannot aspire to a pure knowledge of the biblical

revelation as an expression of God's holy will, as a thi'ng

on its own, apart from the 'here and now' situation. Thus,

even the biblical revelation cannot be examined adequately

if it is severed from the concrete setting to which it is

directed. For instance, the true significance of n1e

Technological Society can be seen only in The 1"ieaning of

the City: but also, The Technological Society is necessary

to document for now what is said biblically (i.e. for all

times) in The Meaning of the City. The technological

society is the reality to which that book is now speaking.

Ellul insists on both of the foregoing aspects· when he

places his overall enterprise in a dialectic. ~fuen reading

his more detailed and specialized works, particularly those

in the social realm, one should remember that each one is

a partial statement of only one half of the dialectic.

b) Since, in the totality of his work, Ellul refuses

to separate the two poles of the dialectic, it is legiti

mate to ask why he does create the radical split when

carrying out his plan. Is this not rather deliberately

misleading? There is no doubt that on one level, he in

tends books such as The Technological Society and Autopsie
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,.
de la Rev<:»utio~, to stand alone as complete. He wants them

to be assessed on their own merits according to whether or

not they are accurate accounts of the social or historical

facts. In this respect, it is not qUite fair to refute

cri tics by saying, 'l>lell, he really means these books in

an entirely different perspective!', as if one were pul-

ling a rabbit out of a hat. On another level though, if

he were to say that anyone with sufficient intellectual

tools and perceptiveness could reach the same conclusions

socially, then social thought would indeed be cut off from

the revelation. Does not the very undertaking of separate

social writings enhance the prestige of the modern socio-

logical enterprise as something valid on its own hook?

Or, to put the question from the other direction, what

could an objective social analysis add to what we are told

definitively in the biblical revelation and in obedience

to the will of God?10 These are serious questions tha.t

arise from Ellul's principle of selection for his books--

10This is a similar objection to that Barth makes
against Brunner at the end of their debate on "Natural
Theology" when he .discusses the problem of Christian edu
cation. Barth would probably say that if one is obedient
to the Word of God, then it 't'lould be unnecessary to engage
in sociological studies. This is not to say that Barth
was unconcerned with the Christian response to the world,
but he would not think that the Christian thinker need
work on independent social writings. Doubtless, despite
the similarities in their theological stances, Barth would
level the same type of criticism against the framework
within which Ellul works out his overall position.

I
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questions that cannot be easily ignored. The consistent

separation of his social and theological l'TOrks hOl're,rer,

does seem defensible on at least three related grounds.

First (and least important), for practical purposes

he cannot discuss everything in every book, so that he must

develop some consistent prin~iple of division. 11 He is not

working from a void tOl'Tards a total view, but he is elabo-

rating a prior vision. In the effort to clarify that view,

Ellul's method allows him to work in detail on fairly

self-contained sUbjects, one at a time, without violating

his overall plan. The second justification might be called

in Buddhist terms 'skillful means'. His penetrating social

analyses without any overt reference to his faith, can

attract certain readers who would normally dismiss out-of-

hand, any theological treatise. They are forced to come

to terms with what he describes as modern society, or else

refute him. Since his accounts are in language that modern

commentators can understand, they cannot easily dismiss

them on a charge of dogmatism. If he himself did not take

his social writings with utmost seriousness, one might be

tempted to suggest that he seems to speak to Philistines

11 In this respect, it is interesting to look 'at
The Presence which gives the impression of being far
ranging, but at the same time disjointed and almost
frenetic. One can see his SUbsequent books as a working
out in more detail and more coherently, the themes
introduced in that book.
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in the language of Philistines! 'rhis would be in the

attempt to focus attention on the most important issues,

rather than on peripheral or false ones. His descriptions

of society may not be able to give an ultimate account of

their own significance. They may however, clear away

false notions to make it easier for modern men to hear

the content of the biblical revelation. (In doing so, he

does of course run the risk that the description will not

lead to an opennes to his solution, but to a resignation

to that which is reality.) Whether or not this policy is

deliberate, it is certain that many readers come to Ellul's

religious thought via the route of taking his social in-

sights seriously. Most important of all, Ellul sees it as

the duty of the Christian intellectual to spell out as

clearly as possible what it means to be Christian in the

modern world. It is perhaps possible to live in a response

of obedience to the will of God without a pre-requisite of

analytical social research. Christian realism however,

does require that one be aWare of the enemy. If the

Christian intellectual is to put forward an articulate

formulation of what it could possible mean to incarnate

faith today, then he must be able to delineate a clear

assessment of the forces of the opposition. Ellul has

described his task as follows.

We must seek the deepest possible sociological
understanding of the world we live in, apply the
best methods, refrain from tampering with the
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results of our researchoD the grounds that they
are 'spiritually' embarrassing, maintain complete
clarity and complete realism--all in order to
find out, as precisely as may be, where we are
and what we are doing and also what lines of
action are open to us. The Christian intel
lectual is called frar~ly forced to face the
sociopolitical reality. This is one demand on
the Christian intellectual. The other is that
he develop and deepen his knowledge in the
biblical and theological fields. But he must
beware of 'inflecting' theology for the sake of
the 'cultural,.12

Ellul sees that his task as a whole is to carry out the two

demands1 ] in order to make the confrontation as dramatically

and starkly as possible. If ODe rejects this double task

as being superfluous in the light of the revelation, he

would then have to argue that speculative theology is

SUfficient to clarify the Word of God ~n the specific

situation the Christian has to face. If this argument is

pushed to the extreme, there is no place for the Christian

12"I'l1rror", P. 201. Ellul consistently advocates
realism -- the perception of the world as it is, without
illusions or preconceived definitions. It does involve a
recognition of reality not as good, but merely as it ls.
From the previous discussion of Ellul's dialectic, I
conclude that he would think that partial 'realism' is
possible within a purely social analysis of facts. On a
commonsense level, anyone can look at the world with many
or few' illusions. In the final analysis however, he would
see 'complete realism' as possible only in the light of
the biblical revelation. For his view on realism, and
also i'J'hy he sees social analysis as d esira'ble, see "Le
Realisme Poli tique".

13The starting points both theologically and
socially for the studies and revolution will be examined
separately in Chapters I and II respectively.

I
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intellectual at all, for people should simply read their

Bibles more closely. If one does accept Ellul's description

of his task, it bears repeating that the dialectical aspect

of the whole enterprise should remain in the foreground.

Also, it is important to note that the Christian comwen

tator cannot initiate a response to the confrontation he

poses. In the end therefore,' Ellul would have to tru{e the

position that any suitably equipped reader can check the

examples used in the descriptions of modern society, but

only with reference to their factual accuracy. The sig

nificance of those descriptions however, and any of his

programmatic suggestions cannot be understood within the

social books themselves. If the fact that Ellul procedes

in this manner upsets some readers, there may be many

explanations/such as their own preconceived ideas or the

directness of the biblical challenge or error in Ellul's

interpretations. It would not seem fair however to say

that the reason stems from any deceitfulness of purpose

on his part.

III Basic TDemes and Approaches Throughout Ellul's Works

In order to see how he can manage to maintain

this somewhat uncommon stance, we should examine in a

general way how he goes about carrying out this task.

a) To mention that this principle of confrontation is

not the usual starting point for a contemporary theorist is
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surely an under-statement. Even a casual reading of any

of his works gives a different impression from the judg...

rnent of fact that provides the criterion for most social

scientists today. Within the scope of this thesis, it is

impossible to investigate in depth Ellul's relation to the

mainstream of sociology since v~x Weber. I shall merely

try to highlight the sense in which he speaks from within

modern thought and the point at which he breaks with it.

Quite obviously Ellul is concerned to know about the facts

of social reality (a characteristic that does not distinguish

him from social scientists of any era).

We encounter facts in the political world. The
facts are concrete and real; we can have direct
knowledge of them and test them. But surprising
as this may be, political facts have different

4characteristics than they had in another day.l

It is this conviction with regards to facts that leads in

part to his advocacy of social nominalism (see chap. II).

One can argue that Ellul does fit into the context of mod-

ern social sciences to the extent that he denies that

reason alone can determine the goodness of a fact. Reason

is only a tool to establish the veracity of a fact or

perhaps to pursue the logical consequence of facts. m_
.LV

Ellul, the only criterion of judgmept remains the revela-

tion of God 'B will which is not sub,ject to nor accessible

14
Jacques Ellul, The Poli tical Illusion (New York:

1967), p. 97. Hereafter, this book wi1115e-r8rerred to as
PI.
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to man's reasoning. In this respect, he is able to speak

a language that is much closer to modern value-free

vocabulary than would more traditional philosophers who

would understand the relation 'bebJeen fact and reason

differently.15 For example, ,in an assessment of his

straight social thought, Ellu'l would pro'bably accept

generally the principles of modern analytical philosophy.

Furthermore, to a large extent, he does accept Max Weber's

format as a description of the state of the modern world.

Despite all criticism that can be leveled at
Max Weber, his theory of the tension between
facts and values (as a belief, not as a metaphysic)
is not only useful but certainly valid. No
matter how shocking or unlikely this may appear,
the man of our day, indifferent to values, has
reduced them to facts. 16 ,

As a final note, Ellul also clearly accepts Weber's account

of modern rationality as the most accurate description of

what the modern world has become as it unfolds its own

internal logic. Part of the appeal of Ellul's works

therefore, lies in the fact that he provides an overall

critique of modern society, but it is a critique that

somehow seems to lie within modernity itself.

15For an article showing the link between the
empiricism which is the basis for modern natural and social
sciences (Which Ellul attacks) and the recovery of the
theology of revelation as initiated by Karl Barth, see
Martin Jarrett-Kerr, "Scepticism and Revelation", Theology,
Vol. 52, 1949, pp. 410-16.

16
PI, p. 30.
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~aYin6 ta1{en into acc.ouYJt hi s affinity wi th mod ern

thought, one must not forget that for Ellul, neither a

"Value-free science, nor social objectivity is a beginning

or an end in itself. IIIFact l is very important to Ellul,

but only as experienced in the context of the whole:1? As

tools to help one grasp social reality as a whole, he

rejects the most common methods of behavioural social

sciences--mathematical, statistical, experimentally control-

led, microscopic studies. He says that such work can

produce impressive results, but that finally they tell us

very little about the subject allegedly under considera=

tion. In any case, the nature of the sociological

realities that define and dominate man cannot be measured

by either a limited public opinion poll or a study of one

segment while holding other factors constant. Because the

social realities hold a total grasp, one can gauge them

only from the standpoint of the whole. To him it is clear

.how the extrapolation of the results of
microscopic analysis leads to a strange world
in no way coinciding with political reality.
Attempts such as these impose certain images
on political reality and try to establish
certain patterns, but without ever coming to
grips w'ith genuine political matter: some
essential element is always lacking, some basic
aspect is always neglectedt The discursive
method, though seemingly less precise is, in

17
TS, p. xv. (John I'lilkinson in ItTranslator's

Introduction) g
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This method tries to focus the diverse facts of social

reality as it is now, such as it is experienced in toto.

Basically Ellul starts from premises and then marshalls

the concrete evidence in support. The principle remains,

that if the experience of sociological reality does not in

fact, fit the premise, then it is the premise and not the

eVidence, that must be abandoned. The validity of the·

premises can in one sense be checked by other observers:

they can be challenged though only on the grounds of the

eVidence and not on the premises themselves. If this is

an accurate account of his approach to looking at society,

then it would appear to be a reflection of his extensive

legal training. In this way, he tackles the difficult

task of trying to remain empirical and wholistic at the

same time. It is also his approach to doing 'objective'

social writing, while still remaining held by the biblical

revelation.

Ellul also opposes a second trend that he discerns

in modern research as it adheres to the fact-value distinc-

tion. He maintains that the current confusion between

facts and values has led to a state where the two have

become one. As a result, the establishment of a fact seems

18
PI, p. 5. For further discussion see also

Jacques Ellul, Propaganda. (New York: 1965), p. xii and
Appendix I.
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to become a justification in itself--there is no rebuttal

of a fact. In almost a caricature of this position, he

has said:

After the uncertainties of language and
thought, the fact gives me every guarantee
of existence, certaintYf objectivity,
permal1e.nce etc. Recourse to the fact is an
admirable solution--convenient, simple,
flexible. 19

Ellul t~{es just the opposite view. To know a fact is

not sufficient and a collection of facts, no matter how

large, cannot give itself coherence or significance. One

must be concerned with as many facts as possible, but the

necessity of any facts can never establish their legiti-

macy. In accordance with his theology, Ellul would

maintain consistently that it is the very necessity of the

facts of social reality that the Christian must confront.

In short, Ellul's desire for clarity stands again only in

light of the biblical revelation: this provides his

radical breror with other people's studies of society.

One of the best descriptions of the contrast

between his theologically based framework and that of

other sociologists, comes in Ellul's comments on the city,

as outiined in The Meaning of the City. These' are hardly

standard urbanology! Here he maintains that most modern

research into cities is hopelessly \lleak, for it is domin-

ated only by the objective, technical study of the city,

19Jacques
(New York: 1968),
to as Critique.

Ellul, A Critique of the New Commonplaces
p. 203.~reafter this will '6e'lefer:recr-
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if that. study is foreign to us. 20 Such an approach could

never ascertain the significance of those objects. A

proper science? on the other hand, has to be bUilt around

a plan, or what he calls a spiritual nucleus. TI1at is to

say, the social and historical facts should radiate around

this nucleus and find their true significance in its aura.

If we accept this, then what we learn to know
about the city, by natural means, by history
al'")d sociology and about man in the ci ty, by
psychology and the novel, must be connected,
co-ordinated, strongly kn~tted together because
of the spiritual nucleus. 1

'In a comparable way, other people would say that the essence

of science should not be empirical, or that the essence of

technology should not be technical. Even though it would

be possible to construct false sciences revolving around

false nuclei, the results would have to distort reality if

it tried to maintain consistency. The nucleus of the true

science is not subject to man's caprice. Since the bib-

lical revelation is complete, we can know the meaning of

the facts--the judgment and. grace pronounced by God_. "The

result is that our natural sciences are dependent on

20
I think that this approach applies equally well

to The Technological Society, despite perhaps, his dis
claimers in the Introduction. The book is 'objective' in
the sense that the examples he uses to demonstrate the
central themes can be challenged, or else new and contra
dictory ones introduced. In his total picture however,
even this book maintains his spiritual nucleus in an
unl1avering 1'lay.

21 M of C, p. 18.
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revelation. ,,22 Ultimately for Ellul, the science of the

city is one in which HE are fnvolved in the struggle to

grasp the revelation of God's will for man. This overall

attitude, as exemplified in his approach to the city, could

well be a source for a rejection of many of his studies.

At the same time, it provides not only his firm conviction

of the error inherent in mod ern thought, but also the ]{ey

to his own thought.

b) Within Ellul's thought, there are some interpre-

tations that are consistent throughout his works. As a

backdrop for the material discussed in this thesis, I

shall mention some of these distinctive features. Their

implications for what he has to say about revolution should-

become clearer in the body of the thesis. A basic thread

running throughout is his concept of the relation between

social reality and the individual.

To me the sociological does not consist of the
addition and combination of individual actions.
I believe that there is a collective sociological
reality which is independent of the individual.
As I see it, individual decisions are always'
made within the framework of this sociological
reality, itsel~ pre-eXistent and more or less
determinative.-J .

The sociological reality, at any given time in history,

defines what man is, unless in the freedom of Christ, he

22 H 0!-2, p. 148.

23
TS, p. xxviii.

I
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acts to shatter those determinations. It is the soctologi-

cal equivalent of his biblical stance of saying that one

has to

fight not against flesh and blood, but against
'the principalities, 8.;:;ainst the pOKsrs, 4
against the world-rulers of this darkness,.2

Viewed in this light, the struggle then is to save the

individual. He emphasizes the uniquely personal claims

of Jesus Christ, and the need for an individual response

to individuals, and a rejection of the possibility of

social structures to answer the needs of society. Ellul

does use the word 'person' frequently. Still, he is careful

to point out that he is not speaking of personality in the

modern jargon of psychology and advertising--a concept

that screens people from both the reality of the techno-

logical society and the truth of the biblical revelation.

21}
Presence, p. 8. The same idea appears in M of C,

p. 15. The expression t principalities' used in connection
with 'powers' appears only once in the Old Testament
(Jer. 13:18) and, apart from the letters of st. Paul, only
once in the New Testament (Ti tus 3 :.1). In the majority of
cases, the words signify superhuman agencies either angelic
or demonic. They are established in a hierarchy with
respect to their degree of defiance to God. st. Paul
sometimes implies that they should be annihilated and some
times that they should be brought under man's control, for
his use. (The Greek word in question is arche - rule.)
It would appear that the usage is not consistent enough to
justify entirely Ellul's call for the total destruction
of the forces. On the other hand, his interpretation is
not unfounded. It is also a. dramatic and consistent
rhetorical device to describe the task that he sees both
socially and theologically.

I



II n'est done m~me nas Question de Is
personne, representant un ensemble de
superstructures philosophiques, mais du fait
Ie plus simple et Ie plus brut de l'existence
de l'ho~me, seul en face des autres, de son
destin, de son milieu--qu-il se sache seul-
et qU'll juge de tout ~ sa mesure. S'il n'y
a pas ce~te visee-la, rien d 'autre n'est
possible--et les discours institutionnels ~u

economiques sont des fuites et des alibis. 5

Not only does Ellul oppose any reliance on social entities,

but he also rejects any notion that natural law, morality,

reason, philosophy, culture, civilization etc., can lead

men to God, or can show them what God's will is. All of

these are part of the 'principalities' against which the

Christian must struggle. Usually in a masterful way,

Ellul rules out any such attempts to approach questions of

Christian faith. Understandably, he has been called

"mightily iconoclastlc".26 By revealing the limitations

of various other positions that currently hold sway, he

hopes to clear the ground of what he considers to be gross

misconceptions. This type of via ne~ativa does not result

simply from ill humour, but it comes from a passionate

stance for man to be truly free. Similarly, it would be

facile and misleading to dismiss Ellul on the charge of

?5 / .
- Jacques Ellul, Autopsie de la Revolution (ParisI

1969), p. 330. Hereafter~s will be referred to as AR.
See also critiqu~, "Cultivate Your Personality: Be a
Person!", pp. 268"-79.

26Gabriel
Chri stian Faith II ,

1970), p. 53.

Vahanian, "Technology, Politics and the
Introducing Jacques Ellul (Grand Rapids:
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undue pessimism. To do so would mean either a serious

misuse of the word, or-an ignorance of the basis of his

thought. \uth reference to his social writings, surely

the only question is their accuracy. Is his description

of society true or false? llleologically, he is in no way

pessimistic, for he believes in the sovereignity of God

and in the Resurrection.

"I am neither by nature, nor doctrinally, a
pessimist, por have I pessimistic prejudices.
I am concerned only with knowing whether things
are so or not." "!'1y pessimism is theolo~ically

based ••• but along with it I experience the
absolute joy of the redemption and the
Resurrection. 27

IV Emphasis in this Thesis

Either as a single example of his thought, or

l~ore important, as the outcome to 'Nhich he is pointing in

every other description and exhortation, a study of the

subject of revolution in Ellul brings all of these beliefs

to light. No attempt is made in this thesis to evaluate

his underlying convictions, nor to assess his total thought.

Furthermore, I shall not draw any programmatic conclusions

beyond what he himself has written.

The writing I had undert~{en in a tentative
frame of mind assumed a progressively better
structure. • •• But the system and conclusions
to be drawn therefrom will appear only at the

27
TS, p. xxvii. "Mirror", p. 20.3.



end of ~y '''I01'k, _~f2god permits me to
c.rriv6 a.t the elide

More simply, I shall first outline what he means by calling

Christianity a revolutionary faith. Then alongside, I

shall examine his critique of the current accounts of

revolution as determined by the analyses of Karl Marx.

pj.nally J by bringing the two 8ections into contact vii th

each other, the Conclusion will concentrate on Ellul's

description of the type of revolution needed in our era.

'The underlying argument vIill be that his social thought

concerning revolution is directly dependent on his

revolutionary theology.29

28 Jacques Ellul, "I'1irror", p. 201.

29
Although Ellul's is a genuinely revolutionary

theology, one should not be misled into thinking that it
bears any resemblance to the currently popular 'theology
of revolution'. For his devastating analysis of this
particular trend, see AR, pp. 254-71.



CHAPTEEi I

CHRISTIAl'n:TY AS A REVOLUTIONARY FAITH

In order to understand his claims concerning the

revolutionary implications of Christiani ty, "\Ale have to see

how Ellul views the Incarnation and Resurrection of Jes~s

Christ. This chapter will highlight the principal tenets

which constitute his exegesis of that central revelation

of the Christian Bible, and how men ought to respond to it.

I Introduction

a) Han cannot live without li~ht, gUidance,
knowledge; only throu~h knowledge of the good
can he find the good he need s. The fund amental
question, therefore, is whether men can acquire
that knowledge of the good without which they
cannot gUide their lives individually or col
lectively by the unaided efforts of their
natural powers, or whether they are depe:ndent
for that knowledge on Divine Revelation. No
alternative is more fundamental than this:
human guidance or divine guidance. The first
possibility is characteristic of philosophy or
science in the original sense of the term, the
second is represented in the Bible. The dilemma
cannot be evaded by harmonization or synthesis.
For both philosophy and the Bible proclaim
something as the one thing needful, as the only
thing that ultimately counts, and the one thing
needful proclaimed by the Bible is the opposite
of that proclaimed by philosophy: a life of
obedient love versus a life of free insight. 1

1
Leo strauss, Natural Right and History (Chicago:

1953), p. 74.

27
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'The tHO strands of Greek philosophy and biblical revelation

(or various attempts a~ synthesis) have do~i~ated the whole

of the Western tradition. Within current thought, Ellul is

the one who enters the debate most decisively on the side

of the uniqueness of revelation. He would agree totally

that there is a fundamental and unbreachable dichotomy

between the two approaches to knowledge or wisdom.

We absolutely do not deny the grandeur and the
value of the Platonic ideal. We say only that
it is in no way Christian and that it 1s in no
way compatible with Christianity. All efforts
at conciliation have only ended by diluting the
substance of Christianity.2

He would go even further to claim that the biblical

revelation is not only the way by which he himself came

to know what is good, but also it is the ONLY way to know

it. As a reSUlt, he makes no apology for the methodology

that he employs, for to him, it is the only genUine one.

I therefore confess that in this study and
this research, the criterion of my thought
is the biblical revelation, the content of
my thought is the biblical revelation, the
point of departure is supplied by the
biblical revelation, the method is the
dialectic in accordance with which the bib
lical revelation is given to us and the
purpose is a search for the significance of
the biblical revelation concerning ethics. 3

With the starting point of a Vision focusing on the biblical

2Jacques Ellul, To Will and To Do (Philadelphia:
p. 74. Hereafter-rfirs-will be referred to as To Will.

3m10 Will, p. 1.
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revelation, there are certain implications for his thought.

b) A primary assumption implicit in the grounding of

his theology solely on the biblical revelation, is the

belief that one can obtain unequivocal propositions from

that material. In other words, he is able to discern a

large number of assertions which he claims are inherent in

the writings, without any other philosophical formulation

or interpretation. One can state and comment on these

nropositions, but apart from the revelation, thought cannot

lead one to their truth. Furthermore, in the final analy-

sis, there can be absolutely no role for thought as a

gUide to obedience to the biblical revelation. In his

own terms, then, thought or reason can only remove any

false understandings in order to clear the way for the

full impact of the Word. Thought cannot instigate that

revelation, nor a response to it.

M1at the church ought to do is to try to
place all men in an economic, intellectual,
yes, and also in a psychological and
physical situation which is such that they
can actually hear this Gospel--that they
can be sUfficiently responsible to say 'yes'
or 'no', that they can be sUfficiently alive
for these words to have some meaning for them.
The secret of their choice belongs to God, 4
but they should be able to make a decision.

This account leaves a strictly limited role for human

reason, a role that rejects the philosophic tradition

4Jacques Ellul, The Presence, p. 142.

I
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entirely. One notes however, that even in Ellul's formu-

lations of the propositions, human reason does in fact come

into plaY. The puruose of his scriutural exegesis is to

carry the biblical material faithfully to its logical

conclusions that pertain to contemporary man--he does not

separate the propositions alone from the application of
I

logic to them. 5 It 1s beyond the scope of this thesis not

only to assess his use of a seemingly modern, ~estern

concept of reason as a valid tool in this context; but more-

over to discuss whether in principle, this attempt is

distinct from the use of reason in the philosophic tradi=

tion in theology which he categorically dismisses. One

could argue that Ellul's application of logic seems to

contain many hidden philosophical assumptions that he has

yet to examine. For example, within the proposiuions that

he derives from the biblical material are concepts that,

at first glance, are not biblical in origin; for instance,

history and technology are ideas derived from the philosop-

hical tradition. Although he does not present the same

confusion as do many other contemporary theologians,

nevertheless, he does find it necessary to employ philo-

sophical terminology even to think the biblical proposi-

tlons. Again one can ask, 'To what extent does his

5I f he were to make such a separation, I think that
he would meet even more problems, similar to those involved
in Bultmann's distinction between kerygma and myth. I think
that Ellul would firmly reject that type of solution to the
understanding of the biblical material.
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'philosophical' (as distinct from his relip::ious) stance

have the same source as all modern thought which is itself

inextricably bound up with technology?' His rejection of

the tradition of philosophy seems to be on the practical

grounds of the abuses in the past, and the false claims

made for reason in the apprehension of the revelation. As

a result, one could accuse him of an injustice, both to

the best of a tradition which he tends to judge by its

aberrations, and also to his ovm writings which do encom

pass a philosophical framework.

c) Secondly, in this introduction to the significance

of using the biblical revelation as his criterion, I shall

consider, very briefly, his general approach to the field

of biblical scholarship. Even though he himself sees an

incontestable account of revelation, other interpreters

find different propositions and draw different conclusions

from theme Basically, Ellul opposes any modern exegesis

that does not concern itself with the spiritual significance

and purpose of the Bible, and then an examination of what

is being asked of man. TI1at is to say, he rejects exegesis

that does not take the Bible as the Word of God. He does

not undertake scholarship for the sake of scholarship, but

only in the light of salvation. This central understanding

of the purpose and mode of such research can be illustrated

by mentioning three inter-related strands of his biblical

thought: i) the theological understanding of myth, i1) the
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role of prophecy, and iii} the relationship between the Old

Testament and the New Testament.

i) Ellul recognizes the am-bigui ty involved in using

the ~'lord 'myth' in any cont'-3xt at all, The arcbigui ty for

him however, does not lie in-the accounts themselves, but

in the murky work that historical and linguistic schools

of biblical criticism have uerpetrated. These writings

can tell the reader everything, except what the 'myth'

means; as a result they are useless. His understanding of

myth follows:

When I use the word [mythl I mean this: the
addition of theolo~ical si~nificance to a fact
which in itself as a historical (or supposed to
be such), psycholo~ical or human fact, has no
such obvious significance. Its role therefore
is to make a fact 'meaningful', to show it up
as bearing the revelation of God, whereas in
its reateriality it is neithe~ meaningfUl. nor
of the nature of revelation. 6

Thus in the analysis of biblical myth, he is not at all

preoccupied With historical authenticity (e.g. Is there a

record of the conversion of Nineveh?), nor with relation-

ships with other similar legends, nor with the plausibility

of detail (e.g. I~om did Cain and Abel marry?), nor with

contrived explanations to make the account palatable (e,g.

Was Jonah perhaps picked up by a ship and not by a big

f1sh?), nor even w1th the morality of the myths.

We have here not moral idea, but teachings
about man's relations with God and God's
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dealin~s with man. That is to say, it is
in very truth a revelation. 7

Again, for Ellul, the spiritual meanings of myths are clear

propositions whose implications can be drawn without being

side-tracked into irrelevant issues.

ii) No matter how Ellul is classified by commentators,

he is not primarily a politician, a social theorist, a

revolutionary, or even a theologian. Sis statement of the

dialectic of the fallen state of modern man is more within

the prophetic tradition. At least one could say that the

figure of the prophet looms large for Ellul in all aspects

of his thought. This conclusion seems to be valid not only

for his Old Testament studies, but also for his New

Testament scholarship. Ris concept of prophecy influences

the model of discipleship that he presents as the correct

Christian response in the world. In the Old Testament, he

sees the prophet as a concrete, living figure whose

teachings referred to the specific historic situation.

God (w"hom Ellul always sees in terms of holiness rather

than morality) spoke to the prophet, who became the medium

for expressing clearly God's will in that situatione

Furthermore, the prophecy was directed ultimately to the

people of Israel and was based on the covenant. This meant

that the prophet was speaking language thatxhe people

7Jacques Ellul, The Judgment of Jonah (Grand Rapids,
!'1ichigan: 1971), p. 11. Hereafter this will be referred
to as J of J.
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understood, for he recalled them to the covenant of which

they were a part. Thus, Ellul finds that he must reject

any notion that prophecy was a current of ideas or a

philosophy in which later people corrected earlier errors.

The prophet is characterized not by ideas, but
by the fact that God I s word is addressed to him
and is to be conveyed by him.

Although Ellul notes the exception of the final section of

Isaiah, he primarily sees prophecies as revealing God's

combination of jUdgment and mercy concretely towards H.is

people. This means that prophecy was not symbolic, but it

was God's 'here and now' will. 9 In this respect, the

prophetic role was never divorced from the political realm.

In doing so, Ellul tends to ignore the ecstatic element in

all prophecy and the experience of theophony not explicitly

related to judgment. It is therefore possible- to criticize

him on the grounds of maintaining a somewhat simplified,

very Protestant view of prophecy for his own purposes. He

would perhaps assume that such action could result only

from communion with, or worship of God, but he does stress

God's assessment of the situation and the concrete action

inherent in prophecy. Ellul never wavers from adherence to

this kind of action, but at the same time, his exegesis at

8 J of J, p. 14.

9EllUI does note in passing that .. [tlhe prophet may
perform symbolic acts like Ezekiel, but the book itself does
not contain symbol. Pronhecy does not proceed in this in
direct way in its books.- In this respect it differs from the
historical books." (J of J, p. 15.) -
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its core is;Christocentric. He says therefore, that for the

Christian, prophetic writings are such only by their rela-

tioD to Jesus ~1rist. This is an aspect of prophecy

distinct from the fact that it is the Word of God to Israel

at a specific tiEle and place. He says that the exegete

should sort out these two separate elements.

They [propheciesl may be self-sufficient even
though they derive their true reference from
Jesus Christ and prophetic fulfilment. The
na.tent meanlng does not ahmys lead to the

. second meanin8:, nor does the latter neces
sarily qualifY the former. 10

Even though Jesus Christ provided the complete ful-

filment of Old Testament prophecy, Ellul does not conclude

that the figure of the prophet then became out-of-date or

irrelevant. It was given a new direction and a fuller

appli catiol1.

[Tlhe prophets of Israel always had a political
part to play, which in connexion with their
civilization was genuinely revolutionary. Every
Christian who has received the Holy Spirit is now
a prophet of the return of Christ, and by this
very fact, he has a revolutionary mission in
politics: for the prophet is not one who confines
himself to foretelling with more or less pr~cision

~l event more or less distant; he is one who
already 'lives' it, and already makes it actual
and present in his own environment. 11

Ellul would maintain that the model of prophecy presented in

the Old Testament is given its fullest ~1ristological

explanation and focus in the commandment to the disciples.

10 J of J, p. 14.

11 The Presence, p. 50. I
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Christ sent them to the cities of Israel, which he inter-

prets as the heart of man's autonomy apart from God. They

are told to preach the Word there, at the centre of the

battle, untll the Son of l'Jan comes again. S:i.l1ce Jesus

Christ was the complete revelation of the will of God for

man, the call to proclaim Godl,s judgment and mercy in a

given situation is no longer directed to a select few

prophets. It is now given to the whole church, all of whose

members are called to be witnesses or disciples or prophets

of the new era. 12 The model for action remains the same

for Ellul. Part of what he is attempting to do in all his

works, in the original prophetic tradition, is to remind

the people of God; i.e. the Church, that they must return

to the new covenant. The other part of 'I'Tha t he advocates

is a new direction for the tradition, for the disciples are

not told to address their words only to the Church, but in

Ellul's terms, to the city, to all men at the core of their

disobedience.

The word that we have constantly found spoken

12It is interesting to compare the relationship of
Christians to prophecy as outlined by Ellul, \'1i th the notion
of Ignatius in the Letter to the Philadelphians 9:1-2. "He
[~1ristl is the door to the Father, through which enter
Abraham and Isaac and Jacob and the Prophets and the Apostles
and the Church. All these things are joined in the unity of
God. But the Gospel has somewhat of pre-eminence, the coming
of the Saviour, our Lord Jesus Christ, his passion and resur
rection. For the beloved prophets had a message pointing to
him, but the Gospel is the perfection of incorruption. All
things together are good, if you hold the faith in love. 1t
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to the cj ty 5 contai Ylt ng both jlldS"!1ent and
grace is the word of the cross. It is because
of it that he is in fact able to say to the
city, man's world that 'the kingdom of God has
come near' (Luke 10:11).13

Because of the promise of the return, the Christian not

only witnesses, but he lives in constant expectation. tfuis

is what Ellul means by the apocalyptic vision and the

urgency for revolutionary change at every moment. 14 This

notion of prophecy and discipleship 1s not only central

for his biblical concerns, but also they proVide an impor-

tant link with his social thought.

iii) Ellul's understanding of prophecy is also a clear

example of how he views the relationship between the Old

Testament and the New Testament. For the purposes of this

study, it is sufficient to say that he does not see a

radical break between the two accounts of God's dealings

with the world. God does not break the covenant, nor does

His decision for man change. Christ, the Second Person of

the Trini ty, 1'1aS the vlord of God from the beginning and His

Incarnation and Resurrection gave to man the full revelation

of salvation. In that sense, the Gospel is the fulfilment

of the Old Testament in which the latter's significance is

fully revealed. It is to be noted that this approach is a

controversial one in the field of biblical studies;

13M of C, p. 82.

14see The Presence, p. 32.
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nevertheless, it is an essential one, if one w1shes to

grasp Ellul's understanding of Christianity as a revolutio-

y!ary faith.

This somewhat long introduction has been an

attempt to provide a perspective in which one can appreci-

ate Ellul's acceptance of the criterion of the biblical

revelation as the basis for his work. We will now look

at the content he discerns there.

II The Place of Necessity and Power in the Biblical

Revelation

To grasp Ellul's central thought about the need

for revolution, one will first have t9 comprehend his

account of the condition in which man finds himself. In

an effort to see this situation, I shall outline briefly

what he says concerning (a) the condition of Adam in Bien,

(b) necessity as the result of the fall, and (c) the sin of

Cain.

a) Creation and Ad.am in Filen

[K]nowledge of the creation and of the
original nature Can only be had in Jesus
Christ in· whom all ~hings were made. 15

An important aspect is that creation cannot be known in any

way,
Karl
will

15To Will, p. 73. In a less sustained or thorough
Ellul~doctrine of creation is virtually the same as
~~ft%~Ss~gm~¥~g8Rg~~~tics, Vol. 3, but that work

I
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way except as an article of faith. In fact, one cannot

understand creation apart from redemption in Christ who is

and always has been the (-lord of God --the original creative

act. It follows then, that outside of the covenant that

creation itself established, there is no point in asking

why God decided to create in the first place.

we can begin to apprehend only from the
mo~ent when a relation is set up between God
and ~s, when he reveals his decision concerning
us. 1b

One should bear in mind Ellul's starting point, for human

reason Can ask only certain questions of creation, and those,

only after it is an established fact. He sees an added

problem in that people tend to describe creation in terms

of hON" they i'Tould have created if they had been God! t{e

can however, never know the true conditions of Bien, for

we are ourselves products of the fall. As a result, we

make the mist~{e of imaginin~ Bien from the point.of View

of our own fallen nature and not from the perspective of

perfection. With the help of a careful reading of the

bi.blical texts though, (basically Genesis, chap. I, II)

Ellul maintains that we can glean some idea of the original

creation and _the original decision of God for man. 17

16
J of J, p. 21.

17He would agree with Barth that we can know of the
original state of man only through knowledge of Christ, but
in that light, there are also some intimations in these
chapters.
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God's creation, according to this exegesis, was

complete and perfect,18 so that there could be no question

of Pnam as a co-creator or as a completor of God's work.

Similarily, there would be no room for progr~ss when

creation Nas perfee-t. no 1'TOrlr.~ no toil, no anxiety, 1'JaS

present, for nature gave man what he needed--spontaneously.

All creation, including Adam, was a unity; that condition

is exactly what we cannot grasp now, for we can see only

the shattered fragments of the original creation. In Etlen

however, nothing came between Adam and the rest of creation

in that all relations were direct and unmediated. This

uni ty ,vas not merely a synthesis of separate parts, but

it was a totality.

~rilationa i'int~rieur de cette creation
etait, comme a l'interleur de la Trinit~, une
relation immediate d'a~our et de connaissance. 19

Ellul thinks that there has been a great deal of confused

thought about the position of man in creation. Adam's

mastery of the rest of creation did not come from an

external position, as in modern sciences, but within the

ordered unity of God's plan. There was an ordering, but

iSHe ci.tes· Genesis 2:2 and 1:31. I wili not go into
the c.ontroversy over this interpretation which many
scholars think is simply wrong. The comments that follow
about the situation in Eden before the fall derive largely
from Elll~'s article "La Technique et Les Premiers Chapitres
de la Genese", Foi et Vie. 1960:2, pp. 97-113. Hereafter,
this will be referred to as "La Technique".

19
"La Technique", p. 103.

I



it contained no mystery, no aivision, no distinction

between ends and means. Within this understanding of the

_ first two chapters of Genesis, Ellul considers it absurd

to th:i.nJc of techrri ques as an integral part of creation.

'Ihere 1IlaS absolutely no need .for means (the essence of

techniques) in the totality of Bien. In order to discern

what such a different situation might mean, one could look

at the commandments 'to sutxiue the earth', 'to keep the

garden', 'to have dominion', 'to name'. Ellul says that

the first two had nothing to do with toil or war, but were

merely admonitions to preserve God's order of things as

created: there was no outside agent from which it had to

be defended. In the same vein, the latter two were

synonymous, but they had nothing in cornmon with the
.

domination that is technology. Mam dominated creation

in that he discerned the spiritual realities and presented

them to God.

Assigner un nom, c'est discerner une realit~
spirituelle, c'est assigner une valeur spirituelle,

~ ~c'estatracer un role, un destin, c'est etablir
une relation pour Dieu. 20

'Ihe domination was not exercised by techniques, but by

'the word', spoken by l~am, analogous, not to techniques,

but in accordance with the Word through which God created.

Ellul sums up the difference by saying that

la parole est l'expression de la superiorit~

20
liLa Technique", p. 106.
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spirituelle de la direction qUi laisse
pourtant l'autre intact (ce que ne fait
jamais la technique) eL libre dans sa
0.8cision. 21

It is 1.:n this suiri tual sense that Adam was the cr01'm of

creation and responsible for it to God. In short, creation

was a whole in which the fulness of God filled everything.

God gave to Adam and Adam received from creation.

'Ihe relation between Adam and God was different

from that of Adam with the rest of creation. Adam was

made in the image of God; that is to say, according to

Ellul, the relation of love between them was perfect.

Nothing came between them, so that once more, one can

descri be the relatj_onship as immediate and without mystery.

Adam was in total communion with the wtll of God which he

reflected for the rest of creation. This is not to say

that Adam, as finite man, created w'ithin the limits of

time and space, was in unity with God, or that he knew the

content of the will of God, for

this will of God is characterized throughout
the Bi'ble as 'holy' will; that is to say,' set
apart--in the last analysis, intima.te, autonomous~

now radica.lly separated from man who is not holy.~2

As long as Adam loved God, he had an existential communion

with the good,but he could neither determine the content

of God's will, nor have any knowledge of it in any analy-

21"La Technique", p. 107.

22To Hill, p. 8.
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tical sense. The relatio~ship of man to God was foremost

one of co~plete obedience. This 1s an essential difference

between the biblical and the modern concents of freedom:

in the former, obedience is the prior condition of liberty.

Tne latter always tends in the direction of a
greater mastery of self, of individual autonomy,
while the Christian life is an ever deeper
belonging to God. 23

1\'0;"1 in Ellul's account of Adam before the fall f this

obedience was not one of duty or restraint. Rather, it

was the spontaneous play of the creature responding to the

freedom of creation -- "the offering of a joyful life in

response to the gift of life which had been given before

21t
hand." 4' For Ellul's thought, it is important to note

that be:fore the fall, he sees liberty as obedience in love,·

and not as the independent choice betw'een two possi'bili ties

after a thorough deliberation. That notion of freedom

came only after the fall had taken place. One should

bear this idea in mind when he says that the freedom of man

before God meant that Ada.'D. could love or cease loving God.

This merely underlines the spontaneity of man's response -

man who was created as an entity separate from God. Adam

could give either a 'yes' or a 'no' response to the order

of God's gift of life. Again, this is not the modern

---------,----_._------------------
2}

To Will, p. 84.

24
Ibid., p. 5.

I
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sense of choice, ·but it does mean that Mam was capable of

rejecting obedience which never was an .automatic device.

To reject the life lived in con~union with the will of God

was not to accept an alternative, but to smash the original

relationship: in turn, this would break the unity of

creation, since it was Adam wpo provided the direct link.

Rejection or disobedience would mean annihilation of crea-

tion. It is in this perspective of the relationships among

God, man, and the rest of creation in its original state,

that Ellul views the doctrine of the fall with its results.

b) Necessit~ as the Result o~ the Fall

In the biblical account, the one act forbidden to

man was to eat of the tree of the knowledge of good and

evil. Ellul interprets this prohibi tion as meanir..g that

man by himself cannot know or determine the content of good

and eVil, for the good is only the will of God.

In the Bible, the good is not prior to God.
The good is not God. TI1e good-is the will of
God. All that God wills is good, not because
God is subject to the good, obedient t~5the

good, but simply because God wills it.

Since man is not holy, but finite, he cannot know the good

outside of the decision of God. In other words, to know

the good, man must be in communion with or obedient to the

will of God. God warned Adam that altering the proper

relationship of obedience and love would result in death.

25
To vlill, p. 6.



Since sepal"ution fro ill God IS death, Goa. I s warning was not

so much a threat as it was a state~ent of fact. The very

existence of the tree and of God's sanction were them-

selves a sL<sn or remlnder of man's finitude, but also of

the possibility that he may very well reject it in an

attempt to pass beyond himself. As long as man was in

communion with the will of God, this position posed no

problem at all. Very soon hOl'leVer, man recognized (was

told by the serpent as an intermediary of satan)26 that

despite his exalted position within the unity of creation,

there were limits--he was not God, so that he was not able

to actualize himself. As soon as man achieved this self-

awareness, he became dissatisfied with his position and it

did begin to pose a problem. He desperately wanted to

define himself completely apart from God; that is, to have

the same power as God to determine the content of good and

evil with regards to himself. (The wish can also be

described as disobedience, will-to-power or pride.) For

man as creature, this endeavour was what was precisely

26The role of the serpent as an intermediary of
Satan before the fall poses a diffi.cul ty for Ellul's theology,
but he does not go into the question in any further detail.
One possible explanation is that Eve, by talking to the
serpent, came to realize that man was the crown of creation,
and then, wondered why if God had given man this much power,
why could he not have even more to decide for himself the
content of good and evil. 1~is interpretation gives a
very passive role to the serpent--an interpretation that
seems at odds with the spirit of the text, as well as with
most traditional accounts of that passage.
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impossi'ble: thi s was the fall. The important aspect for

Ellul is that, on man's part, it bro}c8 the cOlTIEunlon

between man and God.

For the very act by 1'lhich man wants to decide
what is good, vlants tr know the good by himself,
constitutes the sin. 27

The fall and its results form one of the foundations for

both Ellul's theology and his social thought.

Initially, because of the fall, the communion with

God ended; consequently, so did the unity of creation. As

we have seen above, all creation owed its unity and its very

existence to the fact that as a whole it conformed to the

will of God. That unity is now shattered like a broken

mirror, so that it is no longer recognizable. ~1en he hid

from God, Adam wrecked creation. Then ti1ere was the break

between Adam and Eve when he accused her, and a similar

rupture between man and nature when she accused the serpent.

They learned fear and shame. Everything in creation became

separated, isolated and objective, so that various means of

contact became essential. In the attempt to regain some

rapport with an external power that could help him, man

instituted religion, sacrifices and eventually magic. In

order to obtain what man needed physically, techniques and

work became mandatory, for

la nature qUi produisait tout en abondance pour

27To Will, p. 13. I



la nou::cri ture et Ia joie d I Ac.aill devient une
nature aui se refuse ingrate et rebelle ••• l1

~ - .. ..-
conna~t la necessite dont les ~aits que nous 8
rappelions plus haut ne sont que des aspects. 2

Man now had to struggle against the rest of creation in a

hostile, vicious way. In other words:

Once love has disappeared through the will
to power, the significance of everything
changes. The order established by God ceases
to be a free gift and becomes an external
restraint. 29

The second general result of the brew{ with God was

that the prediction of the serpent that men would become

like gods, in fact did come true, but in the form of a lie.

From that point, men would ~ave to decide what is good.

Since he has broken with the only true source of good, his

own decisions can never be good in themselves. That was

the terrifying and lonely position in which Adam.and Eve

found themselves. Ellul points out that the fall did not

consist in breaking amoral code; qUite the contrary, it

was the desire to determine a morality. The result was

that liberty became the construction of false moralities,

the choices between such alternatives as man could devise

alone, and jUdgments with no possible guidance except

ignorance of the only good. The will of God was expressed

after the fa.ll through the law of J.VJoses and through the

28"La Technique", pp. 110-11.

29
To tvill, p. 60.
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prophets, but there has been no possibility for goodness

on a human scale. That interpretation shows ~my Ellul does

not centre his thought on morality, but on salvation.

One could well ask at this point, why there was

not a total annihilation of creation, slYl0e Adam's break

brought only negation and chaos. Ellul makes it clear

that it is true that creation would disappear if it were

not stringently maintained by God.

God does not abanc.on humanity even in its most
rebe)~ious state and at the focal point of its
sin.

God never changes His decision nor His will for man. It

is never God who breaks the covenant. He maintains crea-

tion despite man's disobedience and break. In order to

preserve creation, there was the transition to the order

of necessity. One can generali ze to say that the orO.er

means 'that, other than which, the world cannot do, if it

is to continue,.31

30 To Will, p. 92.

31He plays on the word 'necessity' by using it also
in the sense of an imperative. Theologically, there is the
o·bligation that stems from obedience to the order of Christ.
In this way, he could speak of 'the necessity to overcome
the order of necessity. He uses a slight variation of the
second usage in his social writings. For example, in AR,, , --he spea}{s of "La Revolution" in terms of "un imperatif
moral" (p. 273). Since Ellul includes -morality within the
order of necessity (see To Will, pp. 59-72), he becomes
somewhat inexplicit here. Roughly, by that phrase, he
means 'what will be reauired if one does not like the pre
sent situation'. It is an attempt, in a social writj,ng, to
use comreonly accepted vocabulary without resorting to

I
I



Such is the order [of necessityl which is not
that of God's love, but l'lhich he maintains
anyway, because it i~ preferable to nothingness,
the negation of God.52 .

For Ellul, one could almost say that God allovled the order

of necessity as a holding measure to keep things together

in the face of man's destruction of the true meaning of

creation. God's creative word remained constant, and it
I

is the orier of necessity that shows the union of God's

judgment and mercy and constancy,

Rather than chaos, but also in contrast to true

liberty, necessity became the general rule--physical,

moral, biological, psychological, sociological necessity.

(liAs a matter of fact, reality is itself a combination of

determinisms. tt33 ) All of these aspects have the same

origin as a result of the fall. There is a uniformity in

the totality of all of the order of necessity, so that, in

Ellul's terms,

rTlhe tiniest atom of liberty
4threatens the

very existence of the world.)

At the same time, he does maintain that there is a

hierarchy of importance and directness of these determi-

nations. For example, if one tries to avoid biological

theological terms. Within his whole thought however, the
phrase "un imperatif moral" would actually imply the obliga:
tion to overcome the order of necessity.

32 T · 6o \tllll , po 1 0

33T C'
• >Jo, n.-- -

34
To Will,

xxxii •

p. 60.
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laws, one dies immediately. To break a moral law though,

is not as individually direct, for the moral law is of

the order of necessi ty fbr the surv"ival of the group or

society. In the final analysis, however, each is comple-

tely within the strictest order of necessity. Even though

God still maintains creation, death is inevitable becrolse

man is separated from God. In other words, despite the

fact that the determinations are forces to hold the

mutilated creation together, they also lead eventually to

death. In this connection, it is interesting to note

Ellul's interpretation of the sUbsequent prohibition against

eating of the tree of life.

~fuen God decided to prevent ft~am from laying
his hand on the tree of life, it is an act of
grace: for if that situation had been eternal
for AdaL'., it 1'i"ould have been beyond any kind of
solution and then would have been the very
situation of the demons. J5

This view implies that even the consequence of death for

man's disobedience was not separated from the mercy that

allowed for the possibility of the overcoming of death.

Finally, for the purposes of this study, one

should note that Ellul is not saying that techniques, nor

any other necessity, nor even death,. is an evil or a sin.

He is not even saying that techniques are contrary to the

will of God. Rather they are all products of the situa-

tion in which man found himself as a result of sin.

------_._-----~------------

35
To Will, p • 11.
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Et il faut bien saisir que la prolif6ration
des moyens caract~risant notre temns n'est nas
une sorte de prop;resen germe dans-.la situation
d'f0~n en Eden. Elle est rendue necessaire
justem2nt parce que cette situation n'existe
plus. J~

Ellul's focus of attention remains on man in his relation-

ship with God. All the elements of the order of necessity

are important only in this light, as a description of the

real forces with which man must deal after his senaration

from God.

c) The Sin of Cain

In his writings, Ellul distinguishes between

various techniques and technique itself, which he equates

with the collective forces of the combination of techniques,

which, if taken together, constitute a power over and above

the separate means. In his biblical exe~esis, he does

not mention technique in this sense until after the murder

of Abel. Adam, it seems, accepted the necessity of work

ing, tilling, keeping flocks, but he limited techniques

to agriculture and the wresting from nature what they

needed for survival. Adam continued to view these neces-

sities as the dire consequences of sin. In no way did he

consider them to be good. Even though Adam was separated

from the will of God, he still recognized that the only

way to continue was to accept God's decree. The components

of the order of necessity had not yet become spiritual
________________0 _

36
11La rEechnique", p. 109. I
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powers in the radical sense that one would give total

allegiance to them. Cain too was acting 'tvi thin the order

of necessity, even though it was a new form, for he co~it-

ted the first violence record eel in the Bible. tI [rlt can

be no other way. Cain could not help being himself. From

the very beginning, he had t~ kill Abel." 3? Unlike Mam

though, Cain rejected the protection offered by God, for

he could find no semblance of security in it. Instead,

Cain preferred to search for his own 1'1'ell-being:. liThe

city is the direct consequence of Cain's murderous act

and of his refusal to accept God's protection." 38 The

sins of P~am and Cain are distinct, but in Ellul's

theolop;y, they cannot be understood separatelY. .Adam had

known communion with God, whereas Cain's actions were

inevitable from somebody who had not. Cain had no example

of what it "wuld mean not to be bound by the ord er of

necessity. Although it is Adam1s sin that is called 'the

fall', the two sins are so intricately bound together that

they must be considered almost as a unit.

~~w it is no longer only the situation
brought about by Adam's fall, a situation
bearable through patience, a situation where
Adam's security was assured by a natural order
which Cain was to disturb. Now it is absolute

3?
H of C, p. 8.

38
Ibid., p. 5.
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insecurity, man's situation to the absolute
(fegre~

In Cain, Ellul sees what happened when man did seek his

own security and a definition of the ~ood outside of any

obedience to the t1i1l of God. In order to avoid the

results of his sin and to seek his own security, Gain turned

from God to obey the only alternative. Man is finite and

he cannot create a good; therefore he must turn his at-

te!ltion to something beyond himself, in oro e1" to find s'

content for it. After Cain's refusal, he had to turn

elseWhere, to the order of necessity, to determine what

would be good for him. He not only accepted that order,

but he loved it as the source of power for his independence

from God. In this way, he made the order of necessity

into a spiritual power that could direct and control man's

life. He submitted to the order of necessity'in an

attitude of worship: he built the first city. To Ellul

therefore, the city represents not merely a collection of

many bUildings, but moreover the introduction of power

alien to God, in order to secure man's autonomy.

History and civilization began with the bUilding

of the city, for at that time Etlen was relegated completely

to the realm of legend. The city represents all the

aspects that go to enhance man's greatness, including

economics, war, self-realization, the conquest of time

39
M of C, p. 4.
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and space and nature, all culture, the increase of

political domination, ideology, and the greatest of all

technique. The order of necessity ca~not be understood

apart from techniques, so that when Gain gave his allegiance

to that order, technique became the greatest spiritual

power. Babel became the central symbol of the city, for

according to Ellul, she represented all of man's search

for security. Also though,

Resen "is the great city in the sense that
she represents the human power glorified in
her. ~he is the city of technique, of

40invention, of domination over nature. II

This statement implies that technique was not originally

synonymous with the meaning of the city, but in the human

attempt to be free from God, technique was the greatest

single force. '.rne point is that the force of technology

is in no sense new to the world, and Ellul makes it clear

that technique is no sign of 'man's coming of age'. In a

qUite opposite view, he links modern technology to the

primal sins of Adam and of Cain. He is also careful to

point out that the spiritual powers of the city are not

included i11 the mercy of God. He never breaks His covenant

with the men who live in the city, but He does reject the

order of necessity being made into principalities and

powers. What most modern men consider to be absolute goods

are the powers which God in His judgment has cursed.

40nr; f C
1'] O. ,p. 14.
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A eentral themer'_H'l-nin.": throneh ~lll...ll' s social

;'

AutoDsle d~ 18. lievolution) is the recent advent, historic-

ally, of modern technique and statism. If the biblical

revelation contains the true significance of the rise of

power, then it must be able tp account in a theological

way for the relatively recent emergence of the society

gives a clear account of technique as one of the spiritual

powers of the city. still he tends to give the impression

that the modern city is exactly the same as the first city.

"Babylon, Venice, Paris, Ne\Al York -- they are all the same

city, only cne Pabel always re-appearinge" 41 in the course

of this sa~e book, he does give two indications why it is

also true to say that modern technique (including statism)

has a tighter grasp than in the ancient situation.

The first aspect concerns the fact that technique,

as seen in the biblical comment on Resen, was the single

most important weapon for security in the spoiled creation.

The internal law of technique (efficiency) corresponds

rather closely to the meaning of the order of necessity

(that, other than which, man cannot do). This correspondence

is heightened, when one remembers that man's love of neces-

sity is nurtured by his desire for security. Surely the

most security possible, apart from God, comes from knowing

41M 8
1'1 of C, p. 1 1.
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'the one best way' of efficiency. That also solves the

problem of defining the good! 'Thus, as man followed the

order of necessity, the city developed to the depths of

its potential. Man followed, as the city unfolded its own

internal forces without much hindrance. It would seem then,

that technique, the means at the disposal of necessity,

v-TOuld eventually includ e and subsume the other powers.

Within this understanding, all the historical factors that

Ellul includes in his social writings, as well as the in-

dissolu'ble lin1{ he now sees between technique and statism,

would both be theologically consistent. TI1e historical

evolution is not a progress, nor even a real change in the

basic reality: it is an unfolding of the implications of

what man was doing. It follows therefore, that Venice,

Paris, and New York are basically the same as Babylon, but

pushed to its logical limits. This process was given a

further impetus, when any restraints, resulting from a

residual faith in God, were removed in the modern world.

Ellul sees this truth as a central implication of the

biblical revelation and in no wayan addition to it.

In that sense, the biblical revelation is
trUly prophetic. Working with what was not
yet the monster ci ty, the Ho'ly Spiri t brought
to man's knowledge the reality of what he was
undertaking which was to becoID!1. a reali ty
centuries and centuries later. 2

42
1'1 ct' C, p. 42.
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~ne difference between ancient and modern technique for

Ellul therefore, is not a qualitative one, except in the

sense that eventually quantitative change creates some-

thiI~ qualitatively different.

This account still does not seem to provide the

total explanation of ~lhy modern technology is beco,:ting more

and more frenetic in a way that remains much different from

what onG would expect fro~ merely an historical unfoldin~

() ->", . .l the implications. At this point, one must turn again

to the clearly Christocentric nature of Ellul's theology.

The actual force of modern technique is eVident for him,

only in the light of the Crucifixion and the Resurrection.

We are told, not only that God's curse. is on the powers,

but also that Jesus Christ defeated them in overcoming

death. To Ellul however, it is equally clear that Christ

did not co~pletely annihilate the powers: man can still be

bound by them. God effected His judgment in Christ, but to

any outside observer, the powers still appear to be free.

This will continue to be the situation until the Second

Coming.

Virtually conquered, they still have their
power to aet and to fight and in the last days
they actual14 manifest a superabundant amount
of activity. 3

Ellul sees this action in full force in every sphere of

the city -- in war, in ideology, in materialism, in state

j
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pONer. Before the I~cnr~atio~ of Jesus 01rist, t!1e powers

maintained a certain restra1.nt~ but now they are filled

1',1'i th the enersy of d espai r., '.!:'!1ey are f1gh ting :::lore

violently than ever, marshalled, of course, by technique

with its inherent efficiency. Not only can the Christian

observe this trend in the light of faith, but also he has

been ~<Tarned in !·'atthei'T 24, and ::1evel:~tion 20, that these

events will happen. As pointed out earlier in this chap

ter, Ellul takes the position that Christians must live as

if each moment is apocalyptic: we are now in the last

days. As in the case of creation, this argument can be

known fully only in faith in the revelation of Jesus

Christ. By using this starting point, Ellul does show

that his social writ~ngs do have a spiritual nucleus

located in the biblical revelation revolving around the

Incarnation and Resurrection of Jesus Christ. He shows

beyond any doubt that he does not speak loosely or meta

phorically about his acceptance of the biblical revelation

as the only basis for Christians to think about the world.

Although his account in terms of apocalypse, judgment and

mercy is neither easy nor entirely obvious, it is never

theless, consistent with his own statements concerning his

methodology and epistemology. Ellul may be incorrect in

some of his interpretations, but he does present this

challenge to modern Christian believers.

/
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c) ~'!i11

To end this section on the order of necessity in

distinction from God's order, I 1'1i11 foeus on a summary of

Ellul's use of the word 'will', for it is central in his

theology, In most modern accounts of the Western tradition,

will has been associated in some way with the self

actualization of possibilities, decisive acting, the choice

between alternatives, creating history in which man makes

himself. Historically, will is considered pivotal in man's

advance--among other things, the domination of nature through

acts of will has accounted for the rise of technolo~y. For

clari ty alJout Ellul's thought, one should try to see the

connecti.on between his usage and the more conventional, if

someNhat disparate, uses of the word will.

It is clear that according to Ellul, will.is the

main attribute of God, Or, more precisely, ~lhat finite

man is capable of grasping about God comes only from a

functional knowledge of God, that comes as a result of the

exercise of His will. This does not mean that God is only

Will, nor even that God's essence is His will. In fact,

one is told that God is love. As creatures, men cannot

comprehend the essence of God, because of the complete

transcendence of the holy. Rather, it is a question of what

man is told about God and in what manner. One indicator

that points to the primacy of will is that the Bible is a

record of events and actions rather than a philosophical
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treatise. Ellul's nosi tion 1'lould be that all we do knmr of

God, comes from ~i s act of red emption ann grace in Chri st.

This action reveals the full si~nificance and content of

God's will for man as expressed through His other actions,

for example, in creation and in prophecy. It is o'jly God's

will that has the true power to create or to actualize or

to nroduce its intentions in an autonomous way.

It [the Word of Godl is a power which exists and
manifests itself. T.l1at is I'lhy 1111en the word is·
thus revealed to a man, he is not at all in the
situation we imagine: a subordinate receiving
orders from a superior: a subordir:ate who oUfSht
to fulfil the order as though it is just a collec
tion of words ••• sc that in a large measure the
subordinate is free~ he may obey or disobey.
The word of God is not at all like this. It 1s
power and not just discourse. It transforms
what it touches. It cannot be anything but
creativ~4and salvific. It never fails to take
effect. 4

1\01'1 God's will is completely free and independ,ent, am it

alone defines the good. The fact that God's will is free

from any limits external to itself, does not make it

abSU1U, capricious, or tyrannical; furthermore, the will

of God does not alter, nor does one act willed by God

contradict any other, even though these acts may be beyond

human ability to fathom their direction. At the same time,

God's will can in no way be confined or limited or cata-

logued. In the final analysis, Ellul's description can

only characterize the will of God, for any knowledge of the

content comes only from obedience to the revelation of that

44
J of J, p. 21.
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will for a specific time and place.

l':an is not God and as a result, he ca:nnot create

from his Oil/n ~dll. Elllli ,;.;ould say that any understanding

of ~ants will as analo~ous to God's will is a false one

that could arise only as an aftermath of the fall. As

m.entioned previously, to say that man was made in the image

of God does not imply that rean l'faS rd ven an inc epenj ent

1\7:1.11. Rather it means that man vms in accord with God t s

will. If will could be ascribed to man at all Within this

perspective, it would mean a continued orientation of

complete obedience to the will of God which alone creates

and sustains. The fall was the impos~ible desire to have

a will similar to God IS. This Wish "brouo:ht about the

order of necessity, but it did not give man an autonomous

will. Therefore, the 'will-to-power t for security could

lead man nowhere except to put his confidence in the oDder

of necessi ty. Unlike the ~"ord of God, thi S ord er has no

true power, but it achieves the force of pOl'ler because men

trust in it. From that time on, there is a complete per-

version of anything that could previously have been labelled

as will. There is no remnant of the original image: one

could almost say that man became the image of the order of

necessity.

Not until men came to love the order of necessity

did history and civilization begin. 45 In Short, toiaccount
I

I
45M of C, p. 6. History began with the murder of

Abel, and civilization with the buiJning of the city.
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for the triumph of technology as the supremacy of will, is

partially accurate Nithin Ellul's biblical framework

rrs lon~ as or.e reco~nizes that it is not the will of God or

anything analogous to it. The account of will in history

stems from the rejection of obedience to the will of God.

i\'h.at modern man considers to be the height of his own will

in self-definition is actually an enslaverrent to the o~er

of necessity. This is the exact meaning that Ellul

attaches to the powers of the city and the rise of tech-

nology until it is supreme and all-embracing. Kan's belief

in his own autonomy will continue to cause him to be bound

by necessity until he is re-created, or to use New

Testament language t unti 1 he is 'born again. In general t

for EllUl, man's so-called will consists in conformity with

vlhat he accepts as good. Su'bmission to the order of neces-

sity results in the formation of the concept of will that

is the main morality of history and technology. Thus, a

genuine revolution can take place only in terms of emanci

pation from this enslavement.

The big question remains that of will in the sense

of the original fundamental choice. This has nothing to do

with choice within the order of necessity which Ellul sees

as being sin itself. 46 The question does refer back to the

problem of why Adam ceased lOVing God in the first place.

46
See To Will, p. 261.



At one level, he did not make a choice between alternatives,

but only took a step towards complete annihilation. At a

commonsense level though, 10am in effect did make a choice.

That was not will in any creative sense, 'but nevertheless,

it was a change in orlentation for which man Nas responsible.

Similarly, Cain too made a choice to bUild a. city rather

than to accept God's protection. 'ilien finally, there is the

continuing determination (granted, carried out in ignorance,

but still effective in the reality of history that Ellul

describes) to hold to that order. Within Ellul's position,

perhaps the only notion of will that one can ascribe to man

is the determination of which order to follow. 'iliecontent

or the mechanism of the original choice away from God can be

described only generally as pride or disobedience, but it

cannot be further articulated. In a sense though, this is

the only choice that man makes by himself--the impossible

will-to-will. Because of the totality of the fall, the

mechanism of the choice to turn away from the order of

necessity and back to obedience to God, can be spelled out

even less clearly. ,For eventually, the content of repen

tance and a re-orientation to God is not entirely an act of

the will of man. Again, a choice 1s in some sense implicit,

but it is in response to the true power of the revelation.

That turning around is grounded in the mystery of redemption.

To Ellul, the act of redemption is entirely external to

man's own doir~ -- it is the act of God's redemption in
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Chl"ist and finally the creation of the l~el'T Jerusalem.

III Redemp~ in the Biblical Revelation

Over that Hork God. pronounces the ~~o of death,
but in the same breath (over man in Jesus Christ)
he pronounces tr..e Yes of the resm:.'r'3ction, "by
creatin~ the uniQue city, the answer to all our
Questions and to-all

4
our hopeful attempts, the

heavenly Jerusalem. 7 u

Ellul's description of the technological society is often

rejected as too bleak, too monolithic, too pessimistic. In

terms of his total theology however, such an assessment

'\)"QuId be a partial and distorted view, based on a separa-

tion of the judgment from the mercy or the grace of God--

an impossible separation in the light of the biblical

revelation. His ultimate joy is based primarily on his

knowledge of God's constancy as He acts in history to bring

abo~t His goal of the salvation of man. This kno~ledge in

turn centres on the revelation of the Incarnation, the

Cross, and the Resurrection of Christ. TI1ese two aspects,

eschatology and the event of Jesus Christ, which are

essential for Ellul's vision of redemption, cannot in truth

be separated: yet for analytical purposes, they can be

divided for discussion.

a) Eschatology

The fall of Adam and the sin of Cain show man's

total rejection of God and His protection. Yet Ellul also

47
M of C, p. 172.
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~ives the reminder that one must not for~et that God does

not separate Himself from man. His goal for man remains

constant and ~{e does not ld thdraw" nor negate !-lis oT/m Hi 11.

Man has tried to exclude God from this 'counter-creatio~'t

but God still continues to intervene at the very source of

onposition in the world. God continues to meet man, even

though it is on the grounds that man has chosen. Because

God "Ni 11 not desert man, He adopts the works of ma!1 into

His plan for salvation, despite the fact that these works

can in no way bring about salvation in themselves.

The eschatalogical dimension of God's judgment and

mercy towards the works of man, Ellul sees signified in the

biblical revelation concerning Jerusalem, in that the

selection of that city reveals God's attitude towards man.

Originally God chose Jerusalem because David first chose it.

In so doi ng, God

brings it trUly into his plan of salvation and
into every aspect of the history of a people 4R
whose march toward the Messiah he is guiding •.

This is an act of love on God's part. Jerusalem as a city

is indicative of the crossroads situation between judgment

and mercy. The great condemnation against her because of

her idolatry is not revoked; at the "same time, God's

ad.option makes her a holy city. God d.oes not purify or

transform Jerusalem, but He does insist on being present.

In this way, Jerusalem is representative of standing between

48
M of C, p. 96.
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two realms, and therefore, she points to what is comin~

because of her elevation to the status of the holy city.

In fact, this situation in Jerusalem shows us
that God is really present in the Nark made by
man.

This is a mystery and it is useless to try
to eXPlain i.t •••• IL'1d he ·-c;.od-j lets :r"ar)'s I'TOrk
go on: Ire lets him build l'mlliense necropolises.
He let the angels revolt 'Nbo have embodied
themselves in cities. But he is there, not
excluded, present aJso in this work as Jerusalem
is there to attest. ·9

The fulfilment of God's promise for Jerusale~ is not neg-

lected, but ~llul says it tw{es place in a way that man

could not foresee. The significance of that promise is

revealed in Christ 1'l110 introduced the first frui ts of ~'lhat

the Kingdom Hill be. Finally 1'[1 th respect to Jerusalem, in

the eschatalogical passages throughout the biblical material,

Ellul notes that the ind.ications of paradise are different

from those of any other tradition. It will be neither a

retreat to the golden past of Ellen, nor nature perfected as

in Islam, nor even a heaven. lfuen history comes to an end,

it will be a perfected city that descends. 50 Ellul sees

this indication as a sign that the new creation will take

into account all of man's works: it will not take place as

if they never existed. This is an incredible revelation in

a tradi tion that also emphasi zes God's c.urse on the powers

49 M of C, p. 102.

50In the Gospels, there is no precise description
of what comes after the JudFSment, but all indications in
the prophecies and in Revelation are in terms of a city.
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of the city. ~he ~ew Jerusale~ ho~ever, will not be the

natur~l end of the city, but will come only fro~ God's

intervention which will be a break with history.51

But then this contrad lction arises: the JUdaeo
Christian conception which shows that all of
man's works, summed UD in the c1 ty, are i nclurled
in the slorious new state of re-creation, also
shows that it is not b~ man's works that this
event will come about.)2

I

Holding together both sides of the" contradiction is the

continual task for Ellul, not only for his eschatology,

but also in his account of the Christian response. Hhat

could such a statenent possibly mean? In Ellul's terns,

it means that God will dissociate man's works from the

spiritual power that binds them: this will be an entirely

new act of creation or of re-creation, for it is not the

work itself that constitutes the fall. This is a difficult

distinction to grasp, but it is the spiritual for~es and

man's worship of them that God rejects, and not man himself.

Only God's action can accomplish that separation. In

choosing the city as the end point for the communion

between God and man, God reveals that He will save all men

at the heart of their rebellion. Finally, for Ellul, the

fact that God does not ignore or reject the history of man,

even in rebellion, is a supreme statement of God's love for

and patience with man.

51 See M of C,
notion on Karl Marx.
sees the seeds of the

p. 162, for the influence of this
The essential difference is that he
new city already inherent in the old.
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God in his love, because he is love, takes into
account man's will, tal{es into account hi s
desires and his maddest intentions, understands
his wildest revolts, takes into account all his
endeavours. God Goes n.ot ~ant to save an
abs-cract man, but you and me, each man in his
parttcularity. God dlc not 10;;e ~(an in Jesus
Chri;:;t, "L'ut every crushed and mis~::rable Roul iT!

the midst of the wanjerlng crowd. And God has
kept his records throughout history. Certainly
not an account of merits and demerits, of sins
and good works. All that has already been taken
care of in the pardon streaming from the cross.
His accounts are those of sUffering and hope,
the inventions and the refusals, the desires a~

the gropings that man ~as experienced throughout
history. And God keeps it all in order, so as to
resDond to them eJ.l, so as to do v.rhat EaD has
been trying to do, so as to give an answer where
man did not ask for help, but tried to go it
alone. God assumes to himself every man's
revolts and transforms them, remakes them.
Pro~Tessively then, God assumes all of man's
work. This is the meaning of God's creation, for
man, of the new Jerusale~.53

Ellul maintains that in this decision, God does not

relinquish any of His rights. Doubtless, he would d-eny that

his formulation bears any relation to 't'That is called 'process

theology', or to any theology that ~ives the impression that

God does not have total control or that He is somehow

dependent on man for the evolution of His own biography,

knowledge, and therefore of His plan for man. I can only

re-iterate two general directions in which this charac-

terization would not be an accurate 'description of Ellul's

eschatology.

i) Tne essence of God which is holy, and the will of

God which is revealed to man, both of these remain un-

53
M of C, pp. 174-75.
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between saying that God will adapt His plan to suit the

doings of man, and sayinr; (as does Ellul) that God '1'-1111

adopt the works of man to incorporate them into His plan.

Ellul clearly admits that how this will be possible remains

a mystery, but it is the revelation that he sees in the

eschatological passages.

This is no place to~et caup:ht up in the
ridiculous prcblerr:s of God t s knm,,:,ledge and
omnipotence, and all the casuistry having to do
with man's liberty in regard to God's will.
Once and for all, we must finish with man's
absurd pretension to fathom the mysteries of
God's will. If God is truly God, he is out~

side the reach of our intelligence; if God is
true God, our intelligence can never grasp
anything

4
but a falsification of his true

nature.)

i1) By the same token, Ellul also rejects any notion of

man determining God's will. The fact that God does not

divorce Himself from man does not mean that man becomes

the decisive component in the formation of God's will. Man

can do nothing to bring about the New Jerusalem. Even in

the perversion of man's will, God is somehow in charge.

No human greatness can serve in the plan of
salvation because some part of what is purely
and exclusively God's work might then be
attributed to man. 55 '

One can be tempted to push the isolated passages concerning

the New' Jerusalem too far. If one wants to consider what

54}1 of C, p. 174.

55Ibid • , p. 138.
I
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is :;ri ven to man, aoou t G08! s nJR.r1 for IT!S.:l, tl'len ~llul says

that the only place to look is the revelation i~ the person

of Jesus Christ.

b) The Fulfilment -- Jesus Christ

Tne Christolo~ical b~sis for the whole of Ellul's

theology is self-evident -- the occurrence of the Incar

nation and the Crucifixion, cUlminatin.1:!: in the Resurrection,

is the cornerstone around 'I'Thic11 everything else is bUilt,

both explicitly theologically and implicitly socially.

It is nevertheless interesting to note that to date, he has

devoted comparatively little space to a specific or sys-

tematic explication of his Christology itself. This

observation is not to undermine the centrality of Jesus

Christ for Ellul, but it is merely to point out a difficulty

in elaborating the underlying and unifying theme. In this
~r

connection, he has also .not yet produced a full account of

his doctrine of the Trinity, apart from a number of

isolated statements. This is in spite of the fact that the

three persons of the Trinity figure more prominently in his

work than in most current theology. One should remember

that he has never claimed to be a systematic theologian

after the manner of Barth. This section therefore, can be

only a preliminary gathering together of some of his major

themes regarding the person of Jesus Christ. In the first

place, when Ellul speaks of Him as redemption, he seems to

include the Incarnation, the Cross and the Resurrection as
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- all consti tuting tnse-pa:!"abJ ~ cO!D}1onents, 1'1-1 tho'.J.t making

clear distinctions between first and second order state-

ments. The most that one could say in this re~ard is that

the significance of the Incarnation and of the Cross cannot

be seen except in the light of the Resurrection. In

s~eaking in this manner, he does not forget that Christ,

as the Second Person of the Trintiy, the Nord of God, was

present from the beginning. It was the achievement of

Jesus Christ though f that was the decisive revelation and

sGill is the act of redemption. The thrust of Ellul's

vision can be seen in three general directions which

reveal God's purposes for man -- (i) Jesus ~nrist as fully

man, (j.i) Jesus Christ as the Hord of God, and (iii) Jesus

Christ as giving power to man. In making this division in

order to facilitate a discussion of Ellul's position, I am

not implying that the three strands can be separated and

analyzed truthfully as isolated components. All three form

the sum of the truth manifested in the event of Incarnation

and Resurrection,56

i) But Jesus took the full condition of man,
Totally man except fDr sin. But that means

56It is interesting to compare Ellul's position with
Karl Barth's Church Dogmatics Vol. IV on Reconciliation, A
summary of the three dominant strands in that volume appears
in Helmut Gollwitzer, Church Dogmatics: A Selection
Introduction, p, 24. Barth speaks of the Event of Jesus
Christ - language Ellul employs very rarely (see Presence,
pp. 129-31), but also language which is not foreign to his
meaning,
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that he had to accept the consequences of sin.
I.Te n.!,E' 1·re11 Q1'T':".!'e of it 1,r!"l?Y1 1'TI'C' ·coY1tenrDI[".te. - JT- .
the cross.

Put brieflY, Jesus Christ was the second Adam and the

second Cain.

The voice of Jesus Christ at the same time
that it is the voice of God, is also the voice
of man •• "vlho accomplishes in obedience to his
Father what Adam wanted to accomplish in dis
obedi ence. 58

As a man, it is important that Jesus Christ did not reveal

the law, but He fUlfilled it. According to Ellul, He did

. not illQdify the Old Testament message about the will of God

as announced in the law and by the prophets. He showed

the full significance, by showing what it would mean for

the man who lives fully in accordance with God's will.

He was the second Adam, but unlike Adam, He chose to love

God, ra:t-her than to cease loving Him. Although Jesus was

also tempted to define the good for man apart from God's

will, this self-awareness in no way led to a separation

from God, as had Adam's. Since Jesus was innocent of the

sin of disobedience, He could overcome the inevitable

necessity of death.' In His life, He signalled a return

to live in the image of God. He spelled out the end of

will as perversion, or one could sa,Y, the end of will as it

is known in history as leading to the technological society.

57M of C, p. 122.

58To lviII, p. 28.
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He was successful, not through autonomous good works, but

because He did not worship the powers of the order of neces-

si ty. (" The Christian is not characterized by good works,
J:::O

but by salvation. It.
d

) Jesus showed what salvation would

mean by ShOl'flng the proper orientatlon of one's life. One

cannot will salvation, but the power of the proper use of

will is salvation. At the same time, Ellul makes it clear

that Jesus did not carry out this activity by repeating

the Edenic state, for, as man, he had also to bear the

consequences of sin. The revelation woulct be meaningless

for man if it were apart from the situation in which man

has been enmeshed since Cain. Ellul makes this point in

various ways. For example, Jesus showed the destiny that

would have been Cain's if he had risked accepting God's

protection, rather than seekinc his own security in the

01 ty. 60 Zore important, He shovied that submission to the

order of necessi ty would not be the defini.tion of man in

communion with God. TI1e power of the order of necessity

was shattered, even in a world still characterized by

disobedience. Although it was not good action that pro-

vided the starting point, He showed that obedience to the

will of God would mean breaking out of the search for one's

m'm security. He regained the possibility for a true

encounter with others--the possibility of serving and

59 To \"i 11, p. 4-3.

60See M of C, pp. 120-23.
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sed obedience to God in a world where the powers have not

yet been annihilated.) Finally and above all, Jesus had to

die. TI:is action was necessary in order to reveal that

obedience to the vdll of God is the opposite to death. In

a world of sin, He had to defeat death, which is the auto-

n:ntic consequence of sin. This final victory shorled the

final impact of what it would mean if ~en were to live in

the image of God.

i1) It is because the world is radically, totally
evil that not~ing less would do than the gift
of God's son. 2

According to some accounts, merely by obeying the

will of God, Jesus Christ revealed what that will was. To

a certain extent, that would be true accol~ing to Ellul's

account as well. In the above description of Jesus as

the fully perfect man, there should nevertheless, be no

confusion that Ellul thinks that it might 'be the full reve

lation of Christ. Nowhere does Ellul take the position

that Jesus became the Son of God because He was a man who

happened to manage" to avoid sin. To say that He was only

the new Adam would imply that He achieved only a communion

of obedience to the will of God, but Adam never was God, nor

61
To VIill, p. 267.

62 I
Jacques Ellul, Violence. (New York: 19691' p. 26.
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did he know the co~to.nt of t~qt will. There al~ays re-

mal ned an unbridgeable gaD between God and Adam even 1n

the unfallen state. \Ci1en Ellul calls Jesus Christ the

Son of God, he means that Christ is part of the unity of

God. lne Incarnation was the creative Word of God made

flesh, acting decisively in h~story. Only as such, could

Jesus Christ reveal, once and for all, God's will for man.

Once again, since Ellul does not give a systematic

Q1ristology, one can point only to examples of what it

means to say that Jesus Christ was the Son of God.

With reference to the biblical revelation

concerning redemption, Sllul says, "It is in Jesus Christ

that God adopts man's vlorks. ,,63 In other words, in the

Incarnation and Resurrection, God effected the separation

of man from the spiritual powers that he had unleashed on

himself. ~TO examples that Ellul uses to show this as the

truth of God's will can be found in Jesus's atti tude

towards the city and the crowd. In the first example,

Ellul mw{es a distinction between the texts in the Gospels

directed at the city, and those addressed to the inhabi-

tants. Remaining faithful to the Old Testament tradition,

He had no pardon for the cities. The same was not true

63 61\1 of C, p. 17 •
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however, for men to whom grace and salvation were given,

aloY~ with the judgment. In short, His jUdgment is f~~

man to help him to put his confidence in God, and it is

against the powers of 'ehe city. This is something that

rr.Bn could never do by himself, for "[t.lhe city is an almost

indistinguishable mixture of spiritual power and man's

work. ,,64 That Jesus Christ did have the power to make

this seuaration was signified when He Himself did not

accept the lure of the city -- it was necessary for

people to come out of the city to hear Ris words. Ellul

interprets this as meaning that the truth can draw man

away from the power of the city. Furthermore, in the

final enactment of His death, He was expelled from the

city, for the power of the city and the power of God are

alw'ays incompatible. The rejection of the 'Dower of the

forces of rebellion is clear to Ellul.

vJhen ,Jesus obeys the law, he is expelled from
the city which cannot t~{e possession of Christ •
••• Thus, Jesus in his very person and in his
entire life shows himself to be a strange~ to
the world of the city. In no way does he
participate in this work of man, he who in all
other aspects participated fully in man's life.
And it is precisely because he took on the
fu1ness of human life that he refused this false
remedy, this false source of help, this false
greatness. And it is because he was establishing
the Kingdom of Heaven in the midst of the world
that he tgtallY rejected man's counter-
creation. 5

64M of C, p. 169.

65Ibid ., p. 124.
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Goj in Christ showed the sig~ificaTIce of the possibility

of the 8~p~ration.

Ellul's second example of the crowd is important

to show that Jesus Christ never included man himself in

the defeat of the powers. His attitude tOi'mrds the crowd

is one ind.ication of how this goal could be accomplished

again by God in Jesus Christ. Ellul points out that the

crowd (including those portrayed in the Gospels) is a

psychological, sociological, and spiritual reality under

which a man is subjected to nnonysous control; also the

crowd is a thin~ that never knows what it is doing, nor

clearly what it wants to do.

"rUserable crowd -- not only because of the men

making it up, but in itself, in the body it forms whose

tendencies and impulses are infrahuman, but 1'1h1c11. never

theless prove to extremely active and pm,Terful. ,,66

Christ shol'led compassion on the crol'ms and sUffered wi th

their misery. By taking their cond.ition, but with

awareness and compassion, He attacked the very core of the

crowd's being,

Everything incoherent and senseless in the
mass is found torn to pieces by the presence
of awareness itself. The being that the crowd
is cannot contain Jesus Christ and is thus
trans.formed •b?

66M of C, p, 127.

67 I 'b'd 129__2_" . p, .,



It c>?9..E'ej to be 9. crc~'r-j in the spiri t1J.o.l sense, in that

its members l'ifere no lon.Q:er held by it. This act of love

was an act of salvation. Jesus Christ disuelled the crowd

in order to deal with each individual member. Each uerson

was separated from the mass to experience healing and

wholeness after the sickness and distress that came from

puttinr~ h:ts alle,q:iance elsew·here. The final step vTaS that

Jesus Christ always sent the people back to their towns so

that they could work further to end the control of the

spiritual powers, for each person who had encountered

Christ ~'lould no longer be held by them comnletely.

Tne exa:nples of the city and the croNd are both

integral parts of the revelation of the will of God:

their full meaning hOI'Tever, comes in the light of the

Resurrection. There, the most necessary result of sin was

shattered in an act that could be accomplished only by the

Son of God.. The Resurrection was the overcoming of death,

the forgiveness of sins and the proof that the ultimate

plan of God for man is not the annihilation inherent in

death, and finally that this plan is not oblivious to

concrete man.

iii) The third direction of Ellul's thought regarding

Jesus Christ lies in His impact and power for those who

have encountered Him.

Only tue death of the very son of God is I
sufric1ent to change the facts of history.
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The victory over history that Jesus Christ 2.chieved lATas

the break with the order of necessity. Overall, God in

Christ neutralized the powers of the l-vorld, so that men

could be free again in obedience to God. In Jesus Christ

man also vlaS given tni s pOifer not because He was a

powerful example, nor because ~is doctrines have an

irrefutable intellectual appeal. Rather for Ellul, the

essential thing is that the Incarnation of Jesus Christ

provided the only occun>ence in history when truth and

reality became one. Then the Resurrection was the victory

of the truth of God in that confrontation with the reality

of the world. Tne two are inseparable. Since Jesus Christ.

was unique, the Christian can participate in the confron-

tation between truth and reality only to the extent that

he is in communion with His person who remains a living

'truth-in-reality' through the clarity of the Holy Spirit.

Again, this does not mean that man, having been given an

ideal, can now work on his own any more than he ever could.

It is still only in communion with Jesus Christ that man

can regain a communion with the will of God. Recognition

of Christ, according to Ellul, is no guarantee of good

ness for the Christian, for he is in no way immune from

the powers that are still fighti.ng.

68
1'-1 of C, p. 170.

Furthermore, Ellul

I
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never fails to remind the reader that even communion wlth

the person of Jesus Christ 1,'fill not hasten the final

Kingdom.

~ve said that God by his act in Jesus Christ
made the city into a neutral vlOrld l'lhere man
finds possibilities for action. Eut it is no
holy world. Let there be no confusion: there
is no use exnectinQ' a new Jerusalem on earth.
Jerusalem will be God's creation, absolutely
free, unforeseeable, transcendent. b9

In His life and death and overcoming of death, Jesus Christ

showed the world as it is, but also revealed the first-

fruits of the new creation. This strange tension between

the 'now' and the 'not yet' characterizes not only salvation

in Christ, but also the reqUirement of the Christian re-

sponse. This constitutes the revolutionary nature of

Christianity. The final victory of Christ has been 1nd1-

cated and eventually promised in the Second Coming. Jesus

Christ is the central affirmation of the judgment and

salvation pronounced on the world of men.

IV The Christian Response

a) A key observation concer.ning the actions implied

by these doctrines, is the reqUirement to hold together

continually, two sides of a contradiction. Not by an

autonomous decision, but because they are sent there by

Christ, Christians must continue to live at the heart of

the ci ty. Because God will adopt man's work,_they must

69
M of C, pp. 170-71.
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rema:i.n there and even strive to make the city livable. 70

Unless God directly onters a Christian to leave, then he

should not ma~e any attempt to retreat from the centre of

tech~ique and state power. At the same ti~e, he is told

clearly that he cannot expect to iwprove the situation or

to perfect the city by his own efforts or even by joint

and corporate efforts. Hi s Nork cannot, in the final

an9.lysts p be successful. The difficulty of holding t"IlO

contradictory beliefs together as true, leads to a number

of different temptations even for the believer. Basically,

these temptations are to cling to one or the other sioe of

the paradox. There is the attempt to steer clear of any

involvement in the l'lorld, since it is eVident that man

cannot do anything anYl-my. On the other hand, some are

apt to give in to the comforts and the conformity of the

world, on the grounds that God has promised His pardon

for the Horks of man. Another version of this temptation

is to use the forces of the world because Christ is Lord

over the whole world. Ellul maintains that any such.

stance shows a total misunderstanding of the judgment and

pardon of the biblical revelation. 71 Does this·mean that

theologically, Ellul has closed the door on all possible

modes of action that a Christian could follow? This leads

70 TO Will, pp. 77-80.

71 por further elaboration of hi s reasoning, jsee
M of C, pp. 179-80. !
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us directly to the qu.esti. OY1 l '1{o"r (1oes the Chri sti~J.~:' i l1

fact resnond to the biblical revelation?' He cannot ignore

t~e world, he cannot escaoe it, he cannot seek further

victory over it (for the Christian cannot expect to do

better than Christ did), and he cannot accept it.

Ellul has stated the 0ase for a biblical
Christianity and an ethics of exegesis and
eXDosition. It remains to see Hhether
eve~ything will come tOGether in a culturally
(incarnationally) constructive sense. 72

b) In the first place, :3:111..11 rerr;.inds us that tlme and

space were the first creations of God, so that it is not

a result of the fall that man 1s so limited. 73 As a

result, it 1s irnperativ~ that the Christian be concerned

with acting within the limits of the very specific place

and time in which he finds himself. !fe must fulfil his

role of prophecy or discipleship by confronting his own

particular situation with God's judgment and mercy.

'1 ;' ,\/L"e chretien est donc appele a concevolr qU'il
~!a pas un prlvilege mais une fonction at Ie
premier ~l~ment de cette fonction est justement
d'~tre Ie lieu au la rencontre se produit--Ie
lieu au la liberte de la grace rencontre la

72Stephen Rose, "Whither Ethics, Jacques Ellul",
Introducing Jacques Ellul, p. 133.

73see "Notes en Vue d 'une Ethique du Temps et du
Lieu pour les Chretiens" , Foi et Vie. 1960:5, Pp. 354-74.
In fact, Ellul sees it as a result of the fall that man
constantly wants to go beyond the limits of time and space
to a different order from that of creation. .
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" \ ,necessite des ~hosesf ou 1a ~ratu1te ~e la
r~velatioll J,'t{lC~ont.Ct; l' :l.ilipla~alJlt:: encha'fnement
~ r- c + c> Y\~ 7q, .
....,;.~ ........ -.J ~v .....;.!-"'..:;,.

This is Wh8.t Ellul means by saying: that the Christian's

main task is to represent God at the heart of the city.

TI1is requirement is also what is meant by being 'in' the

world, but not 'of' the world. To acknowledge God's

rev'elation in Jesus Christ means to Ni tness to the fact

that the powers of the world can be defeated by the love

lillich shatters the forces of necessi ty. J'esus Chri st

su!rmari zed the lavlby the commandment to love God, DJ'ld,

using this as a paradigm, to love one's neighbour. This

love, N"hieh is the self-giving love of ~'2';ape rather than

that of Eros,75 is a revolutionary force that alone can

alter the forces that dominate the world.

It is only by love that is total, Nithout
defence, without reservat1gn, love that does
not calculate or bargain. r

74
"Notes en Vue d' Une Ethique", p. 362.

75See Violence, p. 167. This is the only explicit
reference that I have found to these exaet terms. It
would appear that Ellul accepts Anders Nygren's account of
Eros (see Agape and Eros, pt. 1, trans. by A. G. Herbert
TNew York: 1932)),. as the upward movement of the soul to
find the divine of its own accord. This mayor may not be
an accurate description of the Greek meaning of Eros. It
is however, the one that Ellul seems to accept. DOUbtless,
he understands Eros as a powerful force in the seeking of
man's security, but man cannot find God by himself;
therefore Eros has no place as part of the call of the
biblical revelation. -

76
Violence, p. 174.

I
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'fIhts is the true ~ea~ir.3 of ch8.rit;r. It is not a genel'al

or abstract system, "but rather 1 t has meaning only in the

concrete 'here and now' situation of the incl1vidual

Christian.

c) Tne second general point concerns the impossibil-

ityand the necessity of a Christian ethic. More than

two-thirds of To ~{ill and '1'0 Do 1s devoted to the thesis

that it is impossible and indeed sinful to formulate a

wore sYstematic, universally valid Christian morality than

that outlined in the preceeding paragraph. Anything else

would be an attempt on the part of man to define the good

by himself, and once more, that is the essence of the fall.

Elsewhere, Ellul says,

Christianity does not offer (and is not meant to
offer) a solution for social, policical, economic
problems (or even for moral 01"'- spirit ual problems! ).
God. in Jesus Christ puts questions to us
questions about ourselves, our politics, our
economy.77 "

There are no such things as Christian solutions in general,

to which one can appeal as an objective standard. There

are only Christian people who respond in obedience to the

'here and now' will of God that is revealed to them. Even

the sermon on the mount and the ten commandments do not

provide a standard for behaviour or a Christian ethic, for

taken in themselves, the commandments make no sense apart

from the expression of the will of God.

77
Jacques Ellul, "Mirror", pp. 200-201.



~hese decisions are contrary to instinct, to
impulse, to the demands of natural man. The
v,;hole Serllioll on. the ~~ounc is tI1ere to attest
to that. The require~ents which Je8us places
are not justified by any ethical reasonin~,

They are not moral decisions. And just for
that reason, we cannot use them as the basis
for a forrr:al ethi c ,'[e ca~-:;YJ.ot Dut an ethic
together out of a systeITatic contradiction of
nature without its being nothin~ but an
asceticism and a fresh distortion of Christian
morality. As Karl Barth has said, what man
should do and should not do is not cescri bed
for him by the ten co~mand~ents or the Ser~on

on the ,':ount, but he must hear it by a "Oersonal,
order of God. 78 '

There is much controversy about a hie et nunc ethic of

obedience, such as Ellul's. In general, it appears to be

an individualistic, antinomian, anarchistic position with

all the dangers that kind of diVinely inspired ethic

entai Is, Ellul 1"ould remind us hm'lever, that even thoug;h

the wi 11 of GOr1 can go beyond regular human reason, 79 it

1s never absurd and it is always constant. As a result,

there cannot be a welter of contradictory responses to the

will of God. That truth, at the basis of his thought, is

what makes individual and corporate life in Christ

possible, without merely chaos.

78 To Will, pp. 221-22.

79ltJhen he says that God's wi 11 is never absurd, but
that it may go beyond the reasoning of regular human mora
lity, Ellul is taking a position similar to that of
Kierkegaard. In one key respect, this ethic is different
from what 1s called 'situational ethics' which seeIDS to have
a strong dose of reasoned calculation about what should be
done in any situation, and the 'lOVing act' can be fi~ured

out. This is not at all similar to an act of obedience that
may reqUire going beyond human reason.
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:3y t!:.e end of To '.-li 11 8.Y10. To 1'0, "Sllul argues

equ8.11y forci bly that Chri3tiarls can in no ,'my ignore

completely the realm of ethics: this is another example

of holding opposites together.

One can understand under these conditions
the temntation of some truthful Christians
to reject ethics altogether and to fall back
solely on obedience hie et nunc to the
current 1-JOrd of God. However, that a~ti tude
is not entirely just. It is partial. °

Christ's revelation of salvation ooes not work automat-

ically, nor are men made perfect yet, so that it is still

possible to be dominated by the powers. One must remember

that the church remains a human society that will be held

together by some morality. If Christians are not aware of

this fact, and of the morali ty which they 1'1ish to shape

them, then they are liable to fall prey to any sociolo~ical

fad that mayor may not bear a relation to the uniqueness

of their faith. There 1s the danger of jumping on to the

latest bandw·agon and labelling 1t Christian. He sees this

as the commonest fault of socially active Christians who

have not considered the basis of their action: in

particular, he sees the theology of revolution as making

this error. At the other extreme, if in favour of direct

revelation Christians refuse to consider ethics at all,

then they run the risk of indifferentism and the refusal

to attempt to incarnate their faith, in the world as it is

now. Those who would escape from all morality should

80
To Will, p. 205.



even though it comes fro~ the fall, it '1s still existent

in order to preserve the Eutilatect creation. As a result,

it is imnossible for the Christian to flannt on whim,

all morality within that ord~r. 3ecause of the situation

of Christians wi thin the Korld, they must continually.

attempt to clarify some tentative ethics as a help in the

formulation of a specifically Christia~ response to an

increasingly complex society. This stance is important if

simply to maintain the relativity of all moralities. It is

the constancy of God's will that provides the link to make

a tentative Christian ethic possible. No matter how such

a necessary ethic is brought together thoufrh, it must he

(i) relative, (11) humble, (iii) aware that in itself, it

is under the judgment of God, and (iv) in the service of

the faithful, rather than imposed on them. Even though

the specific will of God can never be catalogued in

advance, the following examples provide indications of the

general stance Ellul thinks that Christians should adopt

with respect to the world in which they live.

d) The first duty is realism: one must know the facts

of the situation and the probable consequences of one's

actions. Both socially and theologically, this means that

one must look directly at the situation with no illusions.

This may be extremely difficult, but Ellul argues that
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this i~ so~ethj~~ thRt only the Christian can do. The

ll~ht of the biblical revelAtion nrovides the uroner

perspective within which one can understand the true

meaning of what one discerns from studies in history,

sociology etc. Seconily, the promise of the Second

Coming and the revelation that Christ has defeated the

forces of the world, proVide the courage to confront

contemporary society. One does not have to gloss over or

ignore any aspects of his situation, for it can no longer

threaten or dominate him. In6eed Ellul ~oes so far as to

say that, because of the clarity of the revelation about

the world;

I believe the Christian is ahle to perceive
things that others do not yet consider
important. HSs role is to discern the problem
at its birth. 1

The Christian realist will prOVide insight in advance of

others. This is an attempt neither to preclude the work of

the Holy Spirit, nor to know God's will through reason.
,

P~ther, Christian realism prevents silly naivete that can

later be disguised as good intention.

True the Holy Spirit--who is clarity itself-
may propel us to the greatest imprudence, but
then we shall know about it. 82

Since the Christian must participate in the world,

then if he does wish to maintain his liberty, "[flirst, i-~e

--------------~---------
8J "IVlirror", p.

82 V' I10 enqe, p.

201.

83.
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:':UE~t be able to ir~ject 'hu:::o:lr hito t~1e 81 tuat:1.on". 8)

but it will nrevent his efforts from de~eneratin~ into

idolatry. The irony of faith (and faith in'irony)

prevents a person from putting his heart into bUilding

the city. In another writing, Ellul refers to the same

virtue as the passion for nlay,84 which can be the only

basis for participation in a group. If there is play,

then the activity is free, and it adds a certain zest to

the group.

Another aspect of a helpful response to the

technological society is the refusal to adapt normally to

its forms and forces. Adapta1)ili ty arid normali ty are con-

sidered prime virtues, but the Christian must struggle

against them: acceutance of the world as it is would be a

rejection of the biblical revelation. Far from advocatin~

that the d1ristian withdraw into spiritualism, he su~gests

a number of directions for action. In TI1e Political Illusion,

he discusses the formation of tension groups that will offer

an opposite pole to that of the state which has politicized

every single possible aspect of life.

~~at is needed is groups capable of denying
the state's right--today accepted by everyone--

---------------------_._------
83M of C, p. 181.

84
Jacques Ellul, II Between Chaos and Paralysi!s",

Christian Century, June 5. 1968, pp. 747-50.
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to =0G:lize all forces arul all energIes of
the n?tia~ for a sin~le ai~ s~ch as the grandeur
or efficiency of thaf nation. R5

I\.lso in Vi':> social realm, a Christian can actively expose

the powers, such as war or technology, for what they are.

EVen though men may sti 11 be bound by them, some of their

force may be slightly diminished, so that the world will

be at least a bit more livable. Recently, Ellul seems to

have reached the posl tion that there is less and less that

one can do politically: but he speaks rather of the pa.ssion

to create a distinctive life style for oneself. 'This is

not in the sw~e sense of 'creation' as in reference to

God I S powers, but rather to the adopti.on of activi ties that

cm-mot be taken over by soci ety.

rElvery indi ·\ridual lrust become the creator
br his own life, for he will have to oppose
the forceg of conformity while working within
society.8

Perhaps none of these attitudes or stances in isolation,

seems to be Christian per se, but they do help the Christian

to see society in an active way, without being engulfed by it.

85- Jacques Ellul, P.I., p. 222. His notion of church
has not been elaborated in-this thesis, but it would be
reasonable to say that such tension groups would be part of
the social role of the church.

86
"Between Chaos and Paralysis", p. 750. For his

comments about creating a new life style, see ~~e Presence,
p. 147. Tne confusion of the use of 'creation' with
reference to man may 1'1ell be a question of translation.

~ I
TIle word 'creer' can mean either 'to create' or 'to bring
out:. The sec.ond meaning would be more appropriate rere-.
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e) Central to any attempt to think a specifically

Christian ethic (no matter how tentative), is the tenet

that Christ reconciled all ~en to God, but not the world.

In his life the Christian must wttness that

the crucifixion and the resurrection signalize
the defeat of the pm'lers (1'rhich 11011adays "fear
the form of money, state productivity, science,
'technology etc.) but' not of men ••• rTlo

L, .

reject the theolo~y of reconciliation in favour
of the theolo,;y of revolution is in fact to
reject the Incarnation. 8?

Specifically, Christians are told to be v-ri th the oppressed

and suffering, but this action must not result in the

exclusion or hatred of any other person. This is one

reason w'hy the C'hristian must reject vi,olenee, for it can

be based only OIl hatred 'of the enemy. Since the Christian

should express his faith in God through men and not through

irlstitutlons or structures, he should represent the

oppressed to the pO"t'J"erful concretely and on an individual

level. 88 He can never cut the lines of communication

with opponents, even if he is working mainly within one

group. While doing this work, he must remain a perennial

critic of the movement he is in, he must oppose any goal

8?Violence, pp. 73-?4.

88
This is not a tactic in the hopes for immediate

su.ccess in the sense that it could be changed w-l1en a more
effictent method is found or could be discarded when one
.o;ot dlscouraged with the paucity of results. Further, a
Christian can wltness to a non-Christian, but he cannot
expect the latter to act as a Christian.
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of material well-being as a filial aiD or any r::eans of

violence, and finally he must continue to ;-;1 tness to t~e

.reconci liation of Jesus Christ. E"vent'.1.ally, the Chr:lstian

will have to risk unpopularity by changing sides

frequently, for on~e the oppressed achieve their go~l, they

tend to become the oppressors themselves. Ellul gives 6ne

other note of caution that the doctrine of reconciliation

does not mean the adoption of merely popular or fashionable

causes, but it means serving and bein~ with all the

oppressed. In fact, in accordance with his notion of

Christian realism, Ellul maintains that the Christians

should see problems in advance, so that if a situation

reaches violent proportions, then they have failed in

their mission of reconciliation. Once an issue becomes

popular (8.snumi11,g that issues do not become ponular before

they become Violent!', the Christian withdraws from the

cause, for all he can then do is to pray and to repent for

all.

f) In summation of the response inherent in Ellul's

theology, I would point out again that the basic revelation

in the Gospels is salvation rather than action. There can

be no Cnristian response on one's.own, but only in obedience

to the will of God. Since obedience to the order of

necessity is contrary to the will of God, salvation is

manifested in the overcoming of the forces of necessity.
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should reject v101ence--exactly because it 1s inevitable.

All the arguments, both theolo~ical alw secular, about

the prevalence of violence, only prove to Ellul that it

luUSt be rejected, or at least, the use of violence must

never be justified by the Christian.

II faut seulement prener ~arde, que libtr~s
Dar Christ, nous ne nous soumettions de
-" R9nouveaux aces esclavages •.

In the final analysis, a Christian can fulfil his proper

function in the world, only through concrete obedience to

the vli1l of God, through the intervention of the ~oly

Spirit, and in prayer. Only in prayer is the communion

betNeen God and ilian re-established, so that it is then

possible to obey. "Prayer is the only possible substitute

for violence in human relations. ,,90 Only this kind of

action in the world can provide the alternative to the

order of history or the unfolding of the 'meaning of the

city'. Action that breaks those determinations rather

than submitting men further to them, is the only kind of

action tha.t is truly revolutionary--it breaks out of the

ways of the world.

For ever since society came into existence
[after the murder by Cainl the revolutionary

89"Notes en Vue d' Une Ethique du Temps et du Lieu
pour les Chr8'tiens", p. 374.

. 90 Jacques ElluL, Prayer and the !v.aQ ern tiTan (/~,yew
York: 1970), p. 173.



spil~it, "lIhicl'l is- 2~ ~e~e2S~?..!,~T ~t"].~t of SOCiAl

11fe~ has always haen the Rffirmation of a
sniritunl truth arrainst the error of the
moment: a truth which is called to incarnate
itself in society, not in any automatic, me
chanical way, ~ut by the desperate sacrificial
effort of man. 1

Given this account o~ Christianity as a revolu-

tionary faith, we 1"'i 11 noi'~ tu.rn to Ellul's s,nalysl sand

cri tique of revolution as described socially and histori-

cally. This analysis will lead to the attempt to

determine whether that account does in fact correspond

to his vision of the biblical revelation.

91
The Presence, p. 40.
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CHAPTER II

ELLUL'S SOCIAL !l.ND HISTORICAL TEOUGl-::T ABOUT REVOI.UTIO~:

I Introduction

Une definition rde la revolutionl ne suffit
pas et surtout ~elles des dictionnaires. On
la vit, on y croit, on y plon~e, on la fait:
chaoue enooue, chaaue milleu humain ales

..:. .-..... ..... <II"

8i ennes touj ours di ffcrentes et pourtant c:haque
fol s u.ni oue COID!!le I' a!TIonr. :::'au t-i 1 renoncer a
en parler pour ~viter dlen faire un objet de
consommation?l

Despite the passion with which Ellul describes the spirit

of revolution, 1 t is patently obvious,· even from the title

Au.topsie de la R~volution that the answer to his-------------_._--------
questiol11'Jill bl~ "ilIa!". The title in:'licates tJ-:at he

intends a thorough and exact analysis -- 'vlhat mal{es (or

made) it tick' -- i'lith the impersonal commitment to

accuracy of a post-mortem. This is a long way from the

involvement he correctly ascribes to the act of revolution.

nlrthermore, the word autopsie signifies that the object

of the study has already died, but that it is crucial to

understand the causes for the future well-being of people

and for the possible prevention of the eisease or in-

firmity. Ellul's major social writing to date on revolu-

tion does include all the elements of an autopsy. It is a

---r----
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critical, detac:ned eX8.lliination tilat might dismay many C011-

temporaries who would insist 011 total and spontaneous

action only. Both on theGlogi cal and social grounds he

thi~ks it is necessary to ~ake this ri;oro~s analysis

of what has happened. The Conclusion of this thesis will

discuss what he is saying theologically about social

revolution. For now though, it is s~fficient to point out

that he sees historical revolution as a human actiVity with

nothing sacrosanct about it. Therefore he wishes to strip

mray the religious aura that now seems to rrake revolution

into an idol or a crusade. On the strictly social plane,

he has demonstrated previously in A critigue of the New

co~no~~!~, that the slogan 'No more words give us

acts!' (a slogal1 which is the same as the refusal to discuss

revolution for fear of jeopardizin~ it) leads to the crazed

violence and insanity of fascism.

For a society impatient for proof and
achievement, it is only the act that
counts. And because only the act counts,'
henceforth the clamor of the active idiot
will fill tpe sky alone. 2

The important thing then is to "bring the act of genuine

revolution and the words concerning revolution together in

a way that he claims is totally absent from most modern

thought. This is the only way to prevent the further

debasement of revolution as a whole: this is the goal of

his writin.-g.

2
critique, p. 201.
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"b) Auto'Dsie de la Revolution then, contains not only

his social and historical reflections in order to reveal

revolution as it has been discussed and actually practised,

but also his tentative understanding of what revolution

should be. Certainly other books cOEplpment the insights

contained here; for exa:iple, he seems to take it for

granted that the reader is fa~iliar at least i'lith The

Technological Society and The Political Illusion. TI1is

book nevertheless, is not a ~ere repetition, for it focuses

strictly on revolution. Specifically in this ''lOrk, and

within the framework of his whole thought, Ellul adheres

to the methodology I have outlined in the Introduction.

In his Preface, Ellul maintains that he will be bound by

a strict nominallsm that accepts as revolution whatever

men have cSilled revolution, rather than working d eductively

from a prior definition. One has to be clear as tow'hy he

insists on such a position as the starting point for his

sociological studies. He wants to see what happened as

the participants themselves understood those events and

not from the presuppositions of modern observers.

, '"II faut recevoir Ie realite historique telle
que les hommes du moment l'ont sentie, crue,
et nous l'ont transmise. 3

This view of history stems largely from his profound dis-

taste for modern assumptions and therefore from his desire

3AR, p. 11
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to S:lC.'i tllG differences betw"een traG i tio:r.al aDd ~o1 ern

vie'ws on revolution. His is 3..argely an attempt to show the

deficiencies of the latter. In this field especially, he

wants to avoid starting with the unproved belief that

history has a discernible direction and he can achieve

this goal only "by maintaining a strict nominalism.

Nobody doubts that history has a direction.
Nobody 1 that is, except historians! A serious
historian is obliged4to say, "That's the way it
happened' -- period.

More important, this view of the study of history results

from the need for Christian realism as part of his dialectic.

TIlls presupposition is not eVident in AR, but as we have

already seen, it is inherent in his overall task. One

must know the facts of the situation, and one must be able

to look directly at a s1 tuation 1'Ti th no illusions. That

is the ultimate basis of his socio-historical nominalism.

A reader should not be confused when, in his last chapter,

it appears that Ellul did in fact have a prior definition

of revolution, a definition which is intrinsically tied to

his theology of revelation. In his social writings, he

does not ever refer to the criteria laid down in "llie

rv:eani~JS o!:.-!-~.e Ci ty and in 'ro Wi !,;L§:nd ~o Do. By adhering

to a social nominalism5, he wants to demonstrate 1n his

4 't' 30Crl lque, p. •

5por now, it is SUfficient to note that in To Will
p. 268, he speaks of a theological nominalism which is--or
course related to, but not identical with social or histori
cal nominalism.
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sociology that what is true theolo~icallY is alqo valid if

viewed historically or socially. iNhen .looking at Ellul's

studies on revolutionary activities, one can see that they

can be assessed within that discipline, independent of

their ultimate significance within the dialectic conf1'on-

ta.tion. This approach is more Dowerful than Virtually any
- I

other Christian theologian currently writinp; on revolution.

It should be noted hOi-lever, that theologically, AutoEsieJ!!:.

la H~volutlon should be read specifically in conjunction

'\':1 th '!iolence and Prayer and the hadeI'll. 1\]an, for taken

alone, a social writing can state only one half of the

dialectic.

c) In the attempt to understand the general context

of thi s study, I shall now' comment on Ellul's social use

of the 't'lord 'myth'. He puts forward his conce.pt of the

myth of revolution itself in AR (cf. p. 102 ff.), but

his r:Jost co~prehensive social analysis appears in "Hooern

I·~yths". In short, myth is an interpretation of reali ty

that explains to man his place in it--

It is the image deep within his mysterious 6
self of his confrontation with a given reality, .

Myths enable man to become an integral part of his civili-

zation beca.use they "express the very existence of the col

lective ciVilization in which we live".? Or p to put it

6
"Nodern Nyths", Diogen~ 1958:23, p. 25.

? Ibid., p. 36 •
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another way,

A uniaue definition of mrth robs it of the
very thing that makes it myth: the inter~

penetration of a very direct relation betwegn
man and the temporal structure of his life.

Seen in this light, the fundarrental myths for modern man,

according to Ellul, are history and science, from which

come all the beliefs, ideologies, actions, and sentiments

of our age. For ex~~ple, from these two basic myths,

spring the beliefs and i~ages of work, technology, hap-

piness, progress, as well as the secondary myths of

actualization, such as Marxism, the nation, revolution.

Without further analysis, it is enough to say that these

myths are theall-embracing, ~otivating foundations of our

lives. As such, they have the qualities of religious

fervour, anil'it is this aspec~ that makes it almost impos-

sible to challenge nyth. Awareness ,';rould weaken certitude

"and man with his blinders removed would have to face an

excruciating reality". 9 T11i s challenge hOTtrever, is exactly

the one that Ellul attempts to make in all his social

-writings, including this one on revolution. He wants to

bring people face-to-face with reality other than the myth,

so that a genuine confrontation between reality and the

truth of revelation can be possible. The step of re-

vealing social and historical myths is just as necessary

8'''Modern !'.!yths", p. 25.

9 -rbO d=--!.-. J
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as a Droner theological interpretation. 10

Hill be a grave crisis, co=.para'ble ~'Iith the
religious crisis of the fifteenth century •••
for men will have the feeling that a future is
no longer Dossible and that nothing.ma~es

sense. ::-1e ~'rill experience i:Tl.!:lense fr'J_stJ:'ation.
Nevertheless, this crisis is the condition for
a balanced develoDment of human society.il

;'

Autopsie de la Revolution is his attempt to unmask the

secondary myth of revolution.

d) Because he always thi~~s lat grips' with his

present surroundings, Ellul says also' in the-' freface that

this will not be a straishtforward historical or sociologi-

cal treatise.

L'etude historiaue ou sociologique ne Deut
m'@tre culun Do{nt d'anpui Dour une r~~lexion

_.J.. ... ~ _ /

concernant la situation de la revolution
aujourd'l1"'Ai et l' eventuali te' d June revolution
, .s:>' le-a J.alre.

In other words, history-is interesting only insofar as it

helps to diagnose the present ills. This concern leads to

10Ellul's social account of myth corresponds to
his biblical account of myth in the same relationship as
reality and truth. The modern myths of history and
science give a social meaning to the changing physical
setting; the bi-blical myths give the true meaning of the
facts in question. (See my Chan. I) Without a careful
reading, one could be misled by·'his use of the same word
in each case.

11 From a letter to Play"boy Forum" from Jacques
Ellul, Playboy, March, 1971, pp. 55-56.

1?-AB, p. 11.
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a double construction within the book which can be divided

into four sections two different ways -- either historically

(before 1789. the developffients of the French Revolution,

revolution since 1789, and possibilities for the future),

or else conce!)tually (the relations11ip betvreen revolt and

revolution, revolution put into an intellectual frameNork,

revolutions seen within the meaning of history, and the

~eani~g of revolution for Ellul). Bearing in mind this

double structure, for the purposes of this thesis, I shall

elaborate the three main themes he puts forNam. First,

revolution is a neN concept of modernity. Second, the

significance of I~arx's interpretation of history and

revolution colours all contemporary understanding. Third,

considering the banalities surrounding so-called revo-

lution today, the concept may in fact be dead, or even

counter-revolutionary. These three threads do not encompass

every detail of the book, for much space is given to a

discussion of various other theories. They do however,

draw together Ellul's own thoughts on revolution in its

present socia-historical sense.

II Revolution as New to Modernity

a) Before the modern era, Virtually every civiliza-

tion p using different modes, Viewed history and society as

a sacred organism. " A"L'ordre etait en meme temps nature1 ,
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social, sacr~.tt1J There was no possirJility of chanp:;in!2;

had two alternatives -- either to accept the inevitable,

or to say a desperate and defiant "No". The refusal is

what Ellul means by revolt. "II concoit a10rs son
~

histoire comme une fatalite, un destin--et c'est dans Ie

d~sespoir qU'il dit n011".14 A revolt then "las charac-

terized by the feeling of life being unbearable, so that

the only meaning for liberty would be escape. This

meaning bears little resembl~nce to the modern connota-

tionsof freedom as a creativity that defines man and that

in itself solves social problems. If indeed revolt had

any purpose at all, it was always a reactionary attempt

to go back to old ways in the face of seemingly inevitable

innovations. iJormally though, revolts broke out when

death became preferable to the predictable course of life.

The belief that there was no chance of changing the course

of events and no chance of success explains, acconling to

Ellul, the ill-planned nature of earlier revolts, and also

the passivity of people when they were brutally suppressed.

Since revolts would never change historic reality, it l'faS

as if a revolt were a desperate move to the traditionally

mythic end of time, an attempt to bring about the

13
AR, p. 130.

14
Ibid., p. 16.
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apocalyptic event.

~ -. " .. ~ '1' t';;'eU.L8 une g1'an:.\ eur J.ncOilitilC';.r;sclraO..le a ac lon
peut consoler de la ~ealite d'une action
issue de la necessite absolue, mais en elle
m~me sans espoir. 15

Three clear exa~ples of revolts of this type were those of

Spartacus, the Etruscans, and the Mayan Empire. Closely

linked with the refusal of the intolerable was the mark

of direct accusation. Revolt was against the 'powers-that-

be', namely the state as the source of the intolerable.

More accurately, there was a blind accusation against the

nearest agent, for the state as a whole was too abstract a

concept to cause the eruption that made up a revolt.

Similarly, the idea of social class never played a large

role. In fact, Sllul says that a proper study of history

shows class conflict to be a modern notion altogether.

"L'ide'e que toutes les r~volutions ont une cause sociale

est un pur et simple prejuge du marxisme.,,16 It was the

very specific situation and not the structures in general,

b) In addition to showing the traditional notion of

revolt, he also uses historical examples to indicate the

difference between revolt and revolution. He sums up that

15
AR, p. 20.

16Ibid ., p. 32.
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difference by saying,
~ -, ~

I Lies revolutions sont toujours des actes
remplis d'espoir. La mort peut y survenir,
elle est accidentelle. Dans la revolte, la
mort est au coeur meme de ce soulevement. 17

A revolution can still be against the foreseeable course

of events, but it becorres something entirely different

from revolt. It may spring from revolt, but the diffe-

rence is neither the degree of violence, nor the success,

nor even the spontanei ty. On the other hand, hlO speci f1-

cally different elements in revolution are theory and

institutionalization. Both of these aspects stem from

hope and they imply a doctrine or plan with intellectual

lines of force that are entirely lacking in a revolt.

"Au contraire, 1a revolution comporte une ideo10gie concrete

et non pas un mil1enarisme exacerbt.,,18 The hope consists

in the belief that there will be a new beginning which

will provide the absolute answer for history, and this is the

case whether revolution is against the tide of history or

whether it is trying to speed up history. Once more Ellul

speaks of the mythic aspects, only this time surrounding

revolution itself. Rather than being a defiant move to

bring about mythic time, the revolution tal{es on its own

mythic proportions to become an object of faith to bring

in the new beginning. It becomes almost participation in

17AR, p. 17.

18 Ibid., p. 57.
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a sacred drama. 'Ife shall see thi s different chqr,c>cte"J:"j. sti c
.

of revolutionary actlvity demonstrated most clearly in the

French Revolution. The theory, in whatever form, is

conceptualized and verbalized as the preparation for the

great revolutionary event. It is at this point that the

spontaneity question beco~es pertinent. Since there is

now always a prior formulation of theory for the event,

there can no longer be pure unalloyed spontaneity.

Similarly, one cannot spea,k: of revolution as distinct from

revolt until the leaders attempt to institutionalize the

~chievement. II C' est au. moment Olt i Is entreprennent la

"construction de l'oevre que la revolte devient

r~volution."19 This change brings many further problems,

for the movement must be into the hands of the managers

(g~rants) of the revolution who do not always create the

original doctrine. Basically however, revolt is an

anarchistic movement, 'Nhereas the hope inherent in revolu.-

tion means that at some stage it must end the violence and

create a formal structure. One example is that the first

concern of the American Revolution (leaving aside whether

or not it was a genuine revolution) was a constitution to

institutionalize liberty. At this point, Ellul accepts

almost verbatim the distinction between revolt and

19
AR, p. 62.
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c) The components of theory and institutionaliza-

tion surely do not constitute definitions of revolution,

nor do they exhaust its characteristics. They do hm'lever,

demonstrate the element of hope that distinguishes revolu-

tion from the traditional meaning of revolt. On a first

reading, Ellul seems to be less explicit about the essential

difference 'between the earlier and the later conception of

revolution itself. At one point, he indicates that the

revolution of the Gracchi brothers was the single genuine

attempt before the modern age. Yet elsewhere, he refers

to other early revolutions, such as the medieval Commu~es,

or the English Revolution of 1640. 'This apparent contra-

diotion can be explained only if one realizes .that he is

referring to revolution alone, in contradistinction to

revolution arising by chance out of revolt. Before

modernity (except for the Gracchis) only the latter was

conceivable. Very seldom did a spontaneous revolt progress

far enough to bring' forth the hope necessary for genuine

revolution. Or, sometimes, from the beginnings of a

revolt, a few men would try to turn. it into a revolution,

but it would be only by chance that they would succeed. It

is the element of a calculated hope in the possibilities

of revolution by itself, without any link to the irrational

20Hannah Arendt, On Revolution (New York, 1965)
circa p. 140.
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protest of revolt, that Ellul claims was new in the modern

world. Also this aspect led to the idea of revolution

within the meaning of history, rather than revolution

against history -- an idea that was not articulated

unequivocally at any time before Marx. In terms of re-

volution, Ellul cates the Dodern era as post-1789. It

is also interesting to note, in terms of the totality of

his thought, that this date corresponds to 1Jlhat he pre-

vlously described as lithe sudden blossorring of technique

in the nineteenth century".21

C'est seulement en function d'un certain type
de societe que la revolution peut ....devenir un
fait historique global aue lion definit la
r~volution pour qUi Ie ~odele d_evi ent possible. 22

Ellul can state definl.tely the coudi tions necessary before

modern revolution is thinkable -- (a) an awareness of

social injustice combined with (b) an awareness that

society can be put into question. The first condition had

existed in varying degrees throughout history, but as we

have seen before the late eight~enth century, man consi-

dered his fate inevitable. Despite its apparent emphasis

on de-sacralization of the world, and on linear time,

Ellul points out that Christianity had little impact in

instilling these ideas in the order of society. Man's

fate was in the hands of God, so that it could not pos-

sibly be explained in human terms. This was the cast of

2Lrs , p. 47.

22AR, p. 134.
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mind similar in principle, if not detail, to that of all

other tradi tionl'll c1 vi. 11 ZR.ti0'l18. Tl>lO fUYJd 9.1!'ental questi ons

immediately arise. vfuat conditions came to be at that

particular time to make the new concept of revolution

possible (to say nothing of its comEonplace acceptance

merely two hundred years later)? Secondly, how does Ellul

account for the fact that these conditions arose when they

did?

Without much supporting detail, he simply

e~umerates the factors that coincided in the late eigh

teenth century to permit a climate of opinion conducive

to revolution in a modern sense.

i) The supremacy of science in the form of belief in the

conq~lest ~f nature became widespread to the extent that

even society became Viewed as a part of nature. Once the

realm of the new science I'ms expanded to include even human

things, then men came to see society, like physics, as

obeying certain laws that are controllable by technique.

At that stage, politics began to be conceived as rational

in a scientific way that could be dominated by men.

ii) The appearance of belief in progress made it pos

sible to see revolution as the sole act required to

remove the obstacles to bi3ger and better things.

iii) There existed a certain type of individualism

(largely from the bourgeois part of the economic system)

that could produce the necessary revolutionary heroes. At
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the same time, the great explosion of energy within the

short time of the revolution seemed to reinforce the

original individualism.

iV) Tnis time marked the culmination of the loss of faith

in Christianity. "The disappearance of the Eternal Futher

from our mental horizon had left a large void.,,23 Even

though the fundamental beliefs in Jesus Christ and

Chri stian dogrna 'Were rejected, the images used in former

teaching remained indelibly fixed. As a result the images

of judgment and paradise for example, were transposed to

earth to be caught up in the myth of the revolution in

order to introduce the golden age. This could not happen

though, as long as the majority of men Here held by the

content of the original dogmas.

TI1ese various and inter-related doctrines that came

together at more or less the same time, did not result

f~om the works of single men such as Voltaire or Rousseau;24

rather all were part of the change in general belief.

23c .~. 281"1 v1gue, p. •

2l-rEIIul does not discuss Rousseau's direct in
fluence on the French Revolution, or at least not his
influence on how some of the leaders saw themselves. For
example, rightly or wrongly, Robespierre saw himself as
carrying out directly Rousseau's theories. In terms of
his own advocacy of social nominalism, Ellul seems here to
und erestimate the force of lndi vidual figures. In defence
of Ellul, one could argue that it vIaS the person of .
Rousseau tlhat was. resn,pnsi bll;lfor hthe impact rather 'than
the actua con~en~ 0!'~111S phl osop y.' I

I
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Except analytically, there is no distinction between the

process thf1.t created the myth of revolution and the process

to create receptivity for such a myth. Furthermore the

myth of revolution was created partly within the very

revolutionary process itself. In short,

pour qU'un mythe existe, il faut une sorte
d'a1chimie col1ectivel i1 n'est jamais Ie fruit
d:une in~ention individuelle, d'un createur bien,
determine. I1 me semble que Ie mythe a pu se creer
par la rencontre de deux circonstances favorablesl
11 y a eu d'abord un long temps de maturation

/ '"doctrinale de preparation lde010giqu~.~ II y a eu
la-dessus une brusque contraction d'evenements
fUlgurants, clest ce double mouvement qUi a
perm1s la synthese mythique qUi slest effectu~e, ~ ~

dans la revolution et qUi a pro~oque la reception
du mythe dans les consciences. 25

Ellul makes clear his belief that the various strands or

components of the new myth could not come together complete-

ly until after the events starting in 1789. Again, his

main point is that our whole notion of revolution is a

recent one that should not ·be read back into any earlier

history.

d) What Ellul seems to fail to answer in any comp-

lete way is the second fundamental qu.estion of how the

various factors arose and came together at the particular

time they did. In general terms, it is the.question of

why the events of 1789 and of 110 other date, were crucial

for the arising of modern myths. Perhaps he might re-

iterate that he is not writing a history for its own

25AR, p. 108.
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sake, so that his analysis of the components as they nm.;

are, is satisfactory. Stil1 9 one feels that his insis-

tence on the newness of the concept requires some further

explanation or analysis of the way in which myths change.

On the other hand, he might take the same position he did

in The Technological Society -- "But why were the first

steps taken? life will never know, and in any case, that is

not the purpose of this investigation.,,26 Although this

question is a difficult and profound one, it would not

appear to 'be a mysterious one, beyond the scope of histori-

cal investlgation. In his own language, it is part of

human realitY,neither sacred ~or untouchable. Although

he has written a number ,of historical studies, perhaps his

nominalism makes the question less than vital to him.

The Technologi~al Society 27 seems the only socia~ treatise

where he attempts to give any kind of analysis at all, of

the rise of the modern phenomenon. Even there, he handles

the difference between ancient and modern technique less

fully than any other issue. Also in "lJIodern Myths", he

makes another partial analysis of their rise. In View of

the fact that Ellul himself has not dealt with the subject

in a sustained manner, one can indicate only generally the

direction in which his thinking would appear to be point-

ing, particularly in relation to certain other major

26TS , p. 44.

27 6Ibid., pp. 23- o.
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accounts.

Summarily and without specific reference, he

implicitly dismisses the theses of Max Weber, Michael

Foster and Leo strauss. In the first place, with

reference to Weber's The Protestar-t Ethic and The Spirit

of capitalism he points out that there was little evidence

of the spread of modern myths of technique in the seven-

teeth or sixteenth centuries -- a fact which calls into

question the direct link that Weber traced. Ellul con

cedes that many barriers were broken down during the time

of the Reformation, but

even then, it was not so much .from the
influence of the new theology as from the
shock of the Renaissance, from humanism and
the authoritarian state, that technique
received a decisive impetus. 28

He finally dismisses the argument as hardly worthy of

consideration except for the points at which it is obvious.

Ellul indeed sees it as self-evident that there will be

links in some manner between present and former beliefs.

He would mru{e the connection however, in a way entirely

different from Weber, who is bound by his fact-value dis-

tinction. As a result, it would be difficult for the

latter to distinguish between original Calvinism and a

perverted, rejected calvinism. At most, Weber can discuss

latent and manifest functions of a religion, but for Ellul

28
TS, p. 38.

I
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the core of the problem goes far beyond that kind of

description.

A point can doubtless be made of the effects
of the Reformation, but the economic con
sequences of this movement have been singularly
exaggerated. 29

Even more firmly, he would reject any hypothesis such as

the one put forward by 1'1. B. Foster in "The Chri stian

Doctrine of Creation and the Rise of Modern Natural

Science",JO that the biblical doctrine of creation led

direct'ly to modern science. Ellul does show most clearly

the integral connection betl'J'een modern science and mod ern
i

technique: at the same time, he sees Christianity as one

of the strongest forces· tending not to produce technique.

Historically, the only era in which the West was specifi

cally Christian (the fourth to the fourteenth centuries)

was also a period of technical relapse and the breakdown

of Roman technique. He maintains even further that the

de-sacralization of nature resulting from the doctrine of

creation mitigated against the advance of technique. 31

So also did the necessity for moral judgment on all of

men's works in Christian theology. In other words, within

29
~., p. 35.

30Michael Foster, "The Christian Doctrine of Creation
and the Rise of Modern 1\Ta.tural Science", Mind XLVIII:172,
pp. 446-68.

31As noted above, Christianity had no influence on
de-sacralizing society or the notion of history.
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the biblical tradition, there could. be no appeal to the

gods within nature to support any attempted technical

applications. Furthermore, as an added deterrent, any

such technical activity would be judged by criteria other

than those of techniques themselves. Both of these factors

put limits on the possibilities for an autonomous technique.

It was only after the decline of Christianity that

technique reached its present status. To the extent that

he sees the rise of the modern world flowing from a

rejection of the tradition with its restraints, Ellul's

posttion would be closer to that of Leo strauss in l'Tatural

~ight and History, than to that of any proponents of

immanentized Christianity. He would take issue with strauss

though, on the question of the role of the political

philosophers. One can see this by default, for he never

mentions, for example, Hobbes, Rousseau, or Niet~che in

reference to the rise of modern technique. In the same

vein, his two references to Machiavelli demonstrate that he

is not much predisposed to the Straussian position that the

modern world resulted from the turning around of political

philosophy.

In spite of the frequent mention of Machiavelli's
Prince, the truth is that until the beginning of
the twentieth century, no one ever drew the
technical consequences.

I purposely do not cite Machiavelli because his
theories were never applied.32

32TS , p. 232, and p. 284. To say the least, these
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Clearly, he questions the possibilities of any myth-making

influences from political philosophers. In considering the

explanations of the rise of modernity that Ellul does not

find totally acceptable, one can discern some intimations

of his own argument. 33

Basically for Ellul, the rise of the modern myths

is a religious question. Starting slowly at approximately

the time of the Renaissance when Christianity became

controversial and hedged about by other influences, the

Christian God was worshipped less and less. This process

spread until the eighteenth century and became complete

in the nineteenth century. As belief in Christianity held

less force, the spread of techniques was able to multiply

in the sense that the restraints were removed and the

external criteria for judging were also removed. There

were no social or religious forces to provide any reason

are rather categorical statements. He would have to prove
that there is no common thread running between Machiavelli
a.nd later thinkers such as Ea.con and Locke, or that Thomas
Cromwell \'1'as not influenced by l'iachiavelli in practical
politics. Also, he would have to show that philosophers
such as Locke did not eventually influence pUblic opinion
deeply. Since Ellul in many respects is near to Strauss,
this lack of attention to his work shows Ellul's (i) French
centred ness to an extent that he underestimates both the
&~lish and American contributions to modernity, and (ii)
constant and sustained rejection and lack of interest in
the philosophical tradition.

330bViOUSly it is beyond the scope of three theses
io evaluate Ellul's rejection of to/eber, Foster" and strauss.

have given them very little attention, only oecause they
do not loom large in Ellul's own writings-.---
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to control the spread of techni ques. Whatever men could

do, he should do in order to secure his own well-being

through his own efforts. In fact, techniques would be

encouraged for control over nature and rational efficiency

in all spheres remained the o~lY security for people who

had rejected traditional faith in God. Through the

emancipation of technique, there was produced a drastic

change in man's actual setting. (It was so radical that

Ellul claims it was the first real change in man's situa

tion since the beginning of the historical era). Man's

understanding had to come to terms ~ri th the new situation,

characterized by the ind"ependence of various new forces.

~~t to find oneself alone in the possession
of this power, to know that one is responsible
for every decision and that one's own strength
is all that can be rell~d upon, amounts to an
intolerable situation. J

The loss of Christian faith left a void to be filled by a

SUbstitute. The new interpretation however, was no longer

in terms of the origins of the world, nor the gods, nor

agriculture, nor the traditional questions of wisdom and

virtue. Rather it had to be an interpretation of the

reality that was beginning to engulf and to haunt man

the machine, the conquest of nature, abundance. Without

many supportive details, Ellul would probably claim that

was the reason for the emergence of the new myths of history

34
"Ilodern Myths", p.26.
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and science. As has been mentioned previously, the images

that had formerly expressed Christian dogmas still remained.

It is however, only echoes of those images, but not in the

least their content, of which one finds traces in modern

myths. For example, the notion of history as progress is

plausible only after one no longer believes in Christian

eschatology: the link is undeniable, but it 1s one of

rejection. How far one can see modernity in a direct line

with the biblical tradition depends on the following

question. To what extent is the content of a new form of

belief defined in the very terms of that which is rejected?

Ellul sees the fundamental opposition as being more sig

nificant than the similarity in images employed because of

proximity.

Clearly the two currents of a loss of-faith in

Christianity and the new physical setting were inseparable

in any time sequence, and each one supported the other.

It was not until the late eighteenth century though, that

this process was forceful enough to manifest itself in new

myths to which men gave their full allegiance. Only when

men accepted history and science as the explanation of the

given reality, could the powers of 'technique and statism

evolve unhindered until they become completely autonomous.

According to this perspective, there were significant

precursors to modernity, but they did not become important

on the corporate level of civilization until men gave them
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century.

in fact, not until the nineteenth
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Today our zero point in the Western world is
to be found i11 the period around 1780, that
marvellous era when all the latent forces of
nature were to be unlea~hed by a sort of magic
for the benefit of man. j5

Specifically in terms of revolution, Ellul sees the initial

stages of the new myth in the French Revolution. From

then it has evolved by its own logic to the current post

Marx definition of revolution.

II B The Pivotal Role of 1789

a} From all that has been said about the novelty of

the concept of revolution and the emergence of new myths,

one uncontestable thesis does emerge from Ellul. 1he

events of the French Revolution marked the turning around

of thought about revolution so that it became a desired

goal. Also, it was the first totally comprehensive re

volution that, as a whole, made a unique impact on the

hearts and minds of men. For this reason as well, a

specialized study of this revolution takes on a singular

significance.
,

[LJa Revolution francaise, cel~e-ci a eu un
prestige unique. Elle a frappe les hommes
plUs que toute~autre••• Aucune autre n'a eu
autant de consequences ••• On ne peut pas
n~gliger ce fait d'impression d'opinion. II
ne sert a rien de dire que ce rut une erreur
d'optique historique: m~me s'il en est ainsi

35"I>iodern Myths", p. 39.

I
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cette erreur
6
d'opti que fait partie de

l'histoire. J .

The unsurpassed influence of the French Revolution on

public opinion has made it more important than the American

Revolution and that is reason enough to examine the former

in detail. Furthermore, in the theoretical sphere, the

French Revolution made such an impact that it crystallized

the formulation of the great new myth of history.

Dans la theorie, il ne faut pas oublier, que
toute pensee sur l'histoire cre~e par, pUis
d&rlv~e de Hegel, est Ie produit de la
Revolution de 1789.37

Or, as Hannah Arendt makes the same point,

Theoretically the most far-reaching consequence
of the French Revolution was the birth of the
modern conc5~t of history in Hegel's
philosophy.

This is a crucial factor in the analysis of revolution, for

she also observes that all revolutionists since,

even if they did not learn their lessons from
Marx (still the greatest pupil Hegel ever had)
and never bothered to read Hegel, looked upon
revolution through Hegelian categories.39

Finally, the 11arxist fusion of the practical and the

theoretical also uses the model of the French Revolution

explicitly -- even beyond the general influence of Hegel

36AR, pp. 80-81.

37Ibid., pp. 137-38.

38Hannah Arendt, p. 45
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on his philosophical framework. Later in this chapter,

there will be a discussion of the significance of Marx,

but here it is sUfficient to say that

'\ . "a partir de la pensee de Marx, il est vral
qU'elles [les revolutionsl se situent de cette
fayon. Clest n'est done pas une affaire
intellectuelIe, ce n'est pas un debat de
philosophe •. 40

These considerations therefore, make it essential to look

at the main features of the French Revolution as it pro~

vides the transition from traditional to modern thinking,

and. as it lays the foundation for Marxist thought.

b) Ellul's first observation 1s that the French

Revolution was originally a reactionary movement in

exactly the same genre as all previous revolts and revolu-

tions. It opposed. the way things were going. Ideologically,

there was a bias towards the past -- the desire to return

to a state of nature,41 plUS a deliberate appeal to the

Roman legend.s of antiquity, and those concerning the

beginnings of society. This was not merely romanticism,

but a reaction against the present, in a conservative

manner.

40AR, p. 1)8.

41 with reference to footnote No.25, Ellul does
recognize that the desire to return to a state of nature
wa.s "[slous l~lnfluence d'up. rousseauisme plus ou moins
mal interprete". (AR, p. 84.)
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EIIe rIa r~volutionl se trouve des racines ~
la fois mythique et historiques. Elle ne
pretend. pas se river vers Ie futur'4mais
incarner un plus authentique passe. 2

It is interesting to note one factor that definitely was

new in this ideological reaction. It was linked with

legends of new beginnings rather than a new creation, and

these new beginnings were within history rather than

beyond the realm of history. still in either instance,

the notion of novelty was absent from their own formula-

tions at the beginning. In the practical realm, Ellul

says that one has only to look at the record's of the

Estates-Gen6ral to see that its leaders43 did not want to

destroy the old order, nor did they question the monarchy

as a regime in itself: they wished to restore it, but

free of certain abuses. TI1ere is no mention of socio-

economic changes, except perhaps for more freedom in

co~~erce.

/ , ,
Cette timidite des cahiers revele leur
caract~re conservateur. • •• Ce mouvement
qUi menait ~ la r~volution n'etait pas
r§volutionnaire. 44 .

42AR, p. 138.

43As for the followers, the sans-Culottes, most of
them,joined the revolution in a very traditional act of
revolt.

44
AR, p. 84.

I
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Ellul then quotes l\1ichelet, wri ting in a manner closer
...

to the revolutionaries themselves, who said, II Je d efini s
..., /

la revolution: l'avenement de la loi, Is resurrection du

droit, la re'action de la jUstice ll
•
45 The first part

implies the removal of any obstacle existing in the way

of the new beginning in which the rule of law would
.

dominate. The second part implies a return to a previous

historical moment. The commencement of the rule of law

't'las a new concept, but even it was, above all, a reaction

against the way things were.

La raison commande et non plus l'histoire. Car
il y a contradiction radicale entre les deux.
Farce que la mattresse de toute conduite humaine
est la raison, on r~pudie l'histoire. On ne
s'inscrit pas dans Ie cours d'une histoire mais
dans un commencement ou un recommencement, et la
suite n'est pas non plus envisagee en tant
qU'histoire, mais en tant qu'Apocalypse ou bien
entree dans la cite absolument bonne: il ne
devait pas y avoir de suite--parce qU'une telle
vision comnorte seulement Concorde, Bonheur,
Solidarite: Harmonie: Ie fait n's. plus droit a
la mediocrite. Nous ne sommes pas en presence
a'une revolution aui se veut dans Ie sens de

~... ~

l'histoire: cela n'inter4gse aucun revolu-
tionnaire de 1789 a 1798.

c) The second important feature Ellul notes about the

French Revolution, one that shows clearly how 1789 marks a

45Michelet~ Histoire de la R~volution francaise,
Introduction. Quoted in AR, p. 83.

46
AR, pp. 88-89. This rejection of history in

favour of rationality, originally a reaction 'against',
finally resulted in the new conception of history that has
characterized modern thought.
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dividing line, was that it was a bourgeois revolution.

This fact was also present in every previous successful

revolution, for the bourgeois are the only ones capable of

organizing the new social schema, the doctrines, the

institutions that separate revolution from revolt. 47

According to Ellul, this is no eVidence that the bourgeois

appropriated the movements for their own devices, for the

organization is an integral part of the revolution.

otherwise the events of 1789 would have been merely

another riot or upheaval. Hhat was new in the French

Revolution, was that the group that assumed control of the

management of the revolution was held by the new myths of

science and history rather than the older ones. The

bourgeois at this particular time had become pragmatic,

rational and progressivist. The inevitable and necessary

leadership had already accepted these ideals, so that they

were determined that rationalism would dominate in every

sphere, to ensure progress. Once more Ellul passes over the

explanations of why the myth of progress arose as a

bourgeois ideology, except to refer to Georges Sorel's
,

Les Illusions du Progres. Apart from that reference, he

47He uses the word 'bourgeois' in its original
meaning to designate citizens or freemen of a city, as
distinguished from the peasants or the gentlemen. This
is different from Marx's description of the bourgeois as
a new class that emerged only during the French
Revolution.
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passes off their rationalism to the same factors listed ahove

on pp. 109-110., None of this material qUite adequately

explains why the bourgeois of this era differed so radl-

cally from the bourgeois who had led other revolutions.

IIhe contribution of the bourg'eois in the French Revolution
I

however, did provide the new element of projection into

the future to speed up the rate of progress. Rather than

the tragedy of the refusal involved in revolt, revolution

became optimistic and good, for it was in the direct line

of progress. This belief paved the way for the concept of

the necessity of revolution, and then in turn, to revo-

lution as historic neces.sity. This development will be

discussed more explicitly with reference to Marx.

d) The specific rationality of the bourgeois manage-

ment had certain repercussions leading to further new

concepts that contradicted previously held assumptions

about revolution. Most important, the French bourgeois

rationalism led to a new concept of the state. Before this

time, revolution had of course involved the state, but in

a negative way that opposed its growth and increased

organization. The French Revolution eventually reversed

this position because of the rationalism that abstracted

concepts. Man was abstracted into citizen, concrete

liberty into civil liberty, and the process involved even

the abstraction of the administrative system. This mode of
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thinking culminated in the notion of the homogeneity of

the body politic -- a body composed of abstract units that

need a regulatory organ, i.e. the state.

[IlI~ avaient compris et voulu l'Etat comme
conseauence de l'apnlication de la Raison a la
Societe. II fallalt un pouvoir abstrait, rigoureux,
geometrique, ~ qUi tout aboutit et de qUi tout
derive. Sans passions et sans prejuges. Un
pouvoir qUi ne repose pas sur l'homme toujours
faillible, ni sur Dieu trop lointain. Aussi
exacte qU'une balance, aussi simple qU'une
equerre. Un etat qUi joue Ie r~le dan~ la
societe du cerveau dans l'~tre vivant. 48

Tfle state then was considered the goal and the product of

revolution rather than its enemy. Similarly, the state with

its institutions grew to be Viewed as the bastion in which

liberty was enshrined, rather than the" power from which

one wanted to be Iiberated.

La Iiberte se trouve ainsi victime a Ia fois de
la rationalite (on fait entrer dans Ie plUS
rationnel des systemes) et de l'abstraction. 49

To the extent that the state came to embody liberty, the

revolution itself became an absolute. FOr the first time,

the goal of a revolution went beyond attaining concrete

liberty to become the solution for social problems and the

triumph of Virtue. No longer was revolution localized, but

it became all-embraci~~. ¥~n was to become completely new,

with the state as the rational guarantor. Thus the univer-

sal power of the state became indissolubly linked with the

48
ARt p. 96.

49 Ib1d ., p. 99. I
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absolute nature of revolution.

"L'une est absolue paree qU'elle aboutit a
l'Etat. L'autre est universel p~rce qU'il
est Ie produit de la revolution.)O .

Every change and innovation brought about by the French

Revolution led to the growth of the state, and this aspect

was absolutely new at this stage of history. Furthermore,

the post-1789 events seemed to start an irrevocable process,

for every revolution since, no matter what the ideology,

has only increased the power of the state. In this

position, Ellul does not concentrate on the formal element

of dictatorship: he means that every revolution results in

institutional changes to form a state .that is more rational,

more total, better organized, more powerfUl, with a

greater capacity for oppression. In this way, the French

Revolution became an indicative signal of the way in which

events would develop.

Finally, with the French Revolution came for the

first time the tendency to praise revolution for itself.

There had been ideologies surrounding revolutions before,

and we have seen above that the hope involved in revolution

led to the sense of participation in a sacred drama. Never

before, though, had a revolution surpassed even that stage

to take on an absolute value in itself. During the French

Revolution, it seemed as if there were a new religion of

which the state was the high priest, and in which r~volu-

/
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tion was the absolute moment m1en freedom and goodness

would COIDe to men. Ellul says revolution became an

experience equivalent to the religious one of mysterium

tremendum.
\ \ ~Voila Ie probleme pose au centre de ces dix- .,.-

ans--le proje,t revolutionnaire devient moins
important que Ie fait revolutionnaire recu
comme image notrice glorifi~e. S

La, r~volution triomphante devient objet de foi,
et demande a l'homme une croyance absolue, une
adhesion sans r6serve. 51

The fact that revolution itself took on such proportions

cannot be accounted for solely by the vast propaganda

machine of the French Revolution, for it could touch only

an already receptive audience. During the events of the French

Revolution he sees the formulation of the modern conception

of revolution that, since then, has come to be taken for
.

granted. In those events, revolution became an integral

and accepted part of the myths of science, history and

progress that were gaining ascendancy. Those myths could

be later interpreted in various ways, but they were firmly

established by the beginning of the nineteenth century.

Revolution, the means by which progress was to be inaugu

rated, became entrenched in history as an end in itself.

This incorporation reminds one of the supremacy of technique

even in the mythic consciousness!

51
AR, p. 104.
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e) By revealing the decisiveness of the events of

1789-99 for man's understanding of the meaning of revolution,

Ellul shows only the radical newness of the.myth. He does

not thereby produce a definition of revolution, nor a

model of its characteristics since 1789. The attempt to

delineate a model for revolution is an intellectual exercise

that is different from belief in the myth. He shol'lS the

difficulty involved by revealing the drawbacks of the major

attempts to do so. In short, none of them reveals the

diversity of the phenomena of revolutions, and any abstract

schema makes revolution seem 'de-natured' when it is re-

moved from the concrete. Following his usual approach,

Ellul clears away much of the de·bris he sees cluttering

clear thi~~ing about the definition of revolution. He

dismisses the ideas of industrial revolution, radical

social, economic or structural changes, the aspect of the

speed of change as being decisive, or the solely ethical

connotations of some writers. Despite the inadequacies

of these attempted definitions and models however, they

do show the change in the images of revolution since 1789.

Clearly though, the single most important and influential

interpretation since the French Revolution, remains that

of Marx.
;' ./

En Marx, mythe et modele etaient etroitement
" 1\". ,lies, de meme eta~ent unis la consideration i

intellectuelle et Ie but d'intervention. La
premiere servant la second. Je ne reprendr11
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" ;pas la construction du modele revo1utionnaire
par lI1arx t i1 est trop connu. 52 .

~1at Ellul does want to show is the elements of Marx's

thought that are significant for, and that have affected

the interpretation that is c~rrently prevalent.

I

III TI18 Significance of Marx's Interpretation of History

arlO. R.evolution

a) '!he question' Why l'larx?' never arises in most

quarters, for revolutton has become in fact synonymous

with a Marxist interpretation, and never with any other

form such as anarchy or fascism. Almost everybody, includ-

lng the bourgeoisie itself, and even opponents of Marxism,

has adopted i~hat Ellul calls the orientation and the

commonplaces of the socialist outlook.

'rh1.s becomes even more accentuated when we
realize that the ready-made ideas of our day,
the sociologioal assumntions, the common
stereoty·pes· are all by:'products of I'tiarxi sm. 53

For him, it is even accurate to say that alternate pathways·

for the discussion of revolution have been more or less

blocked. More clearly than most of his contemporaries,

Ellul recognizes that there are other forms of revolution,

and of these, he seems most pre-occupied with Nazism. Not

only does he claim that it was a genuine revolutionary

attempt in modern Germany, but also he adds that students

52
AR, p. 110.

53,., ~ ti 18l..'r... g.:!:!.~, p. •
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of revolutionary tactics err if they do not exa~ine

Hitler's methods along 'with those of Mao and Trotsky.

Finally he warns against a recurrence of the phenomenon

that could well result from Marcusian exhortations. There

are nevertheless, basi cally two reasons why he centres o'n

Marxism, neither of i'1hich implies that he accepts it as

self-evidently true. First, the most important thing for

him is to identify the unitary nature of all modern

revolutionary forms; for example, both fascism and socia

lism are subsumed under the same myth, and each leads to the

same results. He would say that they have more in common

with each other than either does with true revolution.

Since it is the latter contrast that he has set out to

sho\'1, then he must make his analysis of modern thought on

revolution at its height. This he sees as Marxism.

It seemed to me that the method of Karl Marx
(but not of Communists) was superior to all that
I had encountered elsewhere.5~

Secondly, he chooses Marxism, precisely because it has

become a new commonplace. In The Political Illusion, he

shows how easily Nazi doctrine could have reached a similar

place if Hitler had won. To.::, attack Naziism now though,

proves little for virtually nobody is defending it.

Because Marxism has such a firm hold however, it is neces-

sary to expose what it is really saying and to what end. it

54Jacques Ellul, Introducing Jacques Ellul (Grand
Rapids, Michigan, 1970), p. 5.
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is leading.

b) Before moving directly to Marx's works, one can

speak generally about his role as a persuasive advocate of

the new myths discussed above. Until after the French

Revolution, only the bourgeois were held strongly by them,

and that group dominated because of its position in the

revolution. The wage-earners etc. however, really did not

share the enthusiasm for work as a value in itself.

He [Karl Marx] was an extremely coherent
interpreter of the bourgeois myth of work and
because he was a socialist, became one of the
most active agents in disseminating this myth
among the working classes.55

In doing so, he linked work to happiness and in turn to

the fundamental myth of science. In a similar way, Marx

also provided the overall meaning that men could attribute

to their specific revolutionary acts which were indeed

different from those of the past. This is not merely a

philosophical question, for after Marx, the approach to

revolution did change towards a future orientation and

towards a new synthesis of society. Again, this was not

Marx's sale responsibility, nor was that meaning ineVitable.

still it is true that whereas the French Revolution came to

see revolution within the course of history, after Marx,

revoJntionaries felt that they were part of the very meaning

of history itself. In this way, he linked revolution also

55
It 1I-1odern Myths It, p. 29. I
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with the great ~yth of history. As fa~ as one person could

bejhe was the missionary to the masses of the new religion.

c) There are currently several different interpret-

ations of the formation of Marx's position, but Ellul

accepts the one that says he lIvIarx] was impressed by certain
,

events in history, notably the French Revolution, which he

duly interpreted. Then he grafted this interpretation to

the phi1~sophy he had derived from Hegel. Ellul maintains

that Marx's apprehension of the French Revolution was

correct, but that his final understanding of those observa-

tions was incorrect. Marx was accurate when he saw that

the bourgeoisie filled the revolutionary role in France.

He also saw clearly that the bourgeoisie wanted to ~ze

power in order to align society (and particularly the politi-

cal realm) in relation to the new economic forces it

controlled. Finally, he was equally right to show that it

was largely a question of conflict among different social

groups with varying interests. From this reading of

historical events though, Ellul feels Marx made the basic

error of generalizing from the particular case.

..... "II en a conc1u a la predominance du pouvoir
~conomique a l'a1ignement des structures politiques

'\ " .....apres que ce11e-ci auraient donne a la classe
montant toutes ses chances de developpement.56

Also, in order to show that it was not intrinsically only

56
AR , 94p. •
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the bourgeoisie who could mNee a revolution, Marx concen-

trated on the theory of class struggle. What Marx did not

understand was the unique position of the bourgeoisie at

that particular time, and that their own prime concern was

the spread of rationality to all areas, but particularly

to the ·state. In short, according to Ellul, Marx could

have chosen between two different interpretations of the

French Revolution -- either that of class conflict and

economic materialism etc., or else that of the growth of

the power of the state. At the time when Marx decided,

there were no firm grounds for one choice over the other.

Since then however, the former interpretation has become

dominant, while Ellul feels that the latter is correct:

his thesis concerning Marx's account of revolution and

history can be summed up in the following way~

....Or, il faut bien prendre conscience de ce que a
partir du moment ou l'on demontre dans une
construction dialectique que la liberte est Ie

t d I ~ *''' .,fai .e a necessite, a ce moment est plantee
la semence de la trahison de la revolution:
devenue Ie fruit de cette dialectique historique,
la revolution ne peut plus ~tre que trahie. 57

d) In order to understand why he believes that re-

volution is inevitably betrayed within the very doctrine of

Marx, one must look at Ellul's account of what follows from

the two main aspects of Marx's thought that have influenced

the principle tenets ever since. The first of these is the
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notion of the objective situation. According to Marx's

thought, there is always one particular point where the

forces combine best. to enable the provocation of a crisis

to bring about the classless society. Conversely, without

the necessary convergence of forces, no action can be

effective. Thus in 11arxist terms, it is a question of the

proper evaluation of the situation in order to destroy the

oppressors, but not in the hopes of changing the basic

elements. The second important aspect of the application

of the dialectic to history is a certain automatic quality

to the revolutionary process. The dialectic establishes a

double relationship between the past and the present -- one

of continuity and one of discontinuity. In terms of the

revolution itself, Marxists really do not wish to choose

between the two.
A /[Tlantot il parle de la revolution corome d'une

vague qUi prend Ie Parti,et Ie Proletariat oU",ils
sont et les porte a.u-dela de l'obstacle, tantot au
contraire i1 la met aU-del& de tout ce gUi existe,
dans un avenir qUi est 1 negation du present, au
terme d'une epura.tion infinie.5~

In either case, the roles are fixed in advance and clearly

s. necessity functions wi th respect to the role of the

proletariat. Naturally, this automatic quality guarantees

the success of the enterprise. That is why Marx could say

that although all previous revolutions had failed, now that

58
~. . p. 141, quoted from 1'1erleau-ponty ,j Les

Aventures de la Dialectigue, p. 126. I
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the scientific forces of history were known, the revolution

would succeed. Obviously, it would also follow that a

failed revolution could not be a proper revolution at all,

but only a mistake.

i) The first conclusion Ellul maintains must be drawn

from these two premises is that the revolution must be

totally rational, in order to achieve the required success.

This tenet in turn puts the notion of revolt with its depth

and spontaneity into question. There is a relentless rigour

in ~~rxist logic that does not totally exclude revolt as a

tool, on the condition that it become something other than

itself. In the final analysis, it do~s not matter what the

proletariat thi~~, for they have a fixed part to play, and

any revolt would have to be gUided carefully into the

revolutionary state. Spontaneity is suspect for it does

not discern the meaning of "history beyond itself. The

problem is then raised of whether the basic themes can be

imposed on the proletariat, or whether that would negate

the idea of the objective situation.

"Lenine analyse longuement cette relation et
comment Ie theoricien marche en avant, -mats
d'un pas seulement. 59

Hm'lever the question of spontaneity may be explained in

terms of the dialectic, Ellul maintains that it 1s a far

cry from any concrete man in a state of revolt.

I
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" "Les ho~~es revoltes sont bien, en fait,
malgre les explica~ions theoriques une

"simple masse de manoevre et leur revolte
ne dolt pas ~trg prise en consideration
pour elle-m~me. a

He goes on to argue that in excluding spontaneity, Marx

also excluded what is the most human. That omission

explains why Ellul says that Marx's work finally appears,

as a game between philosophy and socialism, in abstraction

from human beings.

ii) The second conclusion from the original premises

of the application of the dialectic to history is that the

conception of revolution must exclude value other than

itself. Marx himself often said that as a scientist, he

had no interest in liberty or justice or any other ideal.

His task rather was the working out of a scientific theory.

Even though fl1arxists resist describing Marx's works as

such, rold there are passages where 11arx clearly does n6t

want to be totally mechanistic, Ellul sees no other

logical conclusion. Man also loses all value, for history

becomes the sole judge, but only after the fact. Marx, it

is true, did have a vision that the final outcome of

history would be moral, and there is also the conviction

that one should affirm what seemed to be moving in that

direction. Yet at the same time, success come only if one

has made the correct calculations of the objective situation.
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\ .
On nous annonce alors que, a la fin des temps,

.;
tot::.t se decouvira: je salsis mal ce qU'est cette
fin des t~mps «historique-metahistoriqu~,alors
que Ie present est si rigoureux que l'on peut
scientifiquement determine l'actionutil~. Dans
cette perspective, il est clair aue la revolution
deviant a son tour un «en soi» • ~ Elle est un
facteur indispensable de l'histoire, et reroit de
cel1e-ci sa justification. Elle est ~la locomotive
de l'histoire» .61

It is not merely the changing of personnel, nor the speeding

up of the process already started. Rather the revolution

will lead men to a totally new and radically different era

that cannot be described. Because of the completeness of

the change, revolution becomes the final word, the only

ultimate value that one can utter. It is necessary for

the revolution to succeed no matter how many lives it costs.

In this respect Ellul sees no contradiction between Marx

and Stalin, for the sacrifices are themselves conditions

for success. Also the revolution must be irreversible

it can be the revolution only if it reaches a point of no-

return. One cannot help but recognize that "Ie seul

facteur irrecuperable est Ie massacre' .62 Marx never

reached this conclusion himself, but Ellul sees here a

contradiction between the thought expressed by Marx and

the unavoidable conclusions from his presuppositions.

La revolution doit@tre inexPiable, ou elle.... ~ ~

n'est au 'apparence , c'est-a-dire reformisme.- ,
Tel est Ie point d'aboutissement ineluctable

61AR, pp. 150-51.

62
Ibid., p. 152. I
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"de l'inscri~tion de la revolution dans
l'histoire.o3

e) From this analysis of the essential features of

Marx's new conceptions, Ellul moves on, to his analysis of

what happens when such a schema becomes the raison d'etre

of men of action (Interestingly for those who see Marx

as a prophet of immanentized Christianity, throughout this

section, Ellul draws an analogy between the Christian Church until

the time of the Reformation and the course of Marxism to

date.) Possibly the most significant element in ~3rx's

scientific socialism is his inseparable unity between the

theoretical and the practical. Obviously, after the

rejection of the spontaneity of revolts, there can be

nothing left but theory and practice, but Marx could con-

sider neither one alone. The doctrine takes on an in-

creasingly important role as a prelude to revolution in

that it can expose and de-mystify current ideologies. At

the same time, because history is the jUdge, it is

absolutely essential to discover the rule of E£axis. Marx's

thought is inconceivable wi thou t this uni ty of theory and-

tactics. In general, Ellul concludes that

l'homme est tel qU'il ne peut pas d'avantage
rester longtemps sur les somnets respirer l'air
rarefie de l'exigence revolutionnaire en Marx
et qU'il cherche necessairement des accommodements,

63-
AR, p. 1.53.
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ce ....qu~ entrafn~l~ de'gradagli-0n et de la
theor1e et de ia tactique.

It is not simply the fact that Marx's doctrine was too

'idealistic' for mere mortals to carry out, though certainly

lesser men than IvIarx have taken over his Nork D Also, it. is

important to see that the very application of the dialectic

to history leads inevitably to a betrayal of revolution.

To demonstrate this relationship, Ellul first shows that

history does in fact indicate that the idea of revolution

was badly betrayed. This is a step preliminary to showing

that the process was bound to happen right from the begin-

ning. He starts by tracing rather briefly the degeneration

both on the side of the theory and the tactics.

Since Marx, it would appear that the doctrine has

undergone four transformations. Shortly after Marx died,

disputes broke out both over what he had actually said, as

well as over the nature of the given situation. The various

versions became increasingly . obscure until the b~sis of

the doctrine became primarily a verbal discourse. Then

in reaction to the apparently infinite number of sUbtleties,

the doctrine became formulated into a kind of catechism

that everyone could learn, even though such a simplification

clearly abused the complexity and the greatness of the

original thought. This was the stage that brought in the

dimension of ideology. Once the doctrine had been simply

64
AR, p. 173.
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schematized, there was a need for strict orthodoxy, even if

it contradicted the facts. At this third stage, the formu-

lations were qUite at odds with the doctrine of Marx. How

can there be a just praxis when certain facts are denied?

The final stage is the one in which Marxism is currently

bogged down. The doctrine has become a given, unreflected

presupposition. Now one starts from the doctrinal position

that socialism is a good in itself and that any situation is

objectivelY ready for revolution. The culmination of the

process leads to a situation where doctrine has become

meaningless except as an article of blind faith. ~ven for

leading figures such as Franz Fanon or Regi s Debray, d oc-

trine is now never a question, but it has become almost a

fetish. As a result of this degradation of doctrine, the

only other significant aspect of Marxism remains tactics,

pure and simple and alone.

f) He maintains that a simll~r process has taken place

with regards to tactics. The kind of analysis originally

demanded was simply too difficult, so that eventually_ fiIarxists

became preoccupied. with other people's tactics that had

worked before, rather than with their own situation. Lenin,

for example, made a brilliant analysis of the tactics needed

for Russia, but these came to be seen as a technique or a.

guaranteed recipe for others to follow. Lenin had showed
I

the basic formula, while Stalin added bureaucracy it.



'1'h811 there existed only one agency cG.pable of executing that

particular set of tactics -- the Party,' so that eventually

everything except the Party line lost any importance. In

this way the tactical thought of Marx was also emasculated,

with the result that the Par~y became the whole of Marxism.

Since there developed such a low level of analysis concerning

tactics, it became necessary to compensate for that fact

with the indiscriminate use of force. The degradation of

Marx can be seen most clearly in the resulting view of

violence. For both Marx and Lenin, violence was to be neces-

sary for the revolution, but it was to be measured and

calculated. Once the doctrine became debased, there could

be no tactic except terrorism. TIlts outcome did not spring

from the doe-trine itself, nor from Marx's primacy of Era!!.~.

Rather, it came from the self-contemplation of the Party,

I'li th a resulting lack of regard for the facts. Terror was

a simplistic alternative to a well-calculated tactic.

After all, if one has power, why not get faster results

without all the subtle analysis? Thus by this stage, any

studies that are made, concern when, how and where to use

violence,65 but never studies of the enemy nor of the

meaning of the revolution in a particular setting. As in

65Interestingly enough, this is one of the common
places taken over by non-Marxists and non-revolutionaires
(except in the most banal sense). See for example the
position on violence taken by D. Gill of the World Council
of Churches in In Search fo.ro.Theology of Development.



the case of theory, this tendency can be seen most clearly

in the writings of Debray and other contemporary Latin

American Marxists.
,.

Et dans la violence d'expression de ces ecrits
on sent l'exigence mystique de ceux qUi sont
exasperes par la 1enteur et 1es tergi6~rsations.
de partis communistes sud-amerlcains. 6

Once again, Ellul reaches the same conclusions and traces

them to the same source.

'"La revolution est trahie guand e11e perd son
objectif, auand 811e se reduit ii un syst~me,
el1e est trahie quand e1le est deven~e un
phenomene normal de et a l'histoire. b7

g) At this stage of his argument, Ellul must show that

the betrayal of revolution was inherent in the very pre-

suppositions of Marx; otherwise it becomes merely an un-

fortun~te fluke of history. Put very briefly, by making

revolution rational and by definition successful because

it is part of the direction and course of history, Marx

betrayed revoiution into serving the needs of state pql'ler

which is the anti thesis to any proper unclerstandi'ng of

revolution. 1~e r~sults are also diametrically opposed to

what Marx envisaged, but they do derive from his original

assumptions. Ellul outlines the two definitive aspects of

the spread of Marxism that have been essential for its

66
All, p. 171.

67Ibid., p. 173.
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alleged success, but m1ich also led to the growth of the

p01>;er of the state. The first concerns the cond.i tions

under which the Marxist revolutions have taken place; that

is to say, that they have all occurred in areas clearly not

matured in the dialectic outlined by 1l1arx. In his own t,erms,

one could not even consider the communist revolution with

out the stage of industrial capitalism With its creation

of the bourgeoisie, the industrial proletariat etc. Ellul

points out that in reality a different situation exists.

He argues that one has only to look at the successful com

munist revolutions to see that none of the prerequisities

has been in operation. Success, which should be automatic

if these are true revolutions, comes in entirely different

circumstances. To account for the success then, there has

been a re-alignment in the explanatory doctrine, so that,

for example, imperialism or unequal development becomes the

SUbstitute for t1arx's dialectical materialism, class is

now read as nation, and the poor become the equiv~lent of

the proletariat. No longer does one look for the objective

situation, for any situation is revolutionary. Tactics

become a matter of strategies to overthrow a particular

state or regime in order to accelerate the modernization

process. This result has nothing to do with l~rx's

analysis of already industrialized nations, and nothing in

common with his view of the meaning of revolution. Yet in

order to be a successful revolution within the course of



m~:jern history, this route was the onl~r p~)ssible one. ~~1'T

revolution has come to consist of the t~king over of a

political power by a different group.

Alors que dans cette perspective, Ie tout est de
vaincre les tenants du pouvoir, de s'emparer de.. .. -
l'appareil etatique, d'occuper les postes: Ie
reste de la revolutiqn se fera par la sUite et
par Ie moyen de l'Etat. Des lors, la technique
revolutionnaire nta pas tellement ~ se situer·, ." .. \.par rapport a une soclete globale a ses buts- \. '"profonds, a ~es structures/eg§nomiques, mais
par rapport a un Etat donne.

The take-over of the state by a superior power means that

the existing structures become even more powerful.

The other prerequisite for success in Marxist

revolutions, another aspect that shows the inevitable trend

towards the state, has been the dictatorship of the pro-

letariat. This section of theory was never completely

developed in Marx'S writings, but one theme did stand out.

The dictatorship would not be permanent, for the revolution

would spell the end of the state. The history of successful

communism however, has indicated, that far from being

destroyed, the state is strengthened indefinitely. Again

there was an attempted justification in Lenin's "The state

and the Revolution", but once more Ellus considers that it

bore little resemblance to what Marx envisaged. The state

became increasingly powerful, but in the process the leaders

were following the only way possible to effect the revolu-

tion.

68
AR, P. 178.
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.. ,rIll est apparu un fait eVident a ceux qUi
agissaient ••• que seul l'Etat permettait
l'sction, qU'il etait l'instrument Ie plus
adapte--et reciproqu8ffient i1 presentait une
telle force universelle dans la societe que
l'on pouvait bien slen emnarer mais ni Ie
de"truire ni l'arracher du- corps soc1al. 69

The monolithic structure of the Party was both necessary.

and deadly for successful revolution. Because of the nature

of power, after political success, it can no longer criticize

itself or carryon a dialectical process, and to think that

might be possible, as did 1Totsky, 1s to misunderstand the

state.

Croire Que 1a dictature est la transition vers
la liberte, c'est faire un acte de foi absurde,,
sans aucune espece de raison valable intellec-
tuellement, nl aucune reference de fait, nl
aucune base sociologiaue, c'est id~ologie de
propogande 1 l'etatpur.70

It is this mistake about the nature of state power that is

the crucial factor in the betrayal of the revolution.

Marx did not always present a consistent view of

the state, but generally he saw it subsumed under class

struggle. In other words, he saw the state as part of the

superstructure and not as part of the substructure. On

the other hand, when Ellul looks at history, he can see

no motif that is always the same. The only generalization

he makes, follolrlng the analysis of de Jouvenal, is that

69
ARt p. 182.

70
Ibid., p. 189.



one can see the uninterrupted growth of power, which in

concrete form, has culminated in the modern state. Yet, it

is also an error to equate the modern state with political

power as it has always been. The modern state, the product

of the past two hundred years, is an ever-expanding power,

irrlependent of anything else'and obeying its own laws.
I

Ellults thesis says it is totally wrong to think that the

various structures of the state will be different under a

socialist system than a capitalist one. The state is not

subordinate to any system at all: rather the structures of

the state will change the ne1'1 regime or ideology. nEn effet,

cet Etat impose la loi et son ordre ~ ceux qUi l'utilisent. n71

Ellul's most complete a.nalysis of the modern state which is

the same under any ideology is in The Political Illusion.
,/

,In Autopsi!3 de la }levolution, there is only a summary of

that position which he does not and cannot repeat in full.

He accepts entirely the Weberian thesis concerning

bureaucracy, and then he characterizes the state in three

different ways -- (a) it takes charge of all activities

within society, (b) it becomes more and more abstracted

from the individuals composing it, and (0) even when pro-

testing the use of power, men still put their faith in the

state to find a solution. These characteristics)for Ellul,

cannot be the goals of revolution, no matter how these have

71
AR, p. 197.
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been stated. They are nevertheless the ~esults ~hen

revolution is rationalized and put "iii thin the meaning of

history.

Ellul does not hesitate to claim that every single

revolution in modern history has furthered this growth of

the tyranny of the state ove~ every domain. We are now at

the point where revolutions take place only when the state

fails to ensure that everything will run properly. In the

final analysis then, revolutions mean no more than the

breaking down of a weak power and the setting up of a

stronger one with more control. As for the state itself,

there are no more rules or limits. This, for him, is the

course of recent history rather than the way of class

struggle.

Ainsi les faits nous obligent 1 conclure ~ une
erreur totale de ~arx sur lEtat et, par
consequent, sur Ie sens de l'histoire.72·

Not only did Marx make a mistake, but he also contributed to

the expansion of this vise-like power. He successfully

imbued all modern revolutionaries with the idea that revol-

ution must take place within the dictates of history, rather

than with the traditional concept of revolution against

history. To do this, he insisted that revolution must be

rational and successful within history. Because these

basic dogmas have been accepted, Marx inadvertently (but with

72AR , 199p. •



:no alternative) put revolution within the real meaning and

direction of history at this time; i.e., the growth of the

state, which because of its totality renders any genuine

revolution impossible. If Marxists had really opposed

the state in the name of doctrine, the results would have

disregarded the objective situation, and in any case, they

would never have been successful for that stance would have

been against the current of history. The reason that

Marxist revolutions have been successful lies in the fact

that the doctrines concerning the tal{ing of pow·er and also

class struggle, tncrease directly the power of the state

even more rapidly than might otherwise have been the case.

Once on~ sees the true nature of the state, Ell~ would

stress that one also understands that anything tending

towards its growth is a betrayal of revolution. It T:l'Ould

be a betrayal even of the older idea of concrete liberty or

freedom from oppression, to say nothing of the idea of

revolution to bring about a radically new phase of history

as the end of history.
\ ~

Mais a partir de l'erreur d'interpretation, la
revolution faite en function de sa doctrine ne
pouvait p~us etre qU'une revolution trahie: 11
n'y avait aucune autre issue, aucune autre
chance. 73

73
AR, p. 201.
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h) In considering this central section of Autonsie
.Ide Ie ReYolution in which Ellul mal{es his most complete

analysis to date of Marx and Marxism, arise several basic

questions that cannot be fully exhausted in this thesis,

arise. (a) Is this-account of Marx correct in terms of

what he really did say? (b) Is Marx or Ellul correct? (c).
\Vhat are the results in Ellulian terms? The third

question will be taken up again in the Conclusion which

will examine what Ellul considers to be the essence of true

revolution. On a fundamental level, the most important

point of issue between Marx and Ellul is the relationship

between freed_om and necessity. The history of 11arxist

ihterpretation shows that the relationship V~rx had in

mind, especially in the final classless society, is not

obVious.?!.} For now, it is sufficient to say that Ellul is

of the school of thought that interprets Marx as saying

that freedom and necessity are in a dialectical process, so

that freedom will arise from necessity. 'Therefore, in order

to gain freedom man must submit himself to the order of

necessity. It is this point in Marx that is central in the

Ellulian interpretation. The second question is beyond the

?4
The following are merely three ways in which that

relationship can be stated in the l"larxist tradi tiona
Freedom will dominate necessl ty, so that 1'mrk will no
longer be alienating. Freedom 't'lill absorb necessi ty until
the latter no longer exists as a separate force. Freedom
and necessity will become one. Each of these statements
gives a different content to that relationship.
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scope of this work which is merely to examine Ellul's view

of revolution (including Marx's stance) and to determine

whether this view is consistent with his theological under

standing of revolution. The first question is significant

in terms of this paper, for Ellul recognizes the deep

impact of Marx on modern thought. Needless to say there

fore, if his interpretation of Marx is completely faulty,

then so is his critique of conteoporary notions of revo~

lution. In this connection, I would say that whatever

position one takes with reference to this interpretation of

Marx, on8 must remember that Ellul's powers of understanding

the modern situation and "modern writings on it are superb.

In other words, I would argue that he may make major

errors, but these would never result from either sloppy

reading or shallow comprehel1sion. It may be essential to

recall again that Ellul does not undertake 'objective'

studies in the manner of North American political science.

Autopsie de la Revolution does not include Marx for the

S8~e of Marx or Marxism alone; rather the book is for the

sake of clearing the ground in the interests of Christian

realism in confrontation with the biblical revelation. Now,

this is a legitimate approach, as long as he does no injury

to the internal coherence of Marx, nor to the historical

material. The critique of Ellul on Marxist thought can come

from three different approaches, two of which would involve

the attack that his is only a partial account.
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Tne most serious issue would be that Ellul attacks

8. caricature of Narx and not 'the real product. This

questioning would be on the grounds that he concentrates

on selected passages, and to them he applies the strictest

logic, ignoring the most human elements that do in fact

exist. He could also be accused of adding further to the

caricature by seeing the whole doctrine through the reasort-

ing of analytic philosophy a pr~ori rather than through

Marxist dialectic reasoning. He takes scientific socialism

strictly at face value, picking up those aspects of Marx's

writings that emphasize the mechanistic meaning and order

of history while denying any interest in liberty or social

welfare. By concentrating on this ironclad logic, Ellul

might be accused of isolating his comments from the context

in loThich I,1arx lived and 'wrote. In this respect, I think it

is safe to say that Marx was taken up with the good society

and the eradication of evil as the basis for his whole work.

Hannah Arendt has made this point abundantly clear,75 or

else it can be stated in this way.

No thinlrer ever had a more passionate hatred of
the eVils men inflict on each other, nor a 6
greater yearning that such eVils should'cease. 7

Simil'arly, although it is true that the French Revolution

formed the paradigm for Marx's interpretation of history,

this study was inseparable from his own awareness of early

1959) ,

75see On Revolution, pp. 55-61.

76George Grant, Philosophy in the Mass Age dToronto:
p. 57.
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industrial Germany and his WOI~ in Britain. Finally, even

though Ellul notes the ambivalence in Marx's own works about

the mechanisms of history, he tends to underplay it. In

another writing, Ellul himself asserts that the goal of

Marxism is consistent with that of social justice.

But if I attack the left in its commonplaces,
that does not mean I am against the left. On
the contrary it is because I believe in values
only the left has stated, elucidated and
partially adopted (without acting on them),
because the left has sustained the hone of
mankind, because the left has engaged·' in the
struggle for justice, that I cannot tolerate
the absurdity of the present left.??

This would appear to be a direct contradiction to the thrust

of his argument in Autopsie de la R:volution, which truly

does view Marxism in mechanistic categories. This apparently

wilful misreading of Marx can be understood from two dif-

ferent perspectives. First of all, Ellul wants to look at

the doctrine itself as it stands, without psychologizing it

into something different. He assumes that for the large

part, IVfarx knew exactly l'lhat he wanted to say and 'said it

clearly in his outline of scientific socialism. The root

of the problem therefore, lies not in the notion that Marx

was unaware of social justice, but from what he saw as the

solution for the social evils. For Marx that answer would

come from following the dictates of history. Ellul wants

to show that the inner logic of Marxism is consistent, but

??
Critique, p. 21.
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because of a misinterpretation of history, it has led to a

result different from what I·iarx had. in mind. Similarly,

Ellul describes the present situation in Weberian terms, not

because they provide the only definition of reason and

organization but because they are the result of accepting

the myths and the course of history in the modern age, rather

than battling against it. The good intentions and the

dialectical mode of reasoning of Marx and his followers are

now less important than the factual situation to which their.
interpretation of the good society has led. The real

situation to which men have been led by follOWing these myths,

according to Ellul, was described more accurately by WIeber

than by Marx. On the other hand, per~aps ironically, Ellul

claims that he has not set out to expose Marx'S view of

history or revolution as such, but merely to Sh01'T h01'i new

it i'Tas. and what its impact has been on contemporary self-

understanding. Ellul argues that by putting revolution

within the meaning of history, men have since felt that

they will be successful in revolution through rationality.

It is this factor that has led the strenghthening of modern

statism. In order to refute that argument, one would have

to postUlate some aspect of Marx other than belief in his

scientific socialism or his dialectical materialism as

significant for SUbsequent Marxist revolutions. It may well

be that only his passion for social welfare and not his

proposed solution has inspired all modern Marxists.: That

I
I
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arp:-ument TJTould imply though, that all ]\i9.rxists after ~~arx;

have themselves indulged in a caricature of Marx! It

seems to me that Ellul's starting point takes Marx very

seriously in that it accepts the presuppositions as given,

and then examines both their logical consequences aln what

they have produced in history•
.

A second major critique concerning this section of
.,

Autopsie de la Revolution, would centre on the fact that it

is also a selected account of Ellul's total thought on the

subject. This partial rendition may leave the reader some-

what in the dark, for he cannot discern the other aspects

necessary for a total account of what is possible and what

1s not possible for Mar~ism, according to Ellul. Not only

is his specific theological basis missing, but also in con-

junction with his account of Harxism, one must read.

Violence for his understanding of the order of necessity on

the social plane, and the five laws of violence which is

itself of the order of necessity.78 There, one can see

more clearly his opposition to the Marxist doctrine of

theory and tactics. For example, Marx and Lenin's view of

limited, calculable Violence is simply not possible! '!here

is obviously a danger in missing the full import of what

he is saying, if one studies a single social work in v~,

and one can get the impression that Ellul is taking

78
Violence, pp. 93-108.
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advantBge of this situatlon. This danger and difficulty

seem to be inherent in-the principle of confrontation he has

set up and in his separation of social from theological

works. For the sake of maximum clari ty ho't"iever, a.nd in

ord er to study different aspects of modernity in detail,.

it is difficult to see an alternative. The same comment

about missing links in the argument does not stand as

strongly, when one considers his works in toto.

The last ma.jor question that arises from this

account of Marxism concerns the unitary and total nature of

all modern phenomena. This is a problem that cannot be

resolved completely at this time, for it recurs in all

Ellul's ~ITitings. On the one hand he says that -all forms

of modern revolution lead to identical results that are so

all-embracing, that virtually any effort to break statism

and technique only make them more powerful. This doctrine

taken alone would be a powerful impetus to inactivity

altogether, unless one puts it together with a theological

doctr~ne of the overcoming of necessity -- and that impetus

cannot be generated in the purely social realm. On the other

hand, there are passages where, for example, he clearly

admires Marxism more than ~aziism, or where he prefers the

goals of the left to those of the right. In the final

analysis, the social forces with which man has to contend

remain equal in effect; yet they are hierarchical in im

portance at anyone time. Again it would appear that this
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seeming contradiction results from the confrontation between

the transcendent, eternally judging revelation, and the

'here and now' of the concrete environment. In any case,

one comes back to the position that it is impossible to

accept or reject one aspect of Ellul's thought, except

within the totality of the whole.

~nlatever obstacles may block the acceptance of his

commentary on Marx, it is true that Ellul's analysis of the

modern material is brilliant. His thought touches not

only the logical outcome of what he has questioned in Marx,

but more so the meaning of the events themselves. Further-

more, Ellul provides one of the most ~triking critiques of

'V'Tidespread popular thinking about society and poli tics.

As one would expect from his preVious writings, Ellul is

in top form when he exposes scathingly the forces and myths

and commonplaces of the contemporary preoccupation with

revolution. In the last section of Autopsie de la

He'volution dealing strictly with the social and historical

significance of modern revolution, he traces the current

banality in virtually all comments on revolution todaY.
/ /

By the end of the chapter liLa. Revolution Banlisee ll
, he has

left little doubt about his third central thesis in this

area.

I
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IV The Epitome of the Betrayal Lies in the Banality of

the ~eaning of Revolution Today

a} Because of the great physical changes brought about

by the technological society, combined with all the talk

about revolution, it seems as if we live in the midst of a

revolutionary age. Ellul argues from exactly the opposite

point of view that revolution has merely become another

object for consumption in a society that wants increasing

excitement. ""La revolution est Ie pain quotidien de la

socie-t~ d 'abondance et de consommation ... 79 The final

results of accepting revolution as part of the normal

course and meaning of history, rather than as a desperate

cry against the way things are, lead to revolution as a
/common, but empty cliche. Since everybody believes in

revolution, and since everything worth speaking about has

become revolutionary, even the modern myth of revolution

either has been rendered meaningless or else it has become

totally divorced from reality. Even worse, the assimila

tion of the notion of revolution by the bourgeois is in

reality counter-revolutionary, for people believe that great

and genuine change is taking place.' ~Ten in places where

the technological society is not yet fully-blown, as is the

case in latin America for instance, people think that great

change is about to take place. Because this belief is pre-

79AR, 204p. •
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valent, the basic structures are being conserved from any

genuine attack. As a result, technique and statism are

evolving by their own internal law without rejection from

any quarter. In short, when revolution stops being an

irrational protest and becomes part of a calculable system

or process, it can become only meaningless, for it is

absorbed into the totality of that system. To illustrate

just exactly how widespread is the triteness about revo-

lution in present society, Ellul discusses his assessment of

the broad aspects of rhetoric and politics. These two,

taken together, prove that in effect no idea of revolution

remains at all.

Modern acceptance of revolution has diluted the

language of revolution to the point where it is applied to .

the most banal categories imaginable. Any change in

society, no matter how important or trivial, is labelled

as revolutionary -- decolonization, evolution, industrial

change, or even a new product on the market. This becomes

such an abuse of terminology that it verges on the absurd.

One only has to see an advertisement for 'a revolutionary

new deodorant' to see the force of this argumen~. "Mot de

la prostitution intellectuelle de ce temps.II S0 On a more

serious level perhaps, to equate de-colonization for In-

stance, with revolution is to obscure the real nature of the

80
AR, p. 231.

/
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forces at l'Tork and to confuse the possibili ties for ne1'lly

independent areas. In either case, the rhetoric both

symbolizes and contributes to the debasement of the nQtion

of revolution. Both these tend encies of absurdi ty and

confusion are manifested in ~he general cultural fields of

art, theatre, and literature •. Here any new form is hailed

as a revolutionary break with the tradition. 'fuis kind of

art can take various forms, including that of straight

propaganda for contemporary movements. Since propaganda

itself is the euitome of the alienation of the human spirit

through controlled mechanisms, it can hardly be an effec

tive tool in the strike against alienation. If art and

theatre are something other than propaganda, they now

take forms that are equally non-revolutionary. One way to

be called 'revolutionary' is to predict and to cater in

advance to the ever-escalating aspirations of bored people.

This style merely covers up the source of meaninglessness

in modernity. Another possibility for art is to take on an

esoteric development that needs a constant explanation apart

from its own expression -- a need that undercuts the claim

to art. Finally, a third direction he sees for non-propaganda

art is to experiment with ever new and different techniques.

With this approach, art becomes a representative servant to

glorifY the technological society. All these so-called

revolutionary ~s~ects of art do nothing to frustrate the

aims and l'lOrkings of their society. Ellul would see this
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process as inevitable, for on closer scrutiny, art has

ceased to be revolutionary at all. According to him,

surrealism was the only genuine recent reaction against the

modes of expression of society, but the important thing to

remember is that authentic surrealism was eventually pushed

into silence. The same is not true of any supposedly

revolution art todayl Within the twentieth century (and

he does not generalize beyond this era) according to Ellul

art either expresses society, or else lt acts as a safety

valve to let off pressure, so that the basic mechanisms ca.n

work I'll thout interruption. Al though the medium of litera

ture might seem a more viable one to express revolutionary

ideals, here the tendency to think of fiction as· reality

itself only exacerbates the confusion between rhetoric and

reality. The final result in all cases is that the present

structures of society are only strengthened.

b) It would be fatuous to indicate that modern thinkers

do not talk about revolution in the political realm, nor

does Ellul ignore it. Once again though, when revolution

becomes common talk, it becomes abstracted from the concrete.

One does not become a more pure revolutionary at all, but

the philosophizing has removed all the painfUl aspects of

killing and blood. Instead, revolution is idealized to

sound communal and fun. One can trace this abstraction

and idealization again to 1'1arx, who described the reqUired
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violence as a sort of antiseptic surgical operation that

would bother nobody except perhaps the -oppressors. In

this way the revolution becomes in itself a festival with

no more horror involved in it than in a boy-scout exercise

'" "Cette description de la fete est erronee,
elle peut servir d'app~t de p~opogande, mais
elle emp~che ensuite l'acte revolutionnaire. ./

d'aboutir, car il ne debouche finalement que
sur une vaste surprise-partie, pUisque c'est
cela m~me qU'on avait promis a ceux 9Ui sly on
engages. Cette theorie est p~r consequent
profondement demobilisatrlce.~l

The talk about revolution as a political issue seems the

most profound and occupies a lot of space in journals and

newspapers, b~t that talk is equally corrupted. It reveals

that revolution has been tamed and assimilated, and by that

token, it has become a popular object for mass consumption.

All that remains in his discussion of the use of

vocabulary surrounding revolution today is his account of

the wide appeal of these trite generalizations. At this

stage in modern myths, revolutionary languagem popular

with even the most non-revolutionary types of people and

that example is typical of the final betrayal of revolution.

All the reasons are interdependent and are also inherent in

what he has already said about revolution within history.

Basically, Ellul argues that the calibre of life in the

technological society is so mediocre, that there 1s a

craving for excitement and a need to feel as if one is

81
AR, p. 230.
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breaking out of the dull confines of existence. Revolu-

tionary talk fills this need, but with the added seal of

approval that it exists in the name of progress which

everyone accepts as an article of faith. Not only is

revolution the instrument of progress, but also there is

no longer any sUffering involved. One can get the desired

excitement without pain and without giving up one's con

formity or one's need for order and stability, for every

thing is in the plan of things. Thus seemingly contra

dictory desires are satisfied with no price to pay and no

questions asked about the basis of modern beliefs. The

assimilation of revolution goes beyond the fact that its

very notion has become verbally baru{rupt, so that people

no longer know a meaning for the 't'ford. At w·orst, that

situation would be a question of semantics that conceivably

could be remedied to make the word apply to the correct

phenomena. In actual political life, in whatever way it

is verbalized, Ellul maintains that the whole thrust of the

revolutionary concept has also been absorbed into the

given structures of the state.

Politically in the past, revolution was always

against the state as the enemy. Only with Oliver Cromwell,

and later with Rob\espierre and Saint-Just did it become

even conceivable to link the two together in the most

extreme circumstances. It required two modifications to

produce the complete about-face in that orientation. The
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first of course, ...as Zarx's rr.a1ting revolution part of the

meaning of history. The second was the discovery that,

contrary to the hopes of Marx, there would be a long stretch

of time between the political revolution and the final

socio-economic revolution leading to the classless society.
. .

During that interim period, the organization necessary to

produce the final stage would be in the hands of the

dictatorship of the proletariat (i.e. the Party). The

state itself becomes revolutionary for it is in the hands

of the revolutionary class. Ellul re-iterates that even

though this connection is a total fiction, it derives its

power from the fact that it is believed. Thus in a

complete reversal of the traditional relation, the state

becomes the sole acceptable definition of revolution.

[1"la plus grande admiration dolt proveni:r: de
cette remarquab}e~inversionselon laquelle l'Etat
Qui a toujours ete l'objet de haine des
revolutions est devenu purement et8~implement
en lUi-meme la revolution absolue.

This tendency is particularly noticeable in Communist

regimes, but it is equally true of almost all states. The .

argument becomes clearer when one considers how many

governments, of either the left or the right, claim to be

revolutionary. Particularly when a new government is

formed, belief in revolution passes beyond being merely a

good, to being a profound expression of the will of the

82."R, 242.l1 p. •
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state has no validity unless it expresses the collective

will of the people. Therefore no state appears legitimate,

if it does not seem to be founded on a revolutionary act.

Furthermore,
/ ,

s1 la revolution est la volonte du peuple,
/l'Etat qUi fait la revolution se trouve en accord

permanent avec son peuple. 8 3

Although the state represents perpetual revolution, it has

the added advantage of controlling the wild and hysterical

aspects of revolution, in the interests of order, planning,

and stabi Ii ty.
,

Ainsi par cette voie, Is revolution devient
l'essence mgme de l'Etat. Mais cette
identification temoigne en meme temps de cette
diJution revolutionnaireA vulgarisation,
banalisation, inversion.~4

The identification of revolution with the state (or an

alternative state) in the popular view', demonstrates how

all real revolutionary activity has been assimilated and

neutralized out of existence. For Ellul, it is a contra-

diction in terms to say that the state manifests the true

revolution. By its very nature the state can never be
:"'~-J"'.

revolutionary, but only counter-revolutionary ~····'The only

concern of the modern state is to endure and to expand

itself over the social order which produced it and to

83AR, p. 245-46.

84
Ibid., p. 246 •
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dominate anything that threatens to put it into question.

This is what power is and to date the state is the most

complete product. By definition, Ellul concluded that the

state and revolution cannot become one, unless one ignores

completely the reality of the modern situation.

The emptiness of the current talk about revolution,

the co-opting of revolution to serve the needs of the state,

and the resulting absence of any truly revolutionary

action -- all these point out dramatically that a new

definition, a new understanding of revolution must come

forth. if it is to retain any social significance at all.

c) There is very Ii ttle to add. to this scathing

analysis of the level of contemporary thilli{ing about

revolution. vJhat he says is self-evidently true; if one

doubts it, he should look at any 'with-it' periodical, or

any reyolutionary tract. In fact, for a North American,

the scene could be considered even more blealr where the

order of revolution lies in the popularity of The Greening

2! Americ~, or articles in Read~rs_'_Digest. Or from a

different point of. view. one can see every day •. the in-

creased power of the state in reaction to any suspected

threat or even questioning from any group within it. Only

the hope, perhaps irrational, remains that the commonplaces

accepted. by most people do not represent every possible

position within modern thought. Is there no profun~ity

I



deeper the~1'! thiS' le1Tel of inanity 1'rhich is obviously

prevalent? If there is not, then to what can this book

alone appeal? To ask this niggling question is not to

take refuge in shallow optimism, nor to put·one's trust

in the redemptive quality of the very act of modern

revolution in the manner of Fanon. In his righteous anger,

Ellul does not leave any room at all for working within

modernity from a motiviatlon of the charity the biblical

tradition. In short, he has no interest in taking as

deeply seriously the point of Marcuse and others that

modern technology could overcome sUffering that results

from scarcity, if men really wished to do so. In light of

Katthew 25:36-45, this seems too powerful an argument for

the Christian to dismiss lightly. The question of the

role o~' modern revolution in a modern context is a more

specific one, but it does involve one's whole response to

modernity. A most striking example is the life and death

of Camilo Torres. His political platform was firmly within

the modern revolutionary framework, but it would be grossly

unfair to imply that his working within general modern myths

was not motivated by the desire for charity. This is why it

is not possible to condemn a man

who truly wished to give his life for his
brothers and who knew no other way to do it
save by joining his 11fe to theirs and making
their cause his own. 8J

85DorothY Day, preface to Camllo Torres:
an~ Revolutionary (London: 1968), p. 32.

i

Pr~est

I
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Surely his l:i.fe vms a long l-.ray fro!!! the banali ties of :no1ern

advertising. It is true nevertheless, that the

motivation for charity does not in itself define charity.

For this reason, Ellul saves his strongest attack to

denounce the popular fad of the theology of revolution

vmich in its various forms accepts the assumptions of

modern thought as given truths. As a sociologist, he

considers their work to be shoddy: as a Christian, he

finds their theology repulsive. To his mind they invert all

the Christian principles to glorify the modern powers.

Since he considers that Christians are the very ones who

should expose these powers, he is the least sympathetic to

that work. At this point, one must turn again to Ellul's

theology to discover the roots of his beliefs that the

current attempts to understand revolution, or to improve

the technological society on its own terms, are a complete

betrayal of a truly revolutionary Christian charity.



CONCLUSION

WHAT WOULD BE TRUE REVOLUTION?

I In Ellul's analysis of Marxism, he isolated two

basic foci for his social criticism. In the first place,

Marx did not trace correctly the forces that would

dominate the modern world. Ellul would argue that although

Narx's account was not entirely ill-founded for the time

he was writing, he did not put proper emphasis on the real
\

trends. Marxist analysis is not at all a ~rop~~ for these

times when techniaue combined with statism, rather than
"

class struggle, is central. Here Harx made a fundamental

practical error, for it is of paramount importance to know

clearly what the real enemy really is, before giVing any

prescription of what the revolution will be like. Secondly,

Ellul says that Marx's theoretical error about the nature

of revolution served only to compound the danger of his

misreading of the forces in modern history. lbat is to say,

by placing revolution within the course and meaning of

history, and not against the foreseeable sequence of

events, Marx betray'ed any possibili ty for a genuine revolu-

tiona According to Ellul, far from reversing the situation

this mistaken belief has led to a tightening of the vlS~-
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like ~rip exercised by technique and statism. If one

wishes to examine Ellul's morn conclusions concerning what

would indeed constitute a genuine revolution, then it is

essential that he bear in mind both of· these points about

Marxism. Ellul does not assume that revolution will

inevitably erupt: in fact,before a true revolution is
.

even conceivable, two rather specific conditions must

prevail -- (a) man must sense that he can no longer con

tinue in his present pattern, and (b) the structures of

society must be totally incapable of change that would

provide any means even of starting to move towards a dif-

ferent way that would be more conducive to human purposes.

que les structures fundamentales de cette,. ; . ~ "societe soitbloquees, c'est-a-dire, qU'elles
ne puissent pas evolver dans Ie sens de la
satisfaction des besoins ressentis, dans Ie
Ie sens d'une ouverture vers un possible. 1

otherWise, any action is merely within the present struc-

tures to serve to strengthen them. Ellul then asks whether

or not these two conditions are actually established, to

any significant degree, in our world.

a) Does man feel he can no longer go on?

Despite all the current revolutionary rhetoric,

this remains a highly ambiguous question. However much one

may criticize the short-comi~of the modern world, one

should also consider the good aspects of modernity that

1
AR, p. 279.
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are usually labelled 'progress'; for example the comforts

he would have to give up, if he were to reject the technolo-

gical society. How many people really feel that modern

life is intolerable? Furthermore, Ellul underlines the

possibilities that, with the forces of modern technique~,

men are on the verge of resolving many of the injustices

and physical distresses in the world. Experts will be able

to deal with most problem situations, merely by allowing

the present forces to continue to unfold themselves. He

does not underestimate the importance of the struggles

against colonialism, starvation, disease, futile wars etc.,

but he does point out that economically and technically

such problems as these are practically solved •.
,-

t"1:ais je suis oblige de dire que«tout cela», ~ ,
ne co1'res"Dond a 1'1e1'1 de serieux Quant a la
revolutio11 necessaire, c' est-a.-dire Quant a
cette revolution qU'll faut faire pour changer
effectivement Ie destin de l'homme de ce temE~.2

There are a few signs of discontent, but they are concerned

more with the speed of change, rather than with the direc-

tion of man's destiny as a whole. Tne only real protest

arises occasionally in the question 'What is the meaning

of it all?'. The existentialist reply has not proved to

supply a solution, for an individual creation of meaning

does not finally satisfy.

2AR, p. 276. (My underlining.) Here he is using
the word ~cessaire in the sense of being morally impera
tive, and not rn-me sense of bein~ of the order of neces
sity, as outlined in Chapter I, page 48, footnote )1.
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'"Le sens de notre vie ne peut Das etre
- - .-

imagi.nation per-sonelle, i 1 renos-e forcement
sur une oeuvre en commun sur des croyances
COIT,munes, il doi t Ehre communicable pour
etre assure. 3

On the collective level of understanding, Ellul puts the

question qUite simply.
/

La productivite lui rl'hommel permet de
,,~. -- ...

survivre. Mais, a quel prix? Peut-etre bien
pourrait-on merne dire qUe Ie condamn6 ~ mort
des societes anterieures vivait bien

4
plus

pleinement que l'homme de ce temps.

This kind of protest, on either an individual or a collec-

tive plane, is at best, intermittent. Ellul illustrates

his argument that there is very little outcry against the

way things are, by showing the tendency in international

affairs to equate economic growth, development, and

progress. To use these terms as synonyms reveals the col-

lective belief that conformism to the forces of the

technological society constitutes the only desirable path.

As a result of these reflections, Ellul concludes that a

compelling urgency for a revolution against technique is

surely not iwnediately self-evident within modern society.

b) Are the structures of Dresent society blocked?

It is not possible here to outline in detail Ellul's

arguments about the all-inclusive tendencies of technique.

3_. 8
AR, p. 2 2.

4Tbi<!..,. p. 484 •

I
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:F'or his mas t complete statement of his vieN of the totality

of the determinations, ,one should see The Technological

Society. Fundamentally, he would maintain that technique

informs the basic structures of society; also, it is un-

folding only according to its own inherent logic. Even

though the technological society may give the impression of

creating revolutionary changes, it in fact operates by its

own evolution that rules out any alternatives to itself~

Ellul also makes it clear that he does not see the present

state as external to technique in any way. The state is

neither an adjunct to technique, nor a parasite feeding off

its fruits, nor the controller of technique. As distinct

from its predecessors, the modern state has become an

integral, fundamental component of the all-em'bracing force

dominating society. In this respect, one can encapsulate

Ellul's assessment of the situation,by quoting his own

summary.

Notre soci~t~ est fondamentalement technicienne, , , ,
et etatique. Tous les caracteres de notre societe, ,
aboutissent lal ••• Dans la mesure ou les deux
'Phenomenes ,tendaient l'un et l'autre, ~ recouvrir
i'ensemble de la societ~, ils se sont necessairement
rejoints et se sont assimiles. On ne peut pas
davantage" au' jourd~hui considerer que }a polt tique
commande toujours a la technique ,qu'evacuer
l'Etat dans les superstructures de classe. Les
deux ensembles ont-ete modifies l'un par l'autre.
I.a techniaue est devenue la condition'de toute
politique: L'Etat s'est profondement technise.
II n'y a pas de r~volution contre l'Etat qUi ne
soit oblig{e de s'attaquer en m~me temps ~ la
technique. II n'ya pas de revolution contre les
dangers et les servitudes de la soci~te

technicienne qUi n'imp1ique 1a tentative de
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destructurer l'Etat •••• Car celui-ci [Ie, ,., \ .
systemeJ se trouve structure a deux niveaux.
Le niveau spontane', inconsclent: celui de la
croissance des techniques qUi se repercut~nt
et s'engendrent mutuellement, sans volonte
sous-jacente de faire une societe donne. Le
niveau conscient et voluntaire: celui de l'Etat
qUi organise cette societe pour la meilleure
coordination et utilisation des techniques.5

The combined force of technique and statism has virtually

complete control over society, a control that precludes

any forms of life outside their confines. Anyone who

attempts a revolution without seeing this combination as

the real enemy is deluded into making the situation even

worse. Ellul's account of Marxism is an attempt todemon~

strate this argument. It is within this perspective that

he maintains consistently that, despite all talk about

rapidly changing societies, the fundamental structures of

the technological society are ind eed blocked.

His answers to his own fundamental questions show

that Ellul firmly believes that a revolution is necessary

in our age; yet at the same time, this revolution'would

have to take a form different from the commonplace talk

about revolution. On the other hand, he warns that one

should be under no illusions that the revolution against

the dictatorship of technique and statism is bound to take

place, for the instincts of conformism and security are

against it. For Ellul, revolution is an urgent requirement

5AR, pp. 314-15.
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for the escape from domination, but it is not an inevitabil-

ity. No guarantee exists that man, either now or in the

future, will take up the true revolution. It is neither an

instinct nor a basic need, but it is a choice, or an

absurd wager to reject all th~ forces that now control man.

The wager is absurd for it is I not now possi"ble to explicate

any apparent alternative. Ellul considers that at the

present moment, very few people have the awareness and

courage to accept the necessity for revolution.

I' / '"II TI'y a plUS de necessite revolutionnaire
imm~diate. Elle peut @tre vecue comme
necessaire seulement par ceux aui ont pratiqu~... " " i... ,une longue ascese et exerce une severe volonte--
sinon: ou bien l'action«revolutionnaire»ne

"sera que Ie resul tat de propagand es, ou elle
sera l' «action»6IDais point du tout
revolutionnaire.

This assessment of society, one that sees revolu~lon as

absolutely necessary, but also highly unlikely is signifi-

cant on a strictly social level of thought. Ellul's account

provides a sharp contrast with other theories of revolution,

and any action based on his analysis would differ from

practice stemming from other formulations. As a result,

anyone concerned With m~{ing a genuine impact on society,

would have to look closely at his world to determine

whether or not what Ellul has said contains any validity.

In this light it would appear that his social writings on

re'tolution are noteworthy, even if they are not regarded in
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the light of his theology.

c) It is significant, nevertheless, that his descrip-

tion of the forces against which man must struggle, mani-

fests a direct and concrete reflection of his total

religious perspective which defines what he finally wants

to say. The reality of the combination of statism and

technique forms the present stage reached in the unfolding

of the order of necessity. It is the culmination to date

of the consequences of the sin of Cain -- the givin~ of

allegiance to the order of necessity rather than obedience

to the will of God. The control exercised by statism ana

technique is the modern reality of the principalities and

p0'\llerS -- the forces that were defeated by Chri st, but that

Viere not completely annihilated. It is not sllrprising

therefore, that the structures are blocked from alternative

action, for they represent the apex of the order of

necessity -- that other than which man cannot do.
,

IIll n'y a pas l'ombre d'un indice de regression
de cette structure, aue l'Etat de demain ne se

~ . i,
presente ~as, dans l'evolution historique, comme
tr~s different de celui d' au' jourdhui, sinon au. -- - /\ '"nlveau des reves et des espsrances. En effet,
cet Etat impose sa loi et son orere ~ ceux qUi
l'utilisen~• ••• Ceux qUi.prennent l'appareil
sont obliges progressivement d'en accepter
la 10i. 7

This is Ellul's description of the state as one of the

powers of the order of necessity, with laws which man cannot

7AR, pp. 197-98.
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control, but can only obey. Similarly, it is not surprising

wi thin Ellul's vision, that these force.s are not recognized

by most people as being contrary to man's true interests.

First, the powers of the order of necessity do proviae the

maximum of security for the man separated from God. Second,

the true meaning of the forces is not evident from within

their own activity, but only from the standpoint of the

judgment and mercy of God as announced in the biblical

revelation. Ellul's understanding of the forces of society

shows the indissoluble lin-"\{ between his social and his

theological thought. In the same way, his views concern

ing the major characteristics of the necessary social re

volution would ultimately reflect his faith concerning the

proper Christian response to the world.

II (a) The true revolution to change man's o.estinY then,

will not be of the Marxist variety. It will reject any

notion of being an intrinsic part of the meaning of history

in which men must merely participate. The rejection of

Marxism however, in no way implies that he thinks that the

necessary revolution will be outside of history or on any

ulane different from the world in which we live. 1fuat is

significant on this score is what one means by and how one

evaluates rthe direction of history'. Ellul notes one

tendency that is prevalent, and that is the conclusion

that whatever events take place, do so inevitably without
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any posslbility for deviation. On one level, there is a

logic in such a posi tion as this one, ~hut the whole attemnt

of revolution in Ellul's mind, should be to reverse that

seemingly immutable law. In any case, one can discuss the

determination of events, only after that they have taken

place.

Pour ceux qUi l'ont ent~rise, pour ceux qUi
l'ont achevte, rien ne permettait de dire
qU'elle ~tait dans Ie cours de l'histoire qUi
s'est effectivement realisee. Et les calculs
des marxistes dans ce sens sont parfaitement
fallacieux. Le seule question que l'on pUisse
pose~ co:n.cerne Ie sens probable, previsible
des evenements qUi surviendrong vraisemblablement

-si rien ne vient les emp@cher.

Ellul argues that we can see a direction in human affairs

only by a projection of' the pO~J"ers and forces that are now

operative. The question for him finally centres on the

question of whether revolution should try to accelerate

those trends or try to impede them. Both choices remain

within the sphere of man's historical life, but the latter

is the cry of freedom against domination.
/

Le mensonge radical est de vouloir integrer
l'explosion sauvage de 11berte de l'homme dans
Ie cours necessaire des evenements.9

8AR, p. 291. This statement may seem contrary to what
he says about the necessity of the order of necessity. It
1s however, the most that he can say while remaining solely
within the language of social thought. Finally, he says
that those forces can be opposed only by obedience to the
will of God. One must not forget though, that the response
in that obedience will still take place within this world.

9
AR, p. 291.
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I~ the same vein, Ellul argues that the revolution must

come in terms of the real structures of this present

society. Even though the revolution will reject these

structures, it must come from their very centre. Therefore,

the analysis cannot be in terms of a past state of affairs,
"

even as recent as the French Revolution. Nor can the

analyst afford to concentrate on peripheral aspects of

society. Here, Ellul means that revolutionary awareness

must come from a radical clarity about the technological

society. Since the Western world, and North l~erica in

particular, is the model for the evolution of all societies

in our age, the revolution must strike at the roots of the

problem, by taking place in the West. This is another way

of saying that the necessary revolution will be not only

on the historical level, but also that it will be concrete,

direct, and realistic.

b) The true revolution will resemble all traditional

revolutions in the sense that it will be against the pre-

dictable course of events. In brief, it will be 'anti'

three major forces or mechanisms that make up the 'powers-

that-be' in the technological society.

i) Statism in all its manifestations. For Ellul's complete

account of what statism has become, one should see The

Political Illusion.
./

In Autopsie de la Revolution, he sums

up the thesis of his earlier book, by saying,
.I-

L' etatisme sous toutes s,es formes est destructeur
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de la personnalit~. L'~tat devient plUS
oppressif au fur et a mesu~e qU'il est plUS
abstrait. Et l'homme se demet au profit de

~ ,
l'Etat du soin de resoudre tous les problemes

~ ~ ~de la societe actuelle aboutissant par la meme
~ un desordre sans issue par la construction
d'un ordre rigoureux mais decisivement inhumain.... '- .,
"el est Ie probleme--et 11 n' y a pas a esperer
qU'un jour un Etat se repentirait, deviendrait
liberal au personnaliste, se soumettant a
l'homme. 10

ii) More and better organization. This attack will have

to go beyond merely the systems of bureaucracy (which is

the easiest mechanism to criticize) to strike at all the

means employed to strengthen the operation of society as

it now stands.

iil) T1'1.e_so~!.~y of t~e spectacular. The revolution will

oppose the systems of social relationships that lead to

dehumanization and alienation. Although he uses the same

words as Marx did, he sees these systems operating in a way

that is different from the Marxist critique. To illustrate

what he means in this regard, Ellul merely lists some of

the major components contributing to the society of the

spectacular -- (i) the growing hold of groups over men,

(il) the psycho-sociological manipulation which is associa-

ted with ever-increasing spectacles, (ili) a culture in which

art and intellectual activity have been replaced by con-

sumption, triviality, and diversion, and (iv) the domination

of man over man, in all facets of life. 11

10AR, p. 317.

ll Ibid ., pp. 322-27.
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c) As in the past, revolution will be a negative act

of rupture: yet considering the nature of the technological

society, true revolution today will have to be much more

total and comprehensive than was required in the past.

It is easy to underestimate the total grip and the

absorptive powers of technique and statism. Almost any

action can be incorporated into their grasp. Since this

is the situation, Ellul maintains there can no longer be

any hope for the success of a partial revolution. A global

society, such as he describes, simply cannot be stamped out

in portions. Similarly, despite the fact that the revo

lution must fight for the re-discovery of individual

autonomy against the pressures of groups, still the action

will not be successful, if it is undertaken only by isolated

individuals. 1he revolution will have to be a corporate

endeavour. Ellul recognizes that a major criticism of his

insights regarding revolution will come from the fact that

he has gi·ven only negative goals for the required action.

How can he expect total and corporate revolution when he

can give no description at all of the new order? Ellul

does give three reasons why he cannot give a blueprint for

action. In the first place, he mentions that one betrays

revolution altogether, if he asks what are the goals, for

the whole thrust of Ellul's concern is for whom the revo-

lution is necessary. He does not make his scathing

attacks on the modern world for his own academic aggrand-
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i zement f but in ora er to uncover the tyranny and d estruc-

tiveness being carried out against the individual. His

primary focus remains the person caught in the mechanisms
12of modern society. Secondly, he has become convinced that

the manner of thinking within the framework of technique

has come to dominate all possible means conceivable for

every action with which we are now acquainted. The result

is that any planned programme that could now be spelled

out would do nothing but fall into the trap of strengthen

ing the forces of technique. One can define nothing except

the need to react against those powers. The third reason

follows from the second one: because the technological

society has become almost universal, there can be no

ol~inary political or social approaches for the attempt

to ""wrk for its downfall. The solution must come from a

knowledge of the modern world, but in a uniquely different,

and undefinable way. In defence of his position that

genuine revolution must always be 'anti', he uses the

analogy of the doctor.

" , "Le medecin qUi lutte contre une euidemie
fait-il oeuvre negative-P~rce qU'll est
contre? Dans ,la mesure ou ce contre quoi
j'appelle la revolution est negatif, je
crois,que la lutte contre, elle, devient

12~iS concern is not in contradiction with his
contention that most people gladly accept the technolo
gical society. Part of the task he sees, is to convince
people that the modern world is not a force of liberation
and that they are not free. I
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1\positive. 11 n'y a done, Dour etre Dositif,
ni valeur nouvelle Aformuler, ni pro~raTme
'8. concerter. 13

The very immensity of the task appears to make it

impossible. Certainly, Ellul does run the risk of being

dismissed for demanding an unrealistically Herculean task.

From where does one get even a toe-hold to begin to

think about the revolution or to begin to act in any kind

of significantly revolutionary way? A possible impact of

the monolithic scope of Ellul's vision of modern society

could be resignation to the fact that ALL roads are

blocked. Do the aims and characteristics of the required

revolution compel the reader to concrete action or to

passive lethargy? One can see why many people refer to

Ellul as a 'pessimist': the view' is starl{, and the solu-

tions are at best sl{etchy and negative. Ta1{en in itself,
,.

l\.u!opsle de la Revolution could lead one to argue that the

requirements are so gigantic,

that the result for man turns out to be some
thing akin to inertia if not resignation. So
also ifi th certain [e.g. Ellul 's 1 forms of
revolutionary thought. If one argues that
nothing at all can be accomplished before the
seizure of state power, in fact that everything
else is a counter-productive sop, one has a
neat chic-radical excuse for doing nothing at
all. He serves best who merely sits and bitches,
or perhaps at best spreads the revolutionary
word and shoots down any incremental step as

13
AR, p. 328.

j
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'objectively reactionary,.14

Despite Cox's assessment, it is very hard to say that

passivity strikes a dominant note in any of Ellul's works,

particularly when he is speaking in the following manner.

II s'agirait alors de retrouver une souplesse,
un jeu par rapport a ces organisations precises,
ce qui imp~iqu~ l'intrusion de deux factuers
toujours recuses, parce que suspects: l'arbitraire
du jugement individuel, Ie passionel veCU;--II-eBr
bien"certain que-ce-sont-des expressions
parfaitement a-techniques qui ... pourraient peut-
~tre avoir un sens vraiment revolutionnaire. Et
ce sont ces deux voies qUi, l'une dans Ie champ
intellectuel, l'autre sur Ie plan sensible,
Peuvent avoir ce sense Mais cela imnlique un,.. - "-
retour rigoureux a la decision individuelle, a
l'histoire personnelle et un risque evident de
regression collective. 15

d) "In the final section of Autopsie de la Revolution,

Ellul does give some hints of the focus of action in the

necessary revolution, but these suggestions remain somewhat

fragmentary, and definitely unclear. The three orientations

he puts for11ard follow directly from all his previous

social analysis. The first of course, is the re-discovery

of the individual. This aspect has been discussed pre-

viously. Despite the danger that the readers will view

this proposal as a form of decadent nineteenth century

thought, Ellul claims that properly und.erstood, it is the

14Harvey Cox, "The Ungodly City: A Theological
Response to Jacques Ellul", Commonweal, July 9, 1971,
pp. 354-55.

15
AR, p. :310.
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first prerequisite for a proper revolution in these times.

The second orientation is the development of awareness or

consciousness of what is really happening. For Ellul, this

goal cannot be reached by an eITancipation of the irrational

elements of man as an antidote for the rationality of

technique .16 The revolution must be based on a knOl\Tledge

of reality that requires an even more rigourous discipline

and analysis than the enemy can possibly muster. Presumably,

he sees his own books partially, as making a contribution

in this direction. More important, he gives a brief in-

sight into the source of consciousness, when he alludes to

the need for contemplation as the opposite of frenetic

action.

S:i vous voulez ~tre veri table r~volutionna1res
dans cette societ§ (une fois de plus, je ne
pr~rends ici-nr-une valeur nermanente n1 ·une
veri te eternelle), soyez des cOlltemplatifs:
alors, de la sortira la uuissallce de l'individu
pour ebranler Ie syst~me:17

Finally, awareness of the situation cannot, by itself, be

taken as the full solution. The last step is an incredibly

------~------

16At this point, Ellul is directing his remakrs
towards Marcuse whom he Views as not only wrong, but pre
eminently dangerous.

17AR, p. 335. "Contemplation' is a strange notion
to use in one of his books of social analysis, for it can
have little meaning apart from the theological pole of the
dialectic; it has no commonsense meaning in the other
context alone. For a glimpse of what he means by the
'contem~lation'L one should see pr~t~r an.d the Modern Man.
There i v seems "GO mean communion-w' -mit-dbed"re....n"""C"",,e...----
to the will of God.
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difficult one, and it is in no wayan automatic course to

follow. It is a decision. These three orientations are

not at all separate entities in Ellul's thought, for they

are all inter-connected and each one flows from the others.

In short, Ellul advocates a revolution of awareness and,

transcendence, through an act of freedom.

One draws the conclusion that for Ellul, revolution

is not a particular offensive strategy that will take place

at an opportune moment in the future to change the world.

Rather the required revolution means to live every moment

in a different way. Despite his attemnt to illustrate what

he means by referring to the movements of personalism and
~situationalism, even by the end of Autopsie de la Revolution,

he is not successful in demonstrating completely what he has

in mind. One senses that, even though he prefers an

earlier model of revolution to the Xarxist one, it too would

be inadequate for what has to be accomplished. It would

appear that Ellul is being somewhat unfair to his,readers,

for he does not reveal his total vision in this work. He

does give some veiled hints when he speaks of the need for

awareness, contemplation, will, acts of freedom, unique

responses to the world etc. The di'fficulty arises because

he does not explain his use of these words and phrases

meanings that would be different from common parlance. At

this point, we come back to the discussion, in the Intro

duction of the thesis, of his overall framework. Ellul's
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analysis of revolutions in the past, and the failures of

Barxist interpretations, can be assessed factually without

a complete analysis of any other dimension of his thought.

In light of the whole analysis of what ought to be done

however, this social account of revolution remains a

description of only one pole of the dialectic. It is one

of his accounts of the situation towards which the biblical

revelation of the relation between God and man, is currently

directed. The final understanding~r a response to that

situation can come only in obedience to the will of God.

TI1US, when he outlines even briefly, a somewhat program-

matic answer, he cannot be complete, since he has chosen to

limit himself to purely social studies. For a description

of what revolution truly means within his total thought, we

shall have to turn to the theological pole of the dialectic.

The theological counterpart to Auto'Osie __d_~ Is R6voll~!:ion

is presented, more clearly than anywhere else, in Violence.

III (a) In Violence, Ellul focuses on the reality of

violent action as the modus vivendi of men in the order of

necessity. Then he uses this description as a case-in-

point to present an outline of the significance of the

Christian response to the world. As outlined in Chapter I,

he argues that there are only two orders to which men can

adhere--the order of necessity and the order of Christ.

The basic point is that the two, in

mutually exclusive. "[TJhere is no

the final analysis, are
I

escaping the absolute

I
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oDposition between the order of necessity and the order of

Christ. 1118 This echoes somewhat the position he took in

To Will and To Do, when he said,

But the Bible instructs us to the contrary,
that there is a holy and a not holy. There
is no degree of the holy, no border zone, no
approximation since that which is holy is, in
point of fact, that which is separated. 19

It is the task of the Christian then, to be obedient to

the order of Christ, a task that demands the struggle

against the powers of the ord er of necessity. The absolute

dichotomy that Ellul sees between the two orders helps to

explain his intransigence against all forms manifested in

the modern world, and his refusal to accept any compromise

as an ultima.te answer to the human situation. It is also

within this perspective that he refuses to admit any shades

of worth vri thin the political realm. One can see two

examples of this particular stance when he claims that there

are no basic differences among all the revolutions ~c~789,

and when he says that the modern state is always the same.

18
Violence, p. 130.

19To Will, p. 31. The two presentations are not
identical. The holy and the not holy are two states of
existence -- God and His creation (even before the fall).
TDe two orders are significant, for each indicates an
orientation of allegiance towards one of the states. Only
in Christ Can it be said that God (the holy) became man
(by defini tiOD, not holy). The order of Christ implies
obedience to the holy, and allegiance to the holy in the
not holy world. Nan himself will never become holy.
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t i\ 1\Non, tan ot l'un, tantot l'autre, mais
toujours Ie primat de l'Etat, toujours Ie
m~me qU'il soit monarchiste, fasciste,
republicain, communiste. En tout cas, par
lui m~me jamais revolutionnaire, malgre ses
declarations. 20

The state in any form is one of the powers of the order of

necessity, so that the state can never be good in itself --

in any ultimate sense of being of the order of Christ. To

avoid erroneous conclusions about his position concerning

the two orders, one should consider two other theological

tenets that Ellul sees as prominent in the biblical

revelation.

b) In the first place, it would be a denial of the fact

that the Incarnation took place, if th'e Christian attempted

to carry out the struggle on any level other than the

historical plane of the order of necessity in his own

world. TI1is is why Ellul maintains his fervent interest in

social and political questions. One cannot conclude that

since the two orders are completely distinct, Ellul should

or does consider the order of necessity as unimportant or

irrelevant. Obedience to the order of Christ requires that

action be carried out where Cnrist Himself worked -- at the

very centre of the 1110rld as it is in revolt from God e- This

understanding of Christian duty also explains what he has

said about the concrete and realistic demands if a true

revolution is to come into the world.

20AR , p. 242.

A Christian cannot

I
I
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separate hiillself from the work of Christ. With the

Incarnation and Resurrection of Jesus Christ, the pOi'lerS

were defeated, but they were not annihilated, so that the

battle still continues with ever-increasing vigour. At the

same time, Ellul would remind Christians of a second truth

found in the biblical revelation. They are still human

and as such, they remain sUbject to the order of necessity.

Since that order came into being in order to preserve the

shattered creation from annihilation (as a result of God's

judgment and mercy), the Christian cannot in any way ignore

his world or escape from it. He must work to make the

world livable, without giving it his total allegiance. He

IDustbe concerned Nith issues such as developing a pro-

vi.sional Ynorality, improving life in the city, and opposing

specific political regimes that do not contribute to the

preservation of human existence. The Christian will join

ca.uses as do other men, a!1d Ellul clearly does see some

regimes as more preservative than others. For example, he

was very active in the French Resistance, and he considers

that the goals of fascism are not even worthwhile discus-

sing. wnat he means by this apparent contradiction emerges

most 'clearly when he discusses "The Impossibili ty and the

Necessi ty of a Christian Ethic" in To 1>1ill and To Do (pp.

199-267). His objection comes when Christians try to

~1ustify an action that is merely a following of the prder of

neqessity at its height, because nothing else can b~ done.
f
i
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Violence, for example, is inevitable, but Ellul's whole

theology indicates that this is no reason to justify the

use of violence.

He must struggle against violence precisely
because, apart from Christ, violence is the
form that human relations normally and
necessarily take. In other words, the more
completely violence seems to be of the order
of necessity, the greater is the obligation
of believers in Christ's Lordship to overcome
it by challenging necessity.21

Even in o'bedience to the order of Christ, the Christians,

however numerous, will not be successful in bringing in

the final and complete revolution against the domination

of the order of necessity, for only God's action will

bring in the New Jerusalem. This is the paradox that Ellul

a paradox that he

believes cannot be resolved, and from which the follower of

Christ cannot escape.

c) TI1e need to oppose the order of necessity is the

basic reason for Ellul's opposition to Harx's attempt to

put revolution within history as its ineVitable outcome.

Not only was Marx mistaken about the forces dominating

modern history, but even his theory about how revolution

might come about, was false. In Ellul's theology, there 1s

no possibility of change, if one submits to the order of

necessity. In his rejection of Marx'S view of revolution,

21
Viol~~, pp. 127-28.
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Ellul tenQs to uphold the traditional notion of revolt as

outlined in Chapter II. This idea appeals to him for it is

an absurd outcry against the controlling forces, and such a

rejection is a cornerstone of his own thought on revolution.

In his total statement though, this kind of action canno,t

constitute true revolution either, for it is also strictly

in accordance with the order of necessity.

We must understand that when a man considers
violence the only resort left to him, when he
sees it, not as a remedy and the harbinger of a
new day, but as at least an indictment of the old,
unjust order, when he thinks of violence as a way
of affir~ing his outraged human dignity (his
pride!) -- in all these cases he is yielding to
a normal urge, he is being natural, he is, though
he is outside the law, at least being truthfuI. 22

Ellul cannot condemn a response such as this one in the same

way that he does Marxism. still, the blind response does

not attack the real problem, and it is incapable of tal{ing

a stance that could alter human destiny. Giving into the

powers cannot be a starting point for overcoming them.

According to EllUl, there is only one way to reverse the

reality of technique and statism -- an altering of the will

from obedience to the order of necessity to obedience to the

vIi 11 of God.

d) With respect to Ellul's conclusions about what a

genuine revolution would involve, I would underline two

central concepts, outlined previously in Chapter I. First,
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the act of redemption by which man can alter the orientation

of his will is the mysterious act of salvation that comes

from outside man. Despite all that he says in Autopsie de--"----
la ~~~~lutiont Ellul does not believe that any truly

revolutionary action can be initiated without the prior

revelation that man cannot achieve alone, no matter how

much analysis he undertakes. In the second place, along

with Ellul's emphasis on the individual, the reader must

also remember the conviction of the constancy and consistency

of the will of God. This belief relates to the statements

that true revolution does not mean either the emancipation

of man's irrational passions, nor solely individual action.

Ellul's overall conception of obedience to the 'here and

now' obedience to the will of God does not result in

anarcbistic inspiration, nor in conflicting responses that

1>'Tould destroy indiscriminately. The facts that God's will

never wavers and that God does not brew{ His ~ord; these

make possible the call for clarity, discipline, and corpo-

rate action. On the corporate level, the Church must make

it possible for men to hear the Word of God given in the

Bible, for only Christian action can shatter the fatalities

of the world. This is the job of the Church, for it would

be a denial of the very principles of faith, if one were to

expect non-Christians to behave in the same manner as

Christians who have been given the power of Christ.

Only Christians can contend against the

I
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powers that are at the root of the nrobleF.
lIttle state would be powerless and uniYc'portant
were it not for the something-more-than-itself
that resides within it. And to. contend against
institutions or against the men who serve the
institutions (the police for instance) is useless.
It is the heart of the problem that must be
attacked. And the Christian alone can do that-
because the others know nothing about all this
and because only the Christians receive the power
of the Holy Spiri t and are required by God to
do these things. 23

e) Ellu~ always adheres to the belief that the re-

qUirements of God do not allow a retreat to an isolated,

spiritual realm; at the same time the Christian must fight

only with spiritual weapons. (rt is interesting that

Ellul describes the kind of action called for in terms of

'Violence' and 'combat,.)24

But as Rimbaud. told us 'spiri tual w'arfare is just
as brutal as human warfare'. We know What price
Jesus paid for waging his battle spiritually.
But this spiritual contest is concerned only with
the incarnated powers •••• The sniritual warfare
we are summoned to is concerned with human
realities -- with injustice, oppression, autho
ritarianism, the domination of the state by money,
the exaltation of sex, science etc. 25

The only weapons for the Christian are antithetical to those.

that the world accepts as normal and effective. All he can

rely upon is the Word of God, especially as revealed in the

life of Christ, the power of prayer in which he is in com-

-------
2J

Violence, p. 164-.

24See the last chapters of Violence and Prayer and
Modern Man respectively.

25 .
Vl01~nce, pp. 164-65.
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munion with the will of God, and self-giving Agape that

reconciles all men. 'These weapons may seem remote from

the concrete world with which Ellul deals in Autopsie ~e la
;'Revolution, but he says that is a false impression. For

example he points out that if only the commandment 'Thou

~halt do no murder' as interpreted in the sermon on the

mount were taken seriously, the result would have a revo-

lutionary effect on all existing social and political

structures. That revolutionary action is possible only

with spiritual strength flowing from communion with the

I'lill of God. It vlOuld not bring in the Kingdom of God ,but

it would certainly alter the condition of the world. The

tough demands of fighting with weak and defenceless love 26

would undermine all the shackling and oppressive forces.

One central practical question arises when one

considers the brutality of the modern world. Is this

answer livable? The simplest answer to that question 1s

that it is not entirely a legitimate one to ask. Christians

do not enter the fray of their own accord, but only because

God sends them. Christians know that they can do nothing

to hasten the Second Coming, and beyond even that limlta.

tion, they have to be prepared to be rejected from the city,

if they so much as attempt to follow the example of Christ.

26
To see the same argument that the central message

of the Gospels is contrary to what is normally considered
effective action, see David Jenkins, "The Power of the
Powerless", In Search for a Theology of Development •

._-----------
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God may oreer a particular Christian to leave the city

before he is destroyed, but this is no independent prin~

ciple by which God is bound" nor if.1 which the Ch1"lstlaft.

can take false refuge from the world. There is the

~uarantee of faith in the Resurrection, but it does not

give physical immunity here and now. Since the power of

the city, as described by Ellul, is now almost universal,

rejection is the virtually certain fate for the Chrlstian6

Perhaps all the practical questions can be spoken to in the

following way.

W10ever ta~es up the sword shall perish by
the sword. And whoever does not take up the
sword (or lets it go) shall perish on the cross. 27

Ellul's ethic is an ethic of crucifixion -- but one must

remember that for him, the Crucifixion was inseparable from

the Incarnation and the ResurreBtiofi. It is only withlft tne

revelation of Jesus Christ and the response to it, that one

can undel"stand what Ellul is saying at the end of AutoPsle_.-----.:'"__:.. ~--

de la R{volution. The path towards true revolution is hot.--_.__...-........----,._--_..

being undertaken 1n any significant manner within the techno=

logical society. The way can come only from a constant re~

assertion of the 1'11118 of men, at every moment, tOwards the

order of CI11'ist 6

[!Jl faut alors tine tnergie farouche de refus

27Simone Weil, Gravity and Grace (London: Routledge
and Kegan Faul), p. 79. r



et d' affirmation de soi cOJlpl);ter;lent renouv-e16e
nar rannort au vieil individualisme nerime et
~ tout-ce qUi fut jusqu'ici deSign~ comme
revolution. i'Ious ne sommes plus heri tiers de
personnel tout est ~ commencer. 28

28
AR, p. 3.52.
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